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PREFACE

.

Within the framework of the prograolef work 'of the
Education Committee, the OECD has over the 'last few years undertaken
an analysis of various aspects of teacher polid s in primary
and secondary education.
Teachdr education, in relation to new patterns of teache'r
tasks, is central to the problems which confront Member countries
in the elolution of teachers' roles. These problems were analysed
in an eiarlier OtCD. publication
The Teacher and Educational Change A New Role.
:

6

Work and discussions among experts have led to a series
of preliminary conclusions concerning trends in this area which have
been summarized in a report on
"Initial and continuing training
of teachers - New trends and concepts", published in a-volume
entitled
New Patterns of Teacher Education and Tasks - General
Analyses. This analysi8 was based on a number of case-studies of
innovations in Member couhtries, undertakdn in 'response to some of
the key questions in the future development of the teaching
profession.
:

.

:

The interest shown in these analyges has encouraged the
Secretariat to publiSh supporting material in a first series of
volluks under the general heading'of
New Patterns of Teacher
Education and Tasks. These volumes put together country studies
dealing With these problems as well as studies whidh deal with the
more general aspects of.t?aining policies and professional support.
:

A second series of documents, published by the Directorate for
Social Affairs, Manpower and Education, and to which the present
volume belongs, makes available additional studies of trends in
teacher training policies in individual OECD rountries or groups
of countries.
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UNIVERSITIES AND TEACHERS' COLLEGES
A STUDY OF CHANGING-RELATIONSHIPS
IN SOME EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
by

Boris Ford
Director
College and Further Professional Studies
School of Education
University of Bristol
(United Kingdom)
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Summary
r

The main objective off, this study is to examine and evaluate the ways in which the relationships between teachers' colleges and universities are changing in four. European countries:
Germany, Sweden, ilgland and Wales, and Denmark. These countries
were selected because of the contrast they reveal in the direction of change between these institutions, and in the philosophies and politics governing these changes.

The first task has been to establish, historically, why
the teachers' colleges and universities grew up in virtual isolation from each other, which means asking why it was and, in
many places, still is thought appropriate that primary,teachers
should be trained in siwje-professional colleges
and secondary teachers should be educated and sometimes trained in universities. The answers to this question are quite complex; they
have almost nothing to do with educational theory and almost
everything to do with the social problems of providing the
essential minimum of utilitarian education for the working
masses. The divided system of traininr Went along with a divided,profession, and it led to teachers' colleges being small,
isolated, academically modest, matJ,rnal, and often one-sex
institutions.
,

The study goes on to examine why it is that, since the
Sdcond World War, this sharply divided system has seemed,
increasingly anachronistic. The restructuring of schooIsystems
on comprehensive lines, tie changed social recruitment to teacning, the new and enlarged task of the teacher, and the profesionalisatic)n of teaching, are some of the main factors which
have led to the general acceptance t at teachers' education
and training,is a task for higher education and that universities need to concern themselves with the whole span of school
teaching. It.is as a result of these and of more specifically
social political pressures that proposals have come forward
for the creation of cJmprell'ensive universities, or for the
establishment of federal links between institutions.
The main body of the study concentrates on these chanr;ing relationships in four European countries, and it is particularly concerned to evaluate the educational-pedagogic implications of the various programmes of reorganisation. As far as
teachers are concerned, the following have been taken as
premises:
(i) -that'teachers have to be educated as professionals,
for a somev/hat new and very exacting role and for a
differentiation of functions;

(ii) that the separation of training in colleges, of edu7
cation in universities, and of:seminars outside both,
is divisive of the profession of teaching;

(iii) that the teachers' "new role" implies integration of
studies, openness of approach, and experimentalomethods;
(iv) that smaller specialist institutions are necessarily
dependent intellectually on larger centres of study and
research;
(v) that quality of teaching may be related to the size
and complexity of the ;1.n.s.4..tiattbn in which education

and training takes place.

How far, the study asks, do the new institutipnal patterns of
teacher educat:ola b r out these premises, either explicitly cr
as a by-product of
pursuit of other objectives that may have
little to do with the needs of teaching?
The analysis of the information Katheied from four
countries
that there is a'malaise about teacher educa;

tion sand t1v.t t'.2_:=3 stems from:

-

the
the
the
the

isoldtion of teacher-students and their staff
mondtechnic character of the colleges and departments
need to upgrade the Professional courses
lack of serious integrion of theory and practice

- the paucity of pectao;ogic res,parch.

All these factors relate, in varying degrees, to the changing
nelations between the two system's of teacher education; and they
also reveal the extent to which the colleges and the universities are not only establishing links but are developing in
complementary and even contradictory ways. The planning mechanisms of higher education to which the two systems are subject
do not appear, very often, to be asking the right-questions at
the right time. It may be that the various institutional developments taking place in Europe, which can be described as
fusion, federation, co-operation and independence, go some way
to meeting some of the five main categories of problem.identifled above, but they mostly fail to r perceive the specific needs
of teacher education or of the teacher to master his new role.
Upon analysis, the central questions left unresolved by
the various schemes of reorganisation are:
(i) Size: the absorption, in some countries, of teachers'
colleges into vast comprehensive institutions creates
a number of problems, most notably to do with the
divorce betveen research and undergraduate teaching,
with the c.utonomy of dep;irtents, and with the loss
of cbntacts with sclgols;

(ii) Integration of studies: the assimilation of the colleges to the wavers-37y prIthPrn of study means'substituting a sequential for a rohourrent:mi integrated pattern of studies, and the teachers' t aining
seminar remains. a separate institution on th
clontinent;

8-

-
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(iik),Professional orientation of higher education: in some
C67iETTITT7Eile organisation of higher education into
professional sectors seems to contradict the trend,
elsewhere thought desirable, tollards later,choice; and
also it militates against inter-professional studies
for the social and helping professions;
.

r

(iv) Academic life of staff: the problem of recreating the
academic community, of e tablishing a network of meaningful academic, professional and research relationships, in-the contemporary settingfeems.to be-going
by default..
Finally, the study identified a number .of developments
which, in theauth-oP's opinion, deserve closer attention because
of the potential they caprf:

(i) The English institutes of education and the B.Ed: this
experiment in inter-institutional collaboration has'
helped to upgrade the colleges, while allowing them to
retain their academic independence.
Ns

(ii) The DanishEsayal,2chool and Sweden's ma or colle es::
These colleges represent a concen rat on f resources
which cap serve as a reservoir for s aller colleges.
(iii) Colleges of Education:, for all their former limitations,
it would seem premature to destroy the colleges; but
they need to be linked with universities at, many levels.
(iv) Higher Education 'and the schools: there is a growing
recognitipn that innovation and development in the
:schools depend on'the'degree to which the colleges and
education departments of universities become a source
of innovative ideas and of curriculum experiment in
conjunction with neighbouring Schools.
3
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Intriguction

As the UNESCO Faure Committee noted in their report
Learnin to be, education has become a major industry since the
war, and the business of educating and training teachers has
developed correspondingly. Of course, the sheer number of
teachers to be trained has multiplied enormously.
But the
development has not simply been numerical, ft has above all
involved a radical change in the concept of, what it means to
educate a teacher, and this in turn depends on changing ideas
about the role of the teacher. Very many agencies, and notably
OECD, have sponsored conferences ! discussions, papers and fulllength studies on the education and
a
training of the new teacher.
,

.

What, then, of the institutions in which teachers are
educated and trained, the education departments of universities
and the teachers' colleges? How have they fared during this
period of dramatic expansion of teacher numbers? And how have,
the fared in relation to eac other? This sgcond question pro v es
e main
eme o
s 'epor
For on' of the most interesting features of teacher education and training has been the
deep theoretical and thus institutional division within its
structure.
Broadly speaking teachers in higher education and
in the upper echelons of secondary education have been educated s
in universities, while other teachers have been trained in
colleges. This division has reflected deep social divisions
within educational systems, and it has been strengthened and
sanctified by an elaborate paraphanalia of rationalisation and
snobbery.
During the years since the Second world war this
pattern has come under considerable_ pressure, with the result
that universities have, in some countries, accepted a much wider
range of professional preoccupations and even responsibilities,
while the colleges have developed serious academic pretensions.
.

The result of these pa'rallel processes has led to a redefinition of the relations between universities and colleges;
or rather, in many countries, to these separate institutions
defining their relations to each other for the first time; or
perhaps, to be even more exact, to these institutions having
their relations to each other defined for them. The greater
part of the history of teachers' colleges is one of isolation:
their job having been to carry out a comparatively utilitarian
task for students of modest'academic calibre. This task had
nothing to do with the lofty academic purposes of universities.
But as the teacher's role became visibly more and more complex
and burdensome, and as the disciplines that underlay his training .became correspondingly more demanding academically, so
the distinction between training and education became less easy
to sustain, and some of the indifference of the
iversities
towards the colleges began to give place to an \ur.1
easy,concern.
In the U.S.A. the teachers' colleges were drawn onto the campuses
of universities;
in England they retained.their independencIsIc
but were placed under the supervision of the universities;
Denmark, the Royal College attained something of the prestige
'1

0
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and character of a university institut on; while in Sweden and
Germany, the colleges are being absor ed into the larger comprehensive university structures which a e being instituted.

These developments are, in m ny instances, the outcome
of large-scale institutional planni g# prompted by political
or at least by educational=politica considerations. The debate
has been conducted in terms of privilege and prestige and
equal opportunity, in tends of proViding a more general education and eferring vocational commitment, and also in terms of
critical ass and the economies of scale. It would be possible
to evaluate the character of higher education inthe western
hemisphere and of its transformation in these terms.
Some of the main concepts and propositions upon' which
the emergence of the "new" teacher may be thought to rest, and
which are examined in the course of this Report, are these:

- the academic communit
special

s between differing kinds of
s in acadeMic and professional education;

iVersitv or centre
- the comrehensive
in egra e or co-opera ve moc..e s and questions of
size;

the ac demicdngndenco
tion, including the relatcon between teaching, study \
and research;

- the inte rated curriculum for rfessional studies,
an
e cues ion o
studies.

concurrent or cons?cu ive

More particular themes and questions which`then invite
analysis and discussion are:
('-

- That are the intellectual and academic needs of the
institutions concerned with teacher education and
training, and what are the needs of their staffs?'
Row are these needs supplied?

- For instance, how Ar can the staff of a college meet
the enormously varied demands which training the "new"
teacher presupposes, and how far can they do so out of
their own resources?
'thence do the mathematician or psychologist or philosopher, for in tanc,
e in a smallish college derive their
intellectua and academic and professional sustenance?
t contacts anal reinforcement, throUgh what
Through widA
(professional intercourse'? How far can they engage in
and how do they, and how does their whole
research;
college, keep cAtsely in touch with research developments, with the shifting frontiers and boundaries of
0
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- How far do they, on their own, succeed in relating the
theoretical and academic with the practical, a question
which might, on one interpretation, be redefined as
mediating betWeen the world of the university and the
world of the school?
Professional and academic questions,.of this kind are
asked less often than institutional and organisational ones.
Being somewhat intangible, at least being hot easily susceptible
to statistical analysis, they tend to be of limited appeal to
economists and sociologists and social-engineers, acrd to pdliticlans.
Consequently it may be that the comprehensive university,
for instance, will solve some social problems and compound some
academic ones. At least the question is worth putting.

The first part of this Report offers an account, necessarily a very abbreviated account, of the(mErgence of teachers!
lleges and of their isolation from universities.: a study, for
fd.
tie wst part, of mediocrity and arochialism. A large part of
the historical evidence has been hrawm from English sources,
mainly because these sources are unusually rich and also because
very little of the continental literature is available in translation.
This is followed by an examination of the ways in which
the role of the teacher has been reconceived during the past
half century and, as a result, the training of teachers has been
emancipated. 'As its status1and standards have been raised, and
as the colleges have been elevated from institutions of residual
secondary education into institutions of higher education, so
their explicit relationship to universities becomes the major
theme to be examined. The treatment of this thethe which is
offered here is neither definitive nor exhaustive: it might
best be desribed, perhaps, as suggestive. It stems from some
ten years! experience of teacher education in universities and
colleges in England, together with visits and conversation in
1!es,t Germany, Switzerland, Denmark and Sweden. There then follow
four case studies, of the changing relations between universities,
-and colleges in West Germany, Sweden) England and Wales, and
Denmark; and there is a final chapter which analyses and evaluates
this body of evidence.

'Thus the Report is designed to stimulate and guide
4iscussion on a range of conceptual ouestions concerning the
tuture shape of teacher education and training and the academic
relations between the two.
imong the most important and perplexing questions in higher education is the-academic basis of
professionalism and of professional commitment.
It would be a
pardonable simplification to say that the progressive philosophy
of the time seek's to create whole men and women by means of
integrated curricula in open_and community-oriented schools.
How far, then, do the current and prospective arrangements for
educating and training teachers seem likely to produce whole,
integrated, and community-oriented teachers or teachers of
teachers?

11
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A divided profession

,The potted history of the training of teachers is a
story -of default and expediency and, until quite recent
timest of calculated mediocrity. This is not to say anything
absurd, of course, as that there7,have been no great and
s
charismati teachers since Socrates, or that no-one was "well.
taught" until the twentieth century. Rather it is to suggest
that the relationship between trCining and the quality of
classroom performance has always beenc'problematic, and that,
in consequence, the institutionalisation of teacher training
and education has proceeded on pretty haphazard and ill The assumption that education was
tested, principles.
bringing pupils;into contact wia educated minds,.
functionfrig largely on their own either. as tutors, in trend
houses or as pesters in individual classrooms, was modified,
or perhaps oAe should say was 'augmented, over the centuries
by the complementary theories that the pupil should be
permitted to gather up his education as freely and spontaneously as possible from all that 13y around him, and that
what lay around him should be carefully moulded into an
In any event, teachers were
educational environment.
efteated on broad principles and within a range Of disciplines that were thought equally appropriate to the education of other Clerics and professional men, and the natural
setting for such an education was the-university. The
sophistication of the teaching proc#ss and its establishment
on a would-be scientific basis hasqnot succeeded in displacing this earlier philosophy, which still provides
virtually the sole method of "training" the university
teacher and the' major method of "trainingn'the grammar*
And there are few grounds for supposing
school teacher.
fallen
that civilisation would have risen more rc.;-1117
less abruptly if these groups of elite teachers had peen
trained more calculatedly or provided,with a more elaborate
technical expertise.
POI. lesser breeds, lesser institutions were invented.
As the industrial revolution gathered momentum, and as the
urban population multiplied and the franchise was extended
first to most men and then to women, elementary education
had to be publicly provided and large numbers pf teachers

,

* Throughout this paper, educational terminology will be
y, without attempting, on
used in a broadly descriptive
ehensive set of interevery occasion to provide a c
ammar" school is commonly
national equivalents. Thus a
understood"today to be one whiC provides secondary
education for a selected minority.

/
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trained.

Clearlythe ranks of these elemettary. teachers
Could not be filled by gentlemen amateurs from the'universifies, and not simply ,pecau8e there were too few of they,
but because they knew too much and had too many ideas.
The
teachers fdr the'elementary schools should be modest people
mainly of working class origin,'who cOuld.be counted on to
provide little beyond a basic learning and a few simple
skills, and who might be able to instil and maintain discipline among children who -mostly came frouNretched and overcrowded homes; In the eighteenticentury, the majority of
teacher's in the Middle Atlantic region of the U.S%A.:
"...had
England
highest
did not
cooper,

come into Philadelphia or Baltimore from
as indentured servants to be sold to the
bidder, Significantly, a school teacher
bring as high, a price as a shoemaker, a
a mason; a carpenter or a barber." (1)*

A century later, the prestige of the teacher was, in many
European countries, not very different, except that he no
longer began life as a servant. But many of the characteristics and problems of teaching as a profession and of teacher
training derive from the humble working'-class origins of the
state teacher in the nineteenth Century
From country to country various methods were devised
to train these teachers, but the spirit in which the task was.
undertaken is well documented in Britain.
The monitorial
schools of the early nineteenth century, for-instal*e, were an)
ingenious way of contriving that teaching could be done by
the young and ill-qualified; and they were replaced by the
pupil - teacher system under which a pupil was apprenticed at
13 for five years. This scheme was introduced by KayShuttleworth, Secretary to the Privy Council for Education,
and he was clear about its social purposes:
"...he considered the elementary school teacher as
a 'missionary apongst the poor'. He did not wish
elementary school teachers to rise above themselves
and was concerned that they should bear in mind
the inherent dangers in 'over-educating', the working classes. For both reasons, Kay-Shuttleworth
was only interested in providing a scale of pay
equivalent to the-Col' an artisan and was inclined
to think of training for teaching in terms of a
craft apprenticeship rather than as preparation
for a profession." (2)

Matthew Arnold was blunt in his comments on this pupil-teacher
system:

"It is sufficient to say that the plan which these
objectors recommended, the plan of employing teachers
whose attaintents do not rise far above the level of
the attainments of their scholars, has already been
It has tried and it has failed. Its fruits,
tried.
* Figures in brakets refer to References.
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were to be seen in the condition of elementary
education throughout England until a very recent
period.. It is now sufficientJ.y clear that the
teacher to--whom you give only a drudge's training, will do only a drudge's work, and will do it
in a drudge's spirit." (3)
'

It was out of.this system that grew, in England, the
training college or normal school, to which a certain number
of pupil-teachers were sent for a two-year course. The
English, like the early German and Swedish, training colleges
were initially run by the voluntary bodies (or religious
orders) and not by the State, and Kay-Shuttleworth obtained
government grants for them. These products, the elementary
school teachers,,were to be inspired, he said, by "Christian
charity" and to undertake "serious duties in a humble
sphere"; thoUgh he also noted, as if to Underline their
humbleness, that the young people were mostly entered for the
colleges and the profession of teaching not because of any
"peculiar fitness for this vocation" but because they lacked
"qualifications for any other". (4) In Germany instruction
in the elementary schools was often given' by people who
worked their way up, through teaching of a kind, from lowly
cIsitions like school helpers, former soldiers, sacristans
(or vergers), or people with an interrupted school or
university education. .Robert Lowe, the Vice-President of the
Education Department, who coined the famous phrase "we must
educate oilr masters", enl5rged on this deferential view of
elementary teaching in a pamphlet published in 1867:
"I do not think it is any part of the duty of the
Government to prescribe what people should learn,
except in the case of the poor, where time is so
limited that we must fix upon a few elementary
subjects to,get anything done at all... The
lower classes ought to be educated to discharge
They should also be
the duties cast upon them.
educated that they may)appreciate and defer to a
higher cultivation when they meet it, and the
higher classes ought to be educated in a very
different manner in order that they may exhibit to
the lower clasSes that higher education to which,
if it were shown to them, they would bow down and
defer." (5)

were which the lesser classes had "cast
What these "dutig
upon them" (wh her by God or man) had been succinctly
described by Kay-Shuttleworth:
"In every English proprietor's domain there ought
to be, a6 in many there are, school houses with
well trained masters, competent and zealous to
rear the p G..Pulation in obedience to the laws, in
submission to their superiors, and to fit them to
strengthen the institutions of theircountry by their
domestic virtues, their sobriety, their industry
and forethought." (6)
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'well might the Department claim that "the profession
is open to the child of any common labiourer or 'common working
man upon no harder terms than forgoing higher wages )and submitting to a great deal of moral restraint between the
twelfth and the twenty-first year". (7) His wages, at this
date, were estimated to be rather less that a polkeeman's and
,rather more than,a curate's, ranging, according to the region
of the country, from about £65 to c132 ,per year'- '5eachers in
Roman'Catholic schools received oily £600. Moreover, as-the
Netcastle Commissioners put it: "He reaches in early life a
table land, and may tread it till he dies".
It was hardly
surprising, therefore, that "Men were generally made schoolmasters because they were unfit for anything else", to quote
from a Member of Parliament speaking in 1847; .or that Lord
Macaulay, speaking in the same debate, could say that schoolmasters are "the refuse Of'all other callings ..o to whom no
gentleman would entrust the key of his cellar". (8) And very
.many years later Bernard Shaw could still utter his witticism
that 'He who can does: he who cannot teaches"o
one the less, the picture wa's slowly changing.
In
the eme ing industrial centres of Europe, a rapidly,expand,ing urban proletariat and the growing number of c/stks and
-accountants, coupled with the steady enlargement of the
franchise, combined.to,give elementary education a utilitarian
justification and eventual respectability. The need to
educate "our. Masters" was becoming imperative, and by 1870
Forster, Vice President of the Committee of the Privy Council
on Education in England, could tell the House of Commons:
"Upon the speedy provision of elementary education depends
our industrial prosperity". The Elementary Education Act of
that year established something like a national system,
albeit a mixed system, Of elementary schools, mixed in that
it added new rate - assisted secular board schools to the existing ones which were supported by the voluntary religious
societies. The effect of this change on the status of the
school teacher has been well analysed by John Hurt in his
excellent book Education in Evolution:

"For as long as the elementary schoolmaster was
unable to shake off the legacy of the past, his
social, economic, and professional status remained
incongruous. The passing of the Education Act,
1870, gave him a new confidence. He no longer
needed to depend for part,of his income on the
generosity of his social Superiors, nor did he
hove to endure, a muster - servant relationship

with the incumbent. He coulL go and pork for
that instititonalizedmployel', the school board.
For these reasons it is no, coincidence that the
National Union of Elementary Teachers (NUET),
the first effective natJonnl non-donominational
teachers' organization, was founded in 18700

16
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With the development of,higher.grade schools, which
was accompanied by the growth
h-of opportunities for
g
promotionto well-paid posts in large schools that
were controlled by the rate-assisted school boards,
the schoolmaster's status rose and with it his
self-confidence. In 1889, the.N.U.E.T.'emancipated
itself from its .working,-class stigma and became the
N.U.T. The wider world outside the classoom accepted
the schoolmaster's new self-evaluation.'
'English snobbery is of a particular flavour, of
course, but essentially what was happPning in England
happened elsewhere, with the evolution of two distinct
systems of teacher training.
In Germany, for instance, the
reparation of the two dates from the end of the seventeenth
century with the foundation by August Harmann Francke of
separate seminars for the training of elementary and grammar
school teachers. Under the influence of Pestalozzi, the
number of seminars for priIary teachers was rapidly increased
in the German Lgnder - in Prussia, for instance, the number
increased from 14 to 38 between 1808 and 18400, Normally
these seminars were linked with model schools. In Franca;
the Napoleonic structure created Ecoles Normales to prepare
elementary teachers (or InstituteUFETgblaTTTE-E7 15.ornales
Superieures for higher secondary teachers (or Professpurs),
and the latter establishments becathe su erieures in ,111
senses of the term, above all academically.
e "superior"
secondary teacher has not been differentiated in France from
the university lecturer. On the Continent, as in England,
the two systems of -gaining had as little to do with each
other as.the two categories of teachers they provided, who
went off to teach the two nations. Their curricula, their
standards and their professional outlooks were quite
diatinct, though there were some voices at that time which
were raised in criticism or which spoke up, as did a Canon
Warburton, for some kind of link between the two; he hoped
that there would be:
"A. closer approximation of our training, college
system with the liberal`oulture of the Universities
so that all that is best and highest in modern
education may be brought within the reach of those
to whom the te&ching.of the great mass of children
of this and coming generations will be entrusted."
(10)

Onfthe Continent, the calling of teacher went along
with at least a modest pretension to intellectuality,
especially in France where he had to contend on a dialectical level with a village priest vigorously and cunningly
trained. In Germany, as earJy as 28/18 the elementary
schoolteachers 'came out in favour of an academic education
which would have extended it into the university.
And in
Denmark, though there do Lot seem to have been strong demands
for the two systems to he "approximated", there was a
succession of governmental gestures during the nineteenth
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century which sought to raise standards such as the law of
1818 which made a number of subjects obligatory and fixed the
hours of instruction at an average of 42per week; or the law
of 1857 which established the training periodsas three years
(in Germany, however, the overall ,period was six Years) and
which sought to improve the Physical conditions in the
collegeq.
On the other hand, e law of 1867 which deprived
the colleges of their right to hold examinations, on the
grounds that they were too easy, simply resulted in a greet
any candidates taking the state examination after the briefestattendance at a college or indeed without having attended
a college at all. Not until the end of the century were
examining, standards regularized in both the state and the
private colleges.and oommon standards of equipment and
premises imposed.

°

Canon Warburton was giving evidence to the Cross
Commission of 1888, which was set up "to enquire into the
working of the Elementary Education Acts, England and Wales"
'and which found, as in Denmark, a good deal to complain about
in the training colleges. The Commission recommended the
establishment, experimentally, of day training colleges and
the Goverment decided that these should be attached to
universities.
As a result, ten years later the universities
were training over one-third of the teachers going into the
elementary schools; and Dent has described this innovation as:
",.,a major landmark in the history of teacher
education in England and Wales. The establishment
of the :day training colleges ended the complete
academic and socitil isolation of the elementary
school teacher.
It ended the near monopoly of
training by religious denominations. It qudiled
the absolute value of residence as an element in
training.
It brought the first small advance
toward academic freedom for colleges. And it gave
the study of education at least a modicum of
status." (11)

But a major division persisted; and anyway, these day
As Robert Morant,
colleges were something of a British oddity.
first Permanent Secretary to the Board of Education, wrote in
his preface to,the 1904 Regulations for the training of
teachers, "no country in the world attempts to staff its
Elementary Schools entirely or even mainly with University
graduates' (12), and he was undoubtedly of the opinion that
it ought not be attempted either. And before very long the
universities had given up their day training colleges for
elementary teachers and were concentrating on -offering
optional training courses for secondary teachers.
Such, then, was the distinctive character of teacher
training in the ninetpenth century in England and, with
local variations, all over the western world.
The elementary
school teachers were drawn from humble pupils of modest means
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and modest academic attainments; and it is true, certainly it
was true in Germany, taut entering the teaching profession
helped such pdople to move up a little in the world, and thus
it was chosdn by many,Earticularly gifted sons of peasants,
manual labdurers, and Edell tradespeople, who had no chance
or meant of gettihg to a !Gymnasium in the town. By agreeing
to undergo a period of professignal training Vhey were able to
acquire a modicum of further education in earnest institutions
ca1lled training colleges or seminars or normal schools;
whereas the teachers for the grammar schools or lycees were
drawn from students of all kinds attending universities wilo
were sometimes offered a certain amount of teacher training,
either in the university itself or in a separate semi r.
The political philosophy which lay at he back of thiig' dual
system was 11 but explicit:
1

direction of the education of the masses
helped\to safeguard the interestsof the propertied
classes. Hence it was acceptable to public opinion.
Middle class education was another matter. Here
State intervention could lead to tyranny. The
Taunton Commissionets accordingly rejected the idea
of training teachers for schools for the middle
'The great
classes in government institutions.
objection to the establishment of a training school
for masters in the endowed schools', they wrote
/1867-8), 'is that it would almost inevitably give
the government an undue control over all the
superior education of the country.'" (13)
"Stet

.

The basic philosophy and pattern whereby secondary
teachers were educated and elementary teachers were trained
The verig1717-persisted well into the twentieth century.
growth of universities meant that the majority of the brightest boys and girls either could not o'otain a place at the
university at all and had to be content with a place at a
training college; or, having succeeded in getting a university
education, they could not hope to 'obtain a teaching post at
the university and so had to be content with teaching at the
grammar school, or a few of them at independent (or, in
England, "Public") schools. Between the wars, grammar and
independent schools were often able, for these reasons, to
recruit outstanding staffs and many of them acquired very
These
considerable intellectual prestige as a result.
teachers were frequently untrained: indeed, they were thought,
like the staff of universities,' to be too well educated to
need training. They dispensed hebhigher learning to the
elite among school children, and at this eminent and exacting
level they often did very well. And at least they were as
bright', or nearly as bright, as the brightest of their pupils.
Their prestige was high, and deservedly so, which had to
compensate for the fact that their pay remained little better
than a parson's or cur6's and probably a little below a
policeman's or detective's.
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The elementary or primary school teacher, by contrast,
was certainly less bright than her brightest pupils (though
not of course for sexual reasons); and though fairly
thoroughly trained, she was not particullorly wellieducated.
Yet that seemed. appropriate enough, for the job, at her level
of performance, did not obviously ca,1? forte a higher, education.
was there to give the children a grounding in the main
branches of knowledge, and this tended to be best done by a
good deal of rote learning. What she purveyed,,to a great
extent, was disciplined instruction, and society accorded her
a correspondingly modest prestige-and of course p despicable
wage°
But there was, socially speaking, a large compensation,
which was that teaching provided the working-class and
petit-bourgeois girl and boy with a toe-hold in middle-class
soc'ety: it was their chief entree to a profession, though in
the itweAties and 'thirties it was,still a fairly lowly
prof rsion, as countless novels and biographies; testify:
C'

f

Since the primary schools are lai-gely staffed,by
c rtificated teachers from the colleges the
evitable result has been to depress their status
mpared with secondary schools. The existence'of
second,class members of the profession and their
concentration in certain types of school have the
effect of creating second-class status for those
schools.' The elementary schools are, in effect,
-still with us though they were never intended to be.
The consequence of keeping in existence institutions
which were designe'to supply the elementery schools
when those schools no longer exist has damaging
effects on the school system, on the unity of the
teaching profession and on the identity of the
institutions themselves. The restructuring of the
arrangements for the education and training of
teachers is twenty-seven years behind the restructuring of the education service as a whole.
This failure to adjust one system to the needs Of
the other is at the rdot of much of the existing
tension and confusion of role." (14)

2, Teachers' Colleges
"Teacher education institutions, in general, still-7->
suffer to some degree from the stigma attached to
their humble origins and, in many 'instances, their
status is still insecure." (15)
1

The colleFes or normal schools were indeed of humble origin.
They, existed to train Elementary teachers, and elementary
teachers were expected to give a meagre amount of simple
instruction and, in some countries, quite a large amount of
religious strengthening to the children of the poorer
classes. Liohel Elvin, the recent Director of the.London
Institute of Education, has noted.
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...thAe leading ideas that informed the york of
these ninettenth-cuntury training` colleges, three
ideas that persisted in large measure past the turn
of the century and up, to the First World War in 1914.
The first was that the education of the teachers
themselves needed only to have :gone a little
furthef than the level at yhich they would be
required to teach. The second-was that 'character'
was more important than academic attainment. The
third was that these teachers were expected to be
firm upholders of the existing social order.;' (16)
Elvin goes on to say that the teacher's task was
He needed only to be drilled himself as
to drill the young.
In agreeing to enter the training
to how to drill them".
college and acquire these skills, the student was often obtaining a modicum of furtherieecondary education by the only route
The English colleges saw 'to it through their
open to him.
recruitment and curricular policies that only modest students
were admitted and that they should be worked hard (at York,
for instance, "the day's programme began at 5.30 a.m. in the
summer and 6000 a.m. in winter, and continued until
9.3Q p.m." (17), studying a variety of what then seemed
improving subjects, such as scriptural knowledge, evidence of
Christianity, church history, English grammar and literature,
'history, handwriting, arithmetic, Euclid, algebraic linear
drawing, geography, philosophy, and vocal music, to. quote the
syllabus of the Chester Diocesan College in 1839 (18); plus,
of course, large quantities op teaching practice. Shortly
afterwards the Education Department made a number of subjects
compulsory - religious knowledge, arithmetictgrammar and
English language, school management, reading, spelling and
penmanship; ailure in one ofthese subjects was "held to be
sufficient t deprive the candidate of all claim to a place in
the class list however superior his other papers may be", on
"proficiency in a few subj-ects is valued
the grounds tha
mediocrity
in many." (19)
more highly the
.

The essential point could still be made by Morant in
his preface to the 1904 Regulations already quoted, where he
laid it down that
"Colleges must providela wide and liberal course of
study for ...students whose general education has not
been carried far enough. Norcolleges should aim at
obtaining academic distinction for its studentsif
this involvee either tlie overstraining of the powers
of the student, or the neglect of any part of his
professional training." (20)
There are two aspects to this statement: a patronising
conviction that college students were creatures of limited
academic ability, and at the same time an avuncular concern
(in a typically English fashion) with their well-being pupil teachers, as well es passing their annual examination,
"had to produce evidence to show that their behviour was
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- cribe more neatly
Nothing c
the character of the majority o these i titutions, above
all in Britain., wherea well - ained schoolmaster Lo-ouId7
be manufactured for about £90".(22) They were rather lire
convents: small,' often rathe isolated, inspired by a
religious sense of improvemen and dedication, worthily
providing concurrent courses of modest education and teacher
training, largely staffed, eventually, by spinsters for
predominantly female population, and concentrating pf coute
on the preparation of elementary teachers and only-eatmentary
teachers:
beyonci. reproach." (21)

"Under the guise of fiction, Schools and Scholars,
published in, 1887, gi7e6 a somewhat colourful
account of life at a training college. The c6'Llege
described possessed the minimum of furnittre.
'There was not a picture or an ornament in any roqm;'
the ascet'cism of a workhouae was blended with the
solidit, and uglinees of a gaol... No man could have
muaht of privacy until he was in bed. The
rren, foetid rooms, with their greasy forms and
notched desks, were the only place where a letter
could be written...At dinner...silence was
enforc:d...and the food passed down in rough
plate,u1s... Manners were forgotten, and the
lest men grabbea at the vegetables with vultureAfter dinner the students went up
e eagerness'.
'Long
carpetless staircases to their dormitories.
lines A cells stretched like rows of horse-boxes
from right to left ... The men were separated from
eaft other only by a low partition, so that privacy
was practically unknown.
Ne candles were allowed
so that those furthest away from the gas had to
grope their way to b(Aloi
"The drabness which permeated the students''surroundings embraced their professional training as well.
Annesley,
chi-e f character in Schools and Scholars,
'was ;,hocked to find that he w.s. expecteifto fearn
his country's. history from t tiny fivtpenny book,
which eoneained strings of dates and names arranged
in horrif3,ing sequnce, which he WEIS expected to

learn by heart."Vart demands.are made on the
memory,' the Commisai_wra stated, 'little is done
for the improvement cf the judgi,ment..." (23)
In France and Germany the normal schools or seminars
would have differed from the Farlish colleges in three
they were not, or not always religious foundations;
respects:
they provided 8 somewhat more intellectual or at least more
astringent diet, often, cs in-Denmark, controlled by state
examinations; and they concerned 'themselves less with the
moral welfare of their students.
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The history of teechers.'colleges in the twentieth
centurn up till the Second.World War, 'is a patchy one. Tic
simplest generalisation is to say. thpt they followed one' or
two steps clter the reorganisation of the school structure.
As the nundFer Afyeors of schooling was lengthened, the
secondary school was transformed into a stage or schooling
Tor all and not' only for a select minority; and in England,,
as on the Continent, it was lodged firmly within the 'state
Grcdually th* teachers.- colleges gained a student
structure.
body illaich had already acquired secondary education7 rather
than having to provide on alternative form of secondary
And this
education under the guiSe of vocational training.
meant that the colleges themselves became part of the
In
structure of further, though not yet higher, education.
spite of this the years petween the two world wars were, after
'an initial burst of enthusiasm for reform, a period of
comparative stagnation. In Denmark, a zest for improvement
/// resulted, in 1930, in a law extending the period of training
to four 'years and expanding the curriculum (a foreign
language became obligatory). But before these,me sures could
be implemented, there was a need for considerable improvement
in college plant and equipment; and the proposed .m °sures for
concentrating teacher training in fewer but larger and better
equipped colleges ne er came to anything. By 1937 the training college reguleti ns as a whole were, bsolete and the
system in obvious ne d of overhaul, an verhuul which did not
come, however, for at least twentayear . In England, during
these inter-war years, the number Hof co 2teges remained
virtually unchanged and the number of students actually fell,
/largely because one of the Labour Government's respon6es to
'the economic depression in the early 'thirties was to decide
Indeed, the 'thirties
not to reis the school leaving ege.
when,
apart
from
the
indoctrinating
fervour of,,
was a dccad
the totelit rien regimes, not much seemed to be expected
cept the more scientific separation of sheep mom
schooling,
goats, and heir education accordingly, 'end when correspondingly little national resources were invested in this sector
.--____.
of the national economy.
The advent of the SeCond World War found the teaching
profession ill at ease about its role and prestige and the
Heving
colleges and normal schools in a stete of impatience.
moved into the area of further education, they were mainly
conscious that they la ed the function and colibre.of
institutions of higher! education, to which many of their
students incre-singly s spired. They tended to be compurotively small and °Leen is lated, both intellectually and as a result, tended toa
Thai; staff
geographically.
perochielism and th disciplines they taught soon lacked
one came to speak of "Training College
energy - in Englan
as subjects having all too little
English, or math
resemktance to nglish literature or mathematics as they
Since the duration of the
it in a university.
might be to
course w. often short, perhaps only two years, the syllabus
was inevitably restricted to a predominant vocetionalism,
,
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and this ct a time when a limited psychology was about as,
,much social science as was generally to be found at the
disposal 'of. the tnff. Moreover, the relations between
'.theory.and practice, and thus between college and school,
As for research in educa_were dimited and seldom intimate.
tion, it was mainly concentrated in the somewhat sophisticated
(and fallible) area of intelligence testing, and certainly'
co lege
did not figure as an activity apPTopriate,to
And. finally, the.calleges w6re pOn t chnics: they
staffs.
recruited studtnts for a single Profession and most'often for
8 single sector of c single profession. The moderately
bright,-earnest products of state schools, they entered these
modest, earnest, spinsterish training establishments for
brief introduction to the skills ofiteaching,- and within no
'time were back in the 19wer echelons of the stpte eftcational
system. The privilegef posts were, on the whjle, reserved
for university graduates who had been encumberqd with little
or often no training. Well might it be remarked, as it often
was, that teachers are born, not made. At any rate, the
resources for making them were, before the war, conspicuously
inadequate.
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CHA?T'.,.R II

The Emanonation of Tea
1. The aftermath of the Second World War
If the war transformed the structure and assumptions of
.social life in Europe and beyond, it was a tthansformation that
was to have a dramatic consequence for education. Whether in
the victorious or defeated countries, education took on, or
perhaps more accurately was saddled with, vast responsibilities
for social reconstruction, -re- education and individual rehabilitation. And its scale became correspondingly large:
"In budgetary terms /F.dItcation7 ranks a close second in
world expenditure of public funds, coming just after
military budgets." (24)

The immediate educational need was for great numbers of
teachers, not only to replenish the schools, but to keep pace
with the rising birth rate and the prospective rising schoolleaving age -,Ain some developing countries they /Eeachers7
form the largest group of wage earners" (2). This was tee
priod of the emergency training schemes, many of them set up
in one-year colleg. dn which the standard, pace, and experimental Quality of teacher training was transformed. The needs
and perceptions of the time reQuirecD a new kind of teacher,
the many Mature recruits from the armed forces did a great de,i1
to meet these needs: they brought into the profession an altogether tougher and more soially-oriented view of the job. It
was in this atmosphere; that there errierued, 'in a number

qf

countries, the comprehensive school, most often organised on a
fairly massive scale and including children of a wide range of
intelligence. The comprehensive, schools posed large organisational and pedagogic problems, and they brought together categories of teachers who previously would seldom have met. Together
they hod to learn from scratch how to teach in comprehensive
schoOls, and this made it hard to justify any longer-the
"thr.ory" that some of them needed training and others did not.
It became abundantly clear that they all needed the kind of
training, which is part of a higher educati,,,on. But the intro-

duction of the comprehensive ide did not, of itself, affect
the major division in the profession, the division between
secondary and primary teachers. In many countries this gulf
remains as wide as evcr: primary teachers are predominantly
f.!mnle, less educated, less Ildghly rirgorded, and of course
orprecially less well (or mdrL poorly) paid. E'ven in England,
wh:'re the transformation of the primary school into '(ideally)
a ceAtre of exploration and enjoyment, of movement And talk, has
ID,
ff most '17'rikinc, "It-is still unusunl to find riIduntes
o primary tecrling:and only a few universities run PGCE
urses (that is post-gra(luate courses for the Certificate .in
Education) for primory teachers. Primnry tonchers continue,
almost universally, to be trained in normal schools or colleges
of cdlication.
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The Second World War, unlikc the first,' led to an educetiaa-centred.age., And the change in the _circumstances of teechers
amounting in places to 6 transfoymation,-carried with it new expectations that defined themselves, before long, as claims on
society and on the educational system itself: Put quite simply,
they are'tlie claims of ail emergent profession - though to spOak
of them as claims is not, of course, to suggest that they were
all formulated as a programme of explicit demands by the teachers:
association:

a) the claim to be granted an appropriate period.of teacher
education in place of an inadequate period of teacher
T-iTintng;

z,

.

b) the claim for an 111,Eraduate profession;
c) the claim thnt'teathers' colleges should be considered
to be part of the sector of higher education;
45

d) the claim that teacher education must include the ,education of the individual as well as the preparation off' the
professional;

e) the claim that professional education must be informed ty
res=lialicifx2.kfimerlI, and that it must embody an int:,ta-bei-eraa tioRada.p7aween academic study, educational
eory and teaching practice;

A

4)

the claim for appropriate resources of money, buildings,
nnd equipment.

Together these six claims led inescapably to one further and
far-reaching claim,
g) the claim that a now re
between tho colleges

onshi had to be fashioned
e universima sc 00 s and

ties.

I

This claim, which h
ome to dominate the planning of
higher education in Wostern Eu ope since the war, may appear tobe a matter of organisation-en neering. But in fact it raises
f
damental questions about the concepts and processes of teacher
ucation, and about the academic resources and the intellectual
vitality of the teachers of teachers. This chapter, on the emancipation of teacher training, will examine the changed role of
the teacher in the light of what society expects of him And of
the resources of understanding and skill that are now available
V him; and it will also discuss the implications of the teacherh
claim to professional recognition. And secondly, this chapter
will ask what developments in the education and training of
teachers are implied by these changes of expectation and status.
Then the following chapter will attempt to document and analyse
the ways in which these Questions have been answered or ignored
in the reconstruction of higher education in Germany Sweden,
Denmark and England and .Wales.
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2. The changing task of the teacher and the professionalisation
of teaching
The concept of, a profession is not a precise one, but it
is clearly bound up with questions of social expectation and,
recognition, of levels of performance, and of specialisation and
certification. Jobs may become intrinsically more complex and
sophisticated, or even where the technical character of a given
job may not have changed much, society may come to expect more
d in either case, the level of training and qualificaof it
tion
tend to rise..

Teaching has, since the war, enjoyed the benefits (and
suffered the strains) of all these pressures. Society!,5yneed of
edupation today' has ,bertTiamined most comprehensively in the
recent UNESCO Faure Report, Learning to be:
Q,

"Education.., has two dimensions. It has to prepare for
changes, show people how to accept them an.1 benefit from
them, create a dynamic, non-conformisL, non-conservative
frame of mind. Concurrently, it has to play the part of an
antidote to the.many distortions within man and society.
For democratic education must be able to provide a remedy
to frustration, to the dopersonalizati6n. and anonymity in
the modern world and, through lifelong educations, reduce
insecurity and enhance professional mobility." (26)
These wordsnmight have been written by a "progressive" educationist-in the thirtiEs, but they could not have been drafted by
a group of seven educationists of different nationalities on
behalf of an international agency until the last few years. This
is a vol? different idea of education from that which describes
it in terms of socialisation or simply of self-realisation. It
sees the procus of education as being critical of contemporary
society, if n&t. actively hpstile towards it, and the teacher as
being somethints of a:mixture of lay therapist and futurologist.
"In:the last: resort ", the Faure Commission says, uttering a
cautiously incongruous` phrase, "in the last resort education has
to prepare mankind toadapt to change", and the first Of mankind
will have to be the teachers themselves.
The-changing role of the teacher has been the ,subject of
countless conferences, studies, discussions in countless countricF
during the past twenty-five years, and it is not 'possible to
summarise them here. But what consensus, if any, seems to, be
emerging? One attempt at an answer was produced in 1971 by the
Executive of the National Union of Teachers (NUT) in England and
Wales as part of a policy statement entitled The Reform of
Teacheir-Education. It offered two diagrams of 'the Identity of
the Teacher', Trat-nild lonture, wHich 11w:hided the following
terms:
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PAST

FUTURE
"I the teacher am"

a) inclined to feel inferior teand thus resentful of educational hierarchy, i.evheads,
local authority officers,
inspectors, lecturers.

a colleague of the hierarchy,
whose advice can be considered
seriously.

b) totally responsible for the
progress of my class in my

a member of a team OT professionals sharing expertise and
responsibility; responsible as
one of 'a team for the individual child inmy groups.

subject.

c) a give/' of information, explanation and stimulus to a
class; a critic of skills
and judgement individually;
a controller of a group.

a guide to individual's paths
through varying learning materials; a critic'of skills and
judgementf au expositor to
individuals or small g-nelJra;

a leader of seminars.

d) an enforcer of the traditional customs and ethic of the
school despite their lack of
relevance to society and to
learning.

a member of a school societ,
whose customs and ethic derive
from society generally and from
the fun6tions of the school ps
a place for learning.

e) isolated from and indepenhent concerned to make education
of my professional collenzues. partnership with parents whom
I can communicate with as
fellow beings.
a member of the same society
f) in som way not a Member of
as the children and parents.
the d ie society as the
child en and parents.
ned with the parents
not co
or the home background.
g) entitled automatically to
respect because I am a
teacher.

entitled to respect (or lack
of it) for what I am as a
human being.

h) by my example and teaching,
reponsibl for engendering
a mainly middle class mora-

by my example in trying to
establish a personal ethic and
admittedly sometimes failing and by understanding of the
home ethic, leaving children
to develop their own personal

lity.

ethic.
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The NUT summed up this section of its proposals by insisting
"The challenges of teaching at present andin,the future
that
require that teachers should possess qualities of resourcefulness and sensitivity to a much greater degree than was necessary
in the past; resourcefulness in planning and educating for a
changing society, and sensiti,rtyto the needs and demands of the
developing child within that society." (27)
:

Without being so certain as the NUT that these qualities
were needed any the less in the past, the summary is very much
in keeping with the analysis undertaken by the OECD in its own
project on "The Changing Role of the Teacher and its Implications", also in 1971. The experts who, contributed papers* and
met for discussions came from five countries** and they spoke,
for themselves of course but also for official and progressive
opinion in.their countries, with a remarkable'degree of agreeMent. The Rapporteur, Mr. Shipman, summed up their discussion by
saying that there is likely to be "a shift in emphasis from teaching as the transmission of knowledge to teaching as the organiedge", and to the teacher as "the manater of the
sation of kan no
means to ac ire knowledge" - this formulation is infinitely more
partly because it is far more complex, than the
satisfactor/41
(even in
naive antithesis which one still meets quite frequently
the
OECD papers) to the effect that the teacher's task is not
Rowtransmission-of knowledge but the development of the child.
eVer, this move towards the encouragement of self-directedin the
methods will need to be "carefully monitored, especially
case of children coming from culturally' deprived backgrounds".
is bound
In this developing situation, the role of theiteacher
situation, including
to change considerably. The whole learning
between
teachers
and children,
assessment and working relations
capabilities.
will be far more attentive to individual needs and
based on "a maswill
have
to
be
The teacher's technical skills
ofnew modes
tery of the sources and methods of knowledge" and
ability
to work
of learning; and they will have to include the
"remove blockclosely with parents and social workers so as".toClearly
this
ages' to learning and tb stitalate motivation
attitudes of
change
in
the
degree of change will depend on a
of the
teachers themselves: towards a greater understanding
between school,
process of child development and the relationsmost
difficult
home and community, and (which is perhaps the
towards the
trained
teachers)
change of all for traditionally
learning proconcept of team planning and collaboration in the
and authority
cess and away, in large measure, from the securityto
suggest that
of the one-teacher classroom. Mr. Shipman went on
between
"It is when the mowe towards the co-operation the part to be
teachers is combined with the new emphasis on that the radical
played by the learner in his own development
,

-

* The Teacher and Educational Change

:

A New Role. General Report,

V7 1, OECD, Paris, 1974.
Kingdom and the United
** Belgium, France, Sweden, the United
States.
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changes in the teaching role become fully apparent. 1
Indeed the term 'teacher' becoMee misleading, for the
teaching that remains is primarily concerned with equipping
the child with the skills necessary for selfdirected
learning to occur. But even this is supplemented by activity designed'to motivate, remove obstacles to learning'and
ensure that individuals have acquired the ba.Qic knowledge
necessary for further work. With olddi- children the
management of learning resources, individual schedUling
and counselling may take priority. But at each stage of
the educational process a high level of skill is required
and a new title such as 'educator' may be more appropriate
than the term 'teacher'." (28)
Thus the actual classroom job, has become, or is now at
last perceived to he, infinitely more complex and it draws on
an infinitely wider rge of knowledge and abilities than before.
bimultaneously,- the to cher is eypocted to understand' far more
about the interplay between school and community, between
learning and social and home background, and also far more
about thd sc iool. is a social institution.
It is true, at the
same time, that people's disappointments about schooling are
correspondinj;ly large, so that teachers quickly become the
whipping boys of society, either for their ineffectuality or
for their complicity in the face of a corrupt or at least
diseased social order. But either way, the evidence undoubtedly
justifies-the Faure Commission's conviction that "interest in
education has never been greater. Among parties, generations
and groups, it has become the subject of controversy Which
oiten takes on the dimensions of political or ideale-gibUl battles.
_;ducation has become one of the favourite themes of
empirical or scientific social criticism." (29)

With the unmistakable arrival of education and schooling
at the centre of the social scene has come the acknowledged
arrival of the teacher as professional, in some countries as
a member of the "helping" prffessions One index of this.
arri'Val is the transformation in the salary scales of teachers
since the war, which in countries like Sweden, Denmark and
Germany have enabled teachers to live (if they wish) lice
comfortable bourgeois, and even in England to live somewhat
above the breadline.. A second index is the increased flow of
graduates into the profession. And the third index, of
particular relevance here, is that the academic standard and
prestige of teacher training have been significantly raised
and the teacher training colleges and nOrmal schools have been
all but fully accepted as institutions not merely of post
secondary but Of higher education. The formthrtthis acceptance
telxs in four Europeaii countries will be studied in the next
chapter.
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The teacher, .owever, is only one of the professionals
of education, and the hierarchy of the education profession,
which has seen to it that the infant class teacher is at the
bottom oI the heap, is presumably something like this:
hinistry of Uciiication Bureaucrats
ILectorps/Vice-Chancellors of, Universities.

Local/hegional f;ducation Bureaucrats
Principals of ColleL;es, Polytechnics
Inspectors .pf J;ducation

Professors (of subjects other than 1;ducation)
2rofessors of ..ducation/PedaL;o1-;y

Heads of elip Secondary and Private achools
2aculty of Universities
Heads of other Secondary Schools
6taii of ColluLes and Polytechnics
Meads of Primary Schools
rItaif of elite Secondary Schools

;talf of other Lecondary Schools
eads of Infant .;cliools
itaILL' of

.41mery L,chools

L;taif of Infant L',chools.

Tne national variations on this list could Lal>:e a quite
instructive oarlour ,power-LaLle, and no doubt many more than
17 runs could be devised for the ladder. The ,ame would
involve a nuilber of kaditional and hitherto uor-lterable rules
about the way, the d'id'uance and tie speed with. which pieces
juL.p u) the ladLler, includin;;, of course, -the rule that
tncy do not .love downwards. But while pieces coAetimes jump
unL advice are constantly oovin,L; downwards,
LI)1712CIS,
LAa here the national variations are very L;reat as to the
)roportions of order and advice which any functionary can hand
(_ovin to any other.

This is not an unduly ironic portrait of the educational
)al,er structure, and it is particularly releva:at in a discussion of the teacher's rolo and' innovation. loor this Ilind of
Aic..'archy is not only inimical to many for,,,s of innovation

it is obstructive in ways vbich
obvious elou,A
only 1.cceirny have become auparent. Thus t,lere is reason to
believe teat the 1.esistance of teachers to inflovetioa can be
more e.fiectively overcoido by tnair collea,ues than by their
Laid yet it is still quite rare for classroom
su)u--"visors,
teucliers to be directly involved in the lannin of innovation
Or, to tai:e a very different e:LaiTofe, a power
and refor,:i,
&,v'cructure of this :Lind,however liberally it functions, is bound

t-a
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to enLender authoritarian assumptions iadlationships which
contradict the teahcer's changing rolea. An American teacher
who experimented for a year with a 10th grade "open" 14nglish
class in a New lunL,land hi6h school noted that "one of the most
strildng changes ls that the direction of the flow of command
,_rom levela o authority down to the stucient is reversed.
-L;tuderit requests led thivugh the teacher to demands upon the
administration, a change which discoubobulates the established
system" (30) - arid, of course, vice versa. Hierarchies breed
hierarchies, and so COOS education and so do educationists,
all too easily ;.lid compulsively. Whereas the e.iancipation of
tae teacher as innovator depends on a sense of mutuality, on
o;.)ea relationships arid group collaboration, and he will not
practise`' in the school Ivhat the system does not practise with
him. iioreover, the emancipation of the system does' not consiilt
of standing the ladder oa its head and raising the pupil to the
ath degree of importance over al
th rs, for that is to create
a new disco,ibobulation.
The or y exception one might' be
teiaptod to make is for the in ant teacher, who encounters the
child while he is still lear in; and growing and discoverihg
by leaps and bounds and who can probably do more than all the
rest of the hierarchy put toether..to transform the child's
world and mould his future.
This analysis is not, however, to question the need for
tire diversification of the system;
Just as
suite the opposite.
-.ce enormous complexity of the system requires a great range of
talent and expertise, so the .4nd of tasl,: which the teacher-innovator is asked tourdertake trakOs it very "doubtful...whether all
the new qualities requirPri of the teacher can be found in one
and the buwe person," (31) and also, be it added all the new
functions.
A long list of tAese functions within the school
can be asseiabled froLl any paper or conference on innovation and
the teacher:

there is the teacher as'ro p leader, work organiser,
expert and propagandist (32
or tha teacher as parent, counsellor, policeman, and
psychiatrist (33);
-

or the .teacher as e::ponent

,bf

visual concretisation (34),
or the teacner as creator, in
follouer (3j)

sual, additive or audioTioneer,
tor, innovator,

or the tuacner as researcher, etc. etp.
If tiles° lists are not fanciful, it follows that
either teacncrs will hold on tenaciously to a strictly limited
view of their job, in the interests of aere survival, or there
will need to be a differentiation of functions within the
school coiAmunit:7.
The International Worshop organised in 1967
by the Max- Plancl. Institute on "The changin:, role of teachers
required by educational innovations" gave a good deal of
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Johnston (36)
attention to this diversification of functions.
listed the specialists out of whom the staff of the school
might be constituted:

- teachers
- teacher-administrators
- teacherconsultants ("academic and/or skill specialists")
teacher-counsellors
- teacher-resource agents, e.g. librarians, audio-visual
electronic specialists, programmers text compilers
- cleripal ancillaries
- social ancillaries
- Custodian ancillaries.

,

Trump insisted thatfthe identification of what teachers must do,
and what may be done by a variety of assistants, is a fundaAnd Rodhe
mental ingredient in professionalising teaching".
"Ceveloped the concept of,the teacher as member of different
kinds of teams, working through sets of "horizontal relationships":

"The doctor and nurse came first, then other experts, e.g.
social worker, psychologist, librarian, .Wspecialist, etc.
The result of change in these horizontal relationships is
that the teacher is asked to work in different kinds of
teams, such as the teaching.team, that may be departmental,
or cross-departmental anQ. consist of hea(7. of team, and team
uembers (fully qualified teacher, teacher in training,
instructional assistant, clerk), the departmental team,
consisting of head of department, teacher members of
department, specializing in various aspects of the
department subject matter (librarian, AY-specialist,
technician, clerk., etc .), the guidance/team, consisting
of principal, assis ant principal, no,re room teacher,
social worker, psychologist, or a coubination of both in
t;lie person of guida cc counsullor."(37)
Thus, whetne one looks at the ramifications of tne
education systcall at large, or at the increasing comple::ity of
the indiviclual teacher's role, one sees the need todhy, not for

nierarchies or for "chains of command", but for a network of
reciprocal functions. Both the largest and the suallest-scale
planning, for instance, of the shape of highel' eclucation or of
in the
a suryence of lessons, implies extensive teawavork;
Gas_ oj. the lesson, this means discussion with colleagues and
pupils. And obviously enough, teamwork is only possible if
the tuaus have been desiL;nod and broujit into being and if
their members believe' in the process oi pavticipctory democracy
This is not the place to examine the
and its methods of work.
but the spirit
concept of participatory planning in education
of such participation was well conveyed by one of the contributors to last year's 01= meeting of Country representatives
and Experts on this theme - all the accompanying papers are
very much worth consulting:
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"The process of participationsis closely connected with the
creation of a new type of decentralization and centralization

- based not so iluch on the7711=7.77orarcEraira7,777,
but more on the integration of interests. and autonomy of all
which also contributes to a,
creative initiative and humanization of management.
Increasea
autonomy requires transition from the traaitidnal mianagement
by tass to management by objectives."(30)
Laenbers,of the systedi

This contributor, Dozidar Pasarie of Yugoslavia, e;:pressed very
cogently the degree to which this' concept must permeate the
education system as a whole today and all its processes and
relationships.
3.

Towards the hither education of teachers

As has been argued in the last section, the tas1:, the
profile of the teacher has been all but transformed in the past
,veneration.
Indeed, the metaphor is a limiting one,' for what
is apparent is a change not only in the concept of teacher and
teachin,s, but a great enlargement of the role of the School and
of education in the popular mind. There is virtually no
individual and social ill which the school and teacher are not
e;:pectedto tackle and put right, and the roll- -call of ills
has become steadily louder and longer. How far has this
influenced the teacher's morale and image of himself? There
must still be great numbers of teachers at all levels who
conform to yesterday's stereotypes
aussian educationists
aro said to plan oil the %ssumption that
there are two bad or
indifferent teachers for every ood one. :low far, for iastance,
has tae social prestige of teachers,.measured either 'by their
own estimate of how society rrail,s -them as a profession or by
tie estimates of cross sections of members of the community,
changed in the past 20 years? 'A study made in 1956 which
compared ranking studies from the
Germany, Great
Britain, Japan, New Zealand, and the U.S.S.R., found that "the
position of teacher was virtually standard across the six
nations, ranking slightly below such occupations as certified
public accountant and army officer, slightly above farm owners
and operators, and well above skilled craftsmen." ,And a very
comprehensive study in which a representative sample of the
entire adult population in the U.S.A. was asked to rate 9n
occupations, emerged in 1953 with the public school teacher 35
places below the U.S. Supreme Court Justice at the top of the
scale (though 55 places above the shoe shinerat the bottep):
the teacher was just below the economist and building contractor
(in the U.K. the former is probably highly prestigious and the
latter is certainly not), and just above the railroad engineer
and the county agricultural agent. (39) Where the distinction
is made in such studies as these, there is an appreciable
difference of ranking between different grades of teacher,
notably between high stt1u
so,undary, `'and elementary, though
it is probable that this gap is closing.

It is not to contradict the accounts given earlier of
the teacher's changing role to say that a great many teachers
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do not seem to be aware of what is in store for them and that
Significantly,
they would very probably dissent if they did.
even where teachers are already engaged in innovatory situations, as at the Yerres Centre 'n Franco where the object was
to "set up a new educational co plex in an urban area as a
stimulus to the lifd of g cons iantly changing community",
even here there is reference to "the inertia of habit and the
lack of 'assertiveness which make the teacher a prisoner of his
conventional image.,: Even among the teacherq "who came to
Yerres in order to break away from the old routine and embark
on a process of change", there would seem to have been "no
success in evolving a joint definition of this new role of the
teacher in a new educational context". (40) For whatever may
be said of educational consultants who find themselves brought
together by OEOD and UNESCO, teachers as a profession have all
the conservatism of professionals and probably rather more,
because they inherit the conservatism of one of the most
socially mobile groups in the community - having "arrived",
they are desperately anxious to "hold on" to their newly
acquired social status. Thus one of the other participants in
the OECD project reported that:

4'

"Changes in teacher role occur gradually but teachers
themselves seem to sense that their role has changed.
A study made in which 3,000 teachers were sampled by
the American College Testing Program of Iowa City,
Iowa, got the response that teachers are called upon
"to be more of a parent, counselor, policeman, and
psychiatrist than a teacher". This could be
interpreted to say that teachers recognise that their
role is changing and that they do not like and/or
are not prepared for the direction in which the change
is progressing. The change is probably not in
agreement with their view of t'ae proper role of the
teacher." (41)

And one of the participants put it a good deal more strongly:
"It is widely recognised that te hers have overwhelmingly
accepted their conservative and reproductive role as dominant.
Thus recent research has highlighted the teacher's diffuse,
conformist and moralising qualities." (42)
It is obvious, then, that the large changes described
earlier will only come about if they are part of a national
programme of educational development,gone of the main elements
of which would be a major development in the education and
training of teachers. What, broadly speaking, might this
,amount to? The OECD studies already referred to considered
this question at length and concluded that:
"These changes in the education of the teacher
will necessitate changes in the status and organisation
The traditional system
off the colleges concerned.
for preparing teachers usually contains two channels,
one through ulitiversity, the other through colleges
of education. These in turn usually lead into
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academic secondary education on the one hand, and
primary or lower levels of unselective secondary
schools and the teaching in vocational and technical
Little comment is necessary
subjects on the other.
on this division. The differentiation has been` n
anomaly as comprehensive secondary schooling spreads.
It acts da a damper on the hopes and efforts Of the
teachers coming from the non-university sector,
while cushioning the teachers coming from university
against the need -to keep abreast of the developments
affecting their role as teachers.
.

.

.

The linking of teacher education to higher
education will inevitably change the organisation of
the training colleges. They will have to shed their
It would be anomr.lous if open
reStrictive practices.
schools co-existed with closed colleges. If active
learning is to spread in schools, it muat be practised
in the colleges. Such a reform in the colleges
would also facilitate co-operation with s,chools in
the preparation of student teachers, relate theory
mere closely to practice and help link teacher training, both initial and in-service, to R & D
activities".
.(43)
.

.

I

It would not be appropriate to to over this ground
again.
The particular concern of this study is to examine how
far the very sizeable business of "producing" the "new"
teacher and helping him to carry out his new role is related
to the way in
which the teachers' colleges and universities
i
For what is
are linked organisationally and academically.
happening, as the next chapter will demonstrate in some det41,
is that tonal programmes of development in higher educatibn
are prof=t7y affecting the relationship between colleges and
universities, though in some instances they are being undertaken for reasons, social and political reasons, that may
have rather little to do with the academic needs of the teaching profession.
The two particular questions which need to.be
considered here are:
the viability, as an academic community, of the
teachers' college;
-and the integration of the prospective teacher's
academic and professional studies.
The es abilshment of teaching as a profession has
carried with it the demand that teachers' colleges shall be
firmly located in higher education and that teaching shall
become a graduate.profession. Exactly what this means differs
a good deal from countr:y. to country, for if thelozept of a
igher
profession is imprecise, so are the boundaries o
education.
But this much, at least, can be said: that higher
education imaliea a disciplinary_and conce tual a roach to
studies, informed by research and by intensive s udy and
reflection. In lgher-e-Tucafron, and notably ofpourse in
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universities, learning and teaching are im licitly, and quite
and with the
often explicitly, in touch with scholarsh
shifting frontiers of knowledge.

.

As the business of training "masters of method" is
rep aced by the task of educating professionals, so the role
h oretically, the character of the normal schools and
and
train ng colleges have been transformed. But initially at
ese schools and colleges are mostly too small and
least,
they lack the intellectual resources to exist as selfsufficient institutions of higher education in the full, sense.
And thus the question of their relations to universities has
become a dominant one, for they are bound to depend, for their
`intellectual reinforcement, upon larger and more elaborately
endowed institutions, which in most countries are universities.
The full professionalisation of teachers cannot be adequately
defined in terms of salary structures and conditions of service, nor in terms of whether or-not they hold degrees.
All of this is the necessary apparatus of professional status.
But the essential core of the matter rests elsewhere: it
depends on the ways in which the education of the teacrer as'
a rotessional IA in immediate touch with the intellectualwho
s the man
he professions
f
er eiuca ion.
ife of
of
skill and
app ies the concepts un erlying his resources
wisdom to the solution of new ptoblems, then the teacher,
be living
whose very task is to equip the generations who will
professional
or
he
amidst tomorrow's problems, must be a
perceivedbecomes an obstruction. What has not always been
are the intellectual and academic implications of professionalgeneraism, though it has at least been conceded, in the past that
tion or two, that it is in the area of higher education
these implications have to be studied and realised.
of an
The implications of size, especially in the case
independent and often isolated institution like a teachers'
college, are clearly of the first importance but they are not
In West Germany,
easy to "prove". Colleges are of all sizes.
in
that
country, as
a number of them are well over 2,000; but
conpiderably
colleges
are
in the others, the majority of
would like
smaller, often as small as 500. The questions one
the teachto pursue in a more detailed study would relate to size of
colleges
and
to
the
ing patterns within individual
individual subject groupings, in particular the number of
specialist staff within each subject. In a college of
,2-3,000, there might well be quite a viable group of
philosophers or mathematicians, for instance, and no doubt a
college of
large number of psychologists. But how about in a
to get
it
proved
impossible
500? The key question (to which
of
meaningful answers by correspondence) is the meaning
the
the
purpose
of
teaching
"a viable group", not simply for
necessary courses, but in order to maintain a self-sufficient
academic nucleus of colleagues working in the same field.
Only a close study of the work of each of these
colleges could reveal the full picture of the academic
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limitations imposed on them by their comparatively small size.
This may seem, of course, to be the question how far they
conceive themselves to be academic or only professional
institutions. But if they are functioning within the sphere
of higher education, the distinction is mainly one of
orientation and emphasis; from either point of view they will
need to be engaging in "a disciplinary and conceptual
approach Io studies, informed by research and by intensive
study and reflection" (to quote the formulation offered
earlier). How far can a small group of (2) historians, or
(3) philosophers, or even (6) psychologists function at this
level on their own, if they are not Piagets or Bruners and if
the amount of study and research for which they have time and
resources and competence is necessarily restricted? It was
out of such small isolated pockets of training college teaching that there grew up, at least in Errand in the years
before the war, studies which used to 154: unkindly described
as "Training College English or Maths" or "Educational
Philosophy or Psychology", studies which bore all too little
resemblance, as disciplines, to the subjects of the same name
pursued in univeYgifies.
The moral of this part of the story is clear enough.
If teachers' colleges are to move fully into the area of higher
education, they mutt either be very considerably expanded only some of the German colleges of about 2,000 are of a size
to be independent and academically self-sufficient; or they
must enter into relationship with some other institution(s),
with which and through which they can augment their own
4ntellectual resources.
ILl idhe following chapter, this process
is examined in four countries, and it remains to be seen how
far the great mass of institutional planning to be found in
these countries bears very relevantly upon this question of
intellectual resources. One has to enquire, at any rate, what
federation or integration amounts to for the individual teacher
in either institution? What impact will it have on his teaching of the discipline h
sses? On his individual studies?
On his research? How -r will institutional links be translated, or will they sp taneously translate themselves into
academic collaboration, and what, is this likely to mean? And
what migh-tbe the forms of academic discourse and dialogue
between teachers working in different institutions? How about
collaboration in the area of research?
There is one major question which may or may not be
illuminated by the case studies in the next chapter but which
must be considered here, and that is the question
the
curriculum of study thought appropriate to the teac er in
training and above all its relevance to his new role.
In
particular it is important to ask how far the two separate
models, the consecutive and the integrated curriculum will be
fused in some fashion if the institutions are themselves fused,
or whether one model will tend to oust the other, for better
or worse.
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The close link between the primary.or elementary
school and the normal school coupled with the belief that the
teacher need to know a little more than his pupils, but for
safety's sake not much more, meant that the professional training of teachers continued for a long period to be based on a
very simple curriculum, made up of some further acquisition of
basic skills and an initial training in professional skills.
The relationship between these two elements of tliv course was
probably quite close in practice, in the sense that the
pupil-as-teacher was simply required to take note of what was
happening to him as pupil and learn to do likewise. Out of
these unpretentious beginnings grew the main features of the
normal school and college course, that amalgam Of personal
education, curriculum subjects, pedagogic studies, and education in theory and practice. At the same time, the concept of
the Whole Child, who has become the subject of the teacher's
theoretical preoccupations, has led to the concept of the
Whole, Integrated Curriculum, and so long as the teacher was
trained in a one-purpose institution of a small and intimate
character, this philosophy could acquire the force of an almost
religious conviction.
Across the border, as it were, the training offered to
the secondary and grammar school teacher has retained a good
deal of its feudal character. The major part of the teacher's
training was, and still is, held to consist of specialist
studies in a narrow range of intellectual disciplines, possibly
(but not often) topped off with a short course of educational
studies, theoretical and applied. The latter, being in an
academically underdeveloped state, were viewed with a good deal
of superiority if not contempt by the academic establishment.
It would be presumptious to offer comments at large on
the range of subject-disciplines offered for study in uniNone the less,
versities and on the way they are taught.
considered in relation to the academic needs of tomorrow's
school teachers, it has to be said that they are not notably
They tend towards an academicism, a concern to
to the point.
train the research mind, a degree:of specialisation, which do
not have very much to do with developing the mental qualities
A major complaint
required for the task of teaching today.
about university courses, certainly frOm a pedagogic point of
view, has to do not onlywith their content but with the way
they are "taught". Mass lectures delivered ex,cathedra by
professional pontiffs or by aspiring younger academics (and in
mathematics they are commonly delivered at slow dictation
speed), reveal an attitude towards the process of learning
which is the exact opposite of the "ideal" schoolteacher's,
and in addition they may, though in science faculties they
probably don't, involve an ossification of knowledge. Of
course, university teaching is not all lectures, at least not
in all countries. But the rapid growth in student enrolments,
which has often not been matched by faculty numbers, has meant
that seminars and above ,all tutorials have almost'certainly
decreased at undergraduate level. Ironically, there seems to
be a good deal more talk about individualised learning at
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school level than in the areas of higher education w#ere
teachers are educated.
The colleges and normal schools, on' the other hand,
have gained very considerably in prestige during recent years
by reorganising and upgrading their academic courses and by
takingct specialist staff of higher qualifications. As a
result, the main subject studies have become academically more
demanding and respectable, and have been accorded recognition
by universities - for instance, through the granting of
university awards such as the Bachelor of Education (in the
V.11.) to students in colleges. Since these studies only
occupy the equivalent of a year or so of the student's course,
they have had to be thought out afresh, and in most institutions they have been pruned of the historicism and academicism
Which still often characterise them in universities. .There is
evidence of attempts to find new principles of selection and
even new conceptual bases on-which to shape these academic
courses. None the less, two basic premises seem very
generally to have been retaird: the premise that such courses
shall not be professionally oriented, and the premise that all
academic disciplines are "equal ". There are grounds for
believing that these premLJes need to be, and indeed that they
are being, questioned in relation to the education of the
teacher, however valid they may be for students who are not
going into teaching.

It is almost certain that the kind of mastery whic)
leads and equips a person to teach his subject inoI'udes
feeling of having studied it for its own sake as well ad-a
preoccupation with the pedagogy of the subject. These two
aspects of his stud3r are complementary, and for the prospective
teacher to engage in academic study simply for its own sake
may amount not only to self-indulgence but also to self4;
mutilation. For the teacher has to gain an educational as
well as an academic understanding of his subject or group of
subjects (and it is probable that many teacher students, and
not at all only those going on to teach in primary schools,
will prefer to study a small group of subjects rather than
only one). Part of this educational understanding will relate
to the nature of the subject itself, and part to its relationship to the developing needs of children, and in this respect
it is most unlikely that subjects will be found "equal".
Bruner, in fact, has argued that just as "there are degrees
granted by departments of phy '-cs, in theoretical physics, in
experimental physics, and in pplied physics, why not one in
pedagogical physics?" And hi conclusion is that "on a
'ty_zonimunity - indeed the
pr ctical level the entire univ
mus have a role in education.",
entire intellectual community
Far from teacher-students pursu ng physics or other
(44)
disciplines without any reference to ducational considerations, and simply for their own per nal development, Bruner
might be said to be proposing that all students, whatever their
ultimate professions, should study explicitly the pedagogy of
their disciplines as one way of learning "tremendous amounts"
about them.
i(
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As it happens, what BrUner goes (or went) on to
propoSe is that where the entire university assumes a role in
education, there is no need for a separate education faculty.
Which is at least A more respectable argument than those
normally advanced for not adtitting education as a separate
-.discipline or field of study to the university. In most
countries education is still not offered as a subject at undergrAduate level; and being confined, it is thought, to the
training of teachers, the education department is all too
often treated as a second-class academic citizenry, which, as
a result, is precisely'what it becomes. The education department draws on and shapes those disciplines which can clarify,
the educational task, or, in Olson's phrase, which can serve
as "the source of understanding of the milieu_in which educaOlson lists a formidable range of relevant
tion operates".
disciplines:
"An elementary teacher teaching in a self-enclosed
classroom, a middle school teacher teaching either a
general or a.specialized area, an early childhood
teacher with his Dienes rods needs to know a great
deal about the fundamentals of mathematics and the
fundamental properties of matter; he needs to know
about linguistics, dialects, and language acquisition;
he needs to know anthropology, sociology, and the way
in which the hum-,tn group operates; he n ds to know
eds
the fields of learning and behaviour. An he
fie
ds
to
to be able to apply the insights of these
the teaching of reading for instance." (45)

Yet it is not sof.ong sinte some philosophy (of a kind) and
some psychology comprised the sum total of the would-be
teacher's professional courses. As-a team of international
experts, meeting under the au§pices of UNESCO to study
current problems of teacher education, noted:
'Even if it were possible fo the time assigned to
academic courses to be some at reduced and even if
the total period available or initial training
could be extended, we would till have to face the
fact'that professional course as At present envisaged
are overburdened." (46)
.

In addition, there are the specifically pedagogic
courses which, in the opinion of the UNESCO group, have
"fallen'into singular disrepute" - one is thinking of courses
concerned with the planning of curriculum, with the sequence
of,syllabuses for children of different ages, with class
Formerly these, courses embodied hallowed
control, etc.
answers to familiar problems. As the UNESCO group puts it,
teachers "passed on the fruits of their experience with
considerable confidence in the form of aphorisms and slogans
which still enjoy currency and which probably enshrine a good
deal of wisdom". But, the group goes on to say that
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"the pedagogic courses that are currently offered
lack autaority and conviction. Our impression is
that they represent a curious amalgam of traditional
elements and hastily improvised innovations
Courses on methOds of teaching commonly retain the
old hortatory maxims interspersed with some doubtful
extrapolations from theories of learning." (47)

In the last few yeah, curriculum study and analysis have made
seven-league strides forward and they have assumed the
character of a technology, if not a science. Though better
than "aphorisms and slogans", a good deal of this work is the
antithesis of "wisdom", and has not, in sum total, done all
that much to rehabilitate this aspect of the teacher's work,
though it has greatly complicated it.
Finally there is an area'of collaboration which is
central to the businessq of training teachers, though it cannot
be said that what takes plate there is notably collaborative
and free from hierdtchical assumptions. This is the area
concerned with teaching practice, in which the teacher-student
acquires experience of what it means, what it islike, to be a
teacher facing children and working with colleagues: and where
he brings his theoretical educational studies to bear on his
practical task of teaching. This part of the teacher's training probably takes place in specially selected schools, though
in some countries the number of practice places needed in
schools is so great that a majority of all schools have to be
used.
But only a part of this practical training takes part
in the school: the related parts, comprising such educational
studies as philosophy, social sciences and history, and such
studies as pedagogy, audio-visual methods, curriculum analysis,
the analysis of subject-disciplines and of inter-disciplinarity,
these commonly take place outside the school, in the teacher's
college or seminar or university.
Though all these parts are intended to come together
and fuse into a working philosophy for each individual teacher,
they do so more often than not by accident and with a minimum
of design.
The school itself is often denied a serious
tutorial role in the training process: it becomes simply the
locale in which the student practises his skills, frequently
under the supervision', not of the classroom teacher (with
whose pupils the student may be playing havoc) but of the
This
visiting tutor from the college or university seminar.
system, which is the antithesis of true apprenticeship, is a
pernicious one.
It does not help the student to integrate the
diverse strands of his studies; and it fosters a divisive
attitude towards the profession of teaching. Lecturers and
tutors in education always run the danger of getting out of
touch with the classroom and the life of the school, and so
it is essential for them to visit schools and work very
closely with teachers as well as with their practical teaching colleagues. But the obverse of this is that the classroom teacher runs the danger of losing couch with developing
educational theory and experiment, and one way of ensuring
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that he keeps in touch is to give him a tutorial role in the
training of teachers which, of its nature, forces him to reexamine his,ideas and methods and to take advantage of inIn this way the trait Ang process becomes
service education.
an educative process, and provides an ideal area of close
collaboration between institutions and between different kinds,_
of teachers and the,students.
It is perhaps inevitable that the education of the
teacher tends to be discussed in terms of the Component parts
of which it is made up, and the UNESCO group make an important
point when they note that these separate elements, such as the
main subject courses, the curriculuM courses, the education
and pedagogic courses, have been taught for understandable
historical reasons by staffs of very different experience and
of uneven academic qualification. The pecking order among
the separate groups Of staff has militated against the integration-of studies which has been everyone's ostensible aim.
Moreover, where the teacher's education is carried out
consecutively in separate institutions; most often in the form
of a'subject course in a university followed by a pedagogic
course, of various elements, in a college or seminar, only a
And
modified degree of inte7cation can be achieved, if any.
this leads to the ironic situation in which teachers are
increasingly expected to provide an integrated educational
experience for children in school, when they themselves have
experienced an education and training that is often notable
ford its lack of integration.
The problem of ensuring-that the character of the
educational experiences which the teacher undergoes in training
is not only appropriate but.is also consonant with his new
teaching role is all too seldom to the forefront of the
8
planners' minds - unless it be the naive view that experience
in a comprehensive university acclimatises one to teach in a
comprehensive school. Some aspects of thl.s problem are
touched on in a paper on 'The balance of studies in colleges
of education' by the principal of a college in the U.K.:
"In the first place students must be made familiar
with at least some of the apparatus and material
coming from so many sources in the present day,
and must learn to evaluate it. If they do not make
a start in learning how to do this in college they
are goini.; to be passive recipients of kits and
packages all their days. They will be helped in
evaluation if they can look at the material both
from the point of view of the specialist in education
and from that of the subject specialist. Secondly
they must have, experience themselves of working on
the material in the same way that children will be
expected to work, that is, with appropriate technological aids, and in different kinds of groupings.
Thirdly, they must be prepared to throw the material
of the curriculum into novel combinations and to study
the princ4les involved in integrated or
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inter-disciplinary studies and traditional subject
study at different ages. New methods of study will
require new and careful methods of assessment of
what is learned." (48)
These suggestions relate primarily to the curriculum field.
At the same time it is insisted by this writer that:
"Only by looking deeply at the process of learning
as he undertakes it himself at a level suitable to
a student can he understand what education is
about and acquire the standards by which to'judge
his professional work." (49)
This is well'said. It is a reminder that schemes of education
and professional training either come together or fail to come
together in the minds of individual students.
Where, as in so
many of the schemes for integrating or linking the college and
the university, the various elements of the course(s) are
laid end to end or loosely alongside one another, and where
the student does not encounter experiences which fuse these
elements into a binding relationship,lit is at least probable
that the many and various elements of his role as a teacher
will similarly remain discrete. His emancipation, like the
curate's egg, is likely to be speckled.
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CHAPTER III

_

1. Proposals for integration in
the iTederal Republic of Germany

The reforms of post secondary education beitiomoted in
Germany are the product of many pressures of which a "predilection
for organisation" may well be the first, "tempting (them) to try to
put some order into (such an) irrational outcome of history" (50).
In fact the structure seems to be not so much irrational as untidily
heterogeneous, consisting as it does of a great hierarchy of institutions in a state of would -be upward social mobility towards the
coveted status of university. The first institutions to join the
universities at the stop of the ladder were the "polytechnical
schools" which succeeded in becoming Technische Hochschulen and
finally, full universities, when they were authorised to award
doctorates. But their promotion left a vacuum lower down, which
was gradually filled by Ingenieurschulenv recruiting students from
the middle level of secondary schools, and by other colleges specialising in commerce, social work, seamanship, and other trades and
crafts. And gradually they too, though not seeking to make the Abitur
their criterion of admission but rather seeking to make it possible
for many students to come up through apprenticeship plus qualified
vocational school, have aspired to* become professional colleges
(Fachhochschulen ). In fact, the key motive for the upgrading of the
c
Ingenieurschulen was not so much vocational and professional needs
(though that was the argument) as the status interests of students
(qualification being measured by the number of years spent attaining
it) and of staff (wishing to become "professors" and achieve a higher
ranking in the civil service pay scale).
The Padagogische Hochschulen, or teachers' c leges, however,
do require the Abitur and thus their entrants half the option of
going to the university; and they recruited in 1969 much the same
proportion of all students as the Fachhochschulen 4 12.7 per cent as
against 14.5 per cent - compared to 65 per cent in the universities.
The teachers' colleges, having achieved the right to confer doctorates,
that symbol of status in German society, had already achieved Hochschul
status when the proposals for the creation of the Gesamthochschulen
or comprehensive universities were agreed in 1970 after some years
of intensive discussion. The system of teacher education at that time
corresponded to the pattern described in Chapter II. Teachers for the
primary and short-course compulsory secondary schools (age 6-15) were
trained for three years in teachers' colleges,, plus, as a rule,
12 months of in-service training in a Studienseminar; teachers for the
Gymnasium (age 16-19) were educated at universities for four or more
(often many more) years, followed by 18 months in a Studienseminar;
and teachers for the middle range of the secondary school age 10-16)
received their training-cum-education for three years either in the
university or college, plus 12-18 months in a Studienseminar. On the
,whole the colleges' courses had only recently acquired some "scientific" strengthening and awareness of research studies in .education;
while the university regime was based on research-oriented and highly
,
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specialised courses in languages and the historical and natural
sciences. The one was as narrowly professional as the other was
narrowly academic, and the latter was inadequately redeemed by the
quite separate course of practical studies offered in the seminars.
This system came intfor increasing criticism, during the
sixties, and opinion was particularly impatient with the
:

"tradionalism which was characteristic of the educational
system reconstructed after World War II. The old educational
system was based upon early selection between the more or
less 'talented' and upon the ideology of talent given by
nature and hardly affected by education, this affirming
social discrimination and unequality of opportunities. This
traditional system was definitely unable to cope with those
educational needs of a developing economy and proved unable
to answer the new social and political demands that were
raised at the same time by groups of social and educational
reformists: students and some of the teacher organisations,
trade unions and internationally minded pedagogues and
scientists. These aimed at fuller democratisation of
educational opportunities, freedom of pe4onal development,
frye access of everybody to higher education, free choice
of profession and qualification levels"(51).
Out of this growing volume of discussion arose proposals
for the establishment of Gesamthochschulen, proposals which were
taken up initially in some of the Lander (for according to the
constitution each Land is responsible for its own system of teacher
training), and then incorporated into a proposed "Basic Law on
Institutions of Higher Education" by the Federal Ministry of
cation and Science in 1970 - the Bill has not yet been passed.
Th -) feature of this stage of the discussions was the degree to which
a fonsensus developed bttween the Federal Government, whose Social
k/Mocratic principles naturally led it to favour a measure which
seemed. calculated to promote greater equality of opportunity, and
the eleven LAnder with their divided political loyalties, together
with the West German Rectors' Conference, for whom such proposals
might well have seemed a th'reekt. Eowever, the Secretary-General of
the Rectors' Conference, Dr. Jurgen Fischer, has enumerated a long
list of "hopes which are placed in the development of the
Gesamthochschulen"
"with or without the adoption of common admission
requirements, to open doors
the walls separating
institutions, or even better, draw them all together
within a common framework; by means of a reform, to
co-ordinate or integrate related courses of study in
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different institutions, thus making it possible for
everyone to pursue his studies up to a level correspo
ing to his interests and abilities;
to`tempfer or correct the uncontrolled growth of
institutions in their federal setting by regrouping
them physically and by co-ordinating curricula in a
manner consonant with the needs of a modern industrial
state; no longer to reserve exclusively for universities
the concept of teaching an-i learning based on research -

a generally recoied principle in modern education;
to replace the universality of the wider range of
teaching in each individual university by the
universality of the wider range of teaching which can
be offered by a group of integrated institiltiono;
to bridge the gap separating the literary and the
scientific and technological 'cultures' whin the
framework of an 'inner' Gesamt)lnohschule;
to replace the multiplicity of administrative structures
by creati
large unified and self-governing bodies"(52).
Well might Torsten Hus6r, the Swedish expert on comprehensive

school reform, have crITed on the German idea of the
Gesamthochschule:

"The Germans overdo the case' "(53).

Dr. Fischer sums 111-, this catologue of hopes and objectives by saying that the Gesamthochschule "is envisaged not as
That
the beginning but as the culmination of all reforms".
depends, however, on the form which the particular reforms
The atmosphere rf agreement was undoubtedly only possible
take.
because the idea of the Gesamthochschule, as a national policy,
was formulated in terms so general as to allow the association
between the institutions of higher education to take two quite
co-012erion between institutions which remain
distinct forms:
essentially independent but linke6, and integration which
involves the creation of a unif:.ed institution with a single
Broadly
governing body and'a measure of common curricula.
speaking it is the integrated model which is favoured by Lander
with Social Democratic majorities, by the Rectors' Conference,
and by the main teachers' unions (other than the union of
And it is clear that this model
teachers in the Gymnasium).
involves the most radical changes educationally, at least in

theory.

The division between the two main political parties
about integ'ation or co-operation turns, on the degree to which
education is viewed as a major agent of social and economic
conservatism or chance. The hierarchical structure of higher
education in Germany has been particularly evident in the case
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of teacher training, because here separate colleges and
universities have been recruiting students of ostensibly he same
but, in practice, rather different calibre and returnin them, after
a period of training/education which itself embodied nobberies to
do with research versus practical studies, to quite separate
schools. From this social point pf view, the co-operative model is
liAly to seem relatively ineffectual, for the separate' institutions
might retain their distinct professional functions with their
distinct recruitment policies; whereas in the integrated institution
students presumably enter together and pursue, at least for a time,
common curricula and are comp.. ,tively free to move to and fro
between different specialist s34 earns. It is also said that among
the main reasons for integration has been the pressure to equalise
the different categories of teachers and that'many of the parties
involved in the reform of teacher training found it easier to
upgrade and integrate the colleges into the universities (whatever
their drawbacks) than to change the whole salary structure and system
of payment to teachers working under the old system of grades, From
this point of view, expressed by an officer of the Federal-State
Planning Commission (which brings together the Land governments and
the Federal Government), the upgrading of teacher training colleges
may take place.at the expense of the integration of practical and
theoretical studies within the colleges, for their syllabuses may
now become more like the universities.
It is at this point that the political-social case merges
into an analysis of the comparative prestige of different modes of
study, and of "the gap separating the literary and the scientific
and technological 'cultures'", to quote Dr. Fischer. The criticism
of colleges of education which seems to be wide spread in Germany
is that their curricula and studies have been too wide, training
"the pedagogical decathlon man and woman", and too"unscientific".
This term (which is not commonly used in this way in English)
implies that the colleges' educational studies were insufficiently
grounded inthe social sciences and also that they were not in
.touch with research. A representative of the G.E.W., the large and
inclusive teachers' union, has expressed -the view that "all teachers
should have a very broad scientific education" and this unquestionably meant, in his view, that "it should be carried through in
universities and not only in teacher training colleges which were
at that time below the standard of the universities". In particular
"the standard of research work in the teacher straining
colleges is lower than at the university. It is not
their fault, but they don't have the means and resources
to do it the same way. It is also a consequence of the
history of their development that the teacher training
colleges were originally founded to teach only cultural'
subjects for all-round teachers,° and research work in
the subject is not done at all. So this work is done
at the universities. We want the teacher to know the
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problems of his subject down to the roots so that he
is able to understand what is done in his subject and
to learn later on if he wants to follow up the way of
researce work in his subject. This is impossible in
a teachers' training college where this kind of work
is not done but only education research work."
In fact the colleges have. found it hard to obtain the
resources to promote much research in education.

It is important to qualify these strictures on the
colleges in two respects. They have brought professional
And during
sociologists and psychologists onto their staff.
the past decade and more they have strongly developed the branch
of educational studies which the Germans call "Didaktik". The
role of didactics:
"is to revise the school curriculuM and establish its
fundamental criteria for the selection of elements, to
develop and evaluate the methods of school. learning and
teaching; to investigate the individual and social
learning situation and draw consequences for the
concept and organisation of the learning processes in
the school and finally to er Ie the teacher to draw
all these elements and insichts together in his own
task of planning and evaluating the day-to-day learning
process-of the children and his own teaching
activities"(54)
Didactics apart, however, the unscientific character of
much educational study in the colleges has no doubt been in
striking- contrast to the intense academic traditions of the
universities.
The great weight and prestige of these traditions
have led, understandably enough, to the conviction .that only
through some form of integration will the colleges be drawn out
of their intellectual isolation and underdevelopment. It
remains to be :,cell.
It is at least trguable that the university
tradition may prove overwhelming. Ntmerically, as has already
been observed, the'student population of the colleges is about
one-fifth of the university student population. And
Ecademically the universities have revealed in the judgment of
M. Georges Daillant, Deputy Director of the International
Lssociation of Universities:
"a remarkable uniformity in their curricula, their
University educaideas and their teaching methods.
tion as a whole is based on intensive study, nourished
in principle by research, of one particular scientific
discipline. Even if in certain so(-6Mled 'mass subject;-'
(Eassenfcher) the nuurinhment provided by research
tends to become watered down and deficient in calories,
the approach remains the same: narrow specialisation
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along the line of a breakdown of disciplines designed
to meet the needs of research and governed by criteria
of 'scientificness' (Wissenschaftlichkeit) which exalt
the purely intellectual aptitudes above all otherb.
The system is sometimes criticised for doing nothing
biat produce 'Fachidioten', roughly, translatable
perhaps as 'expert idiot!" "(55).
It was the view of Professor Heinz Heckhausen of the
University of the Ruhr, contributing to the'seminar at which
M. Daillant acted as rapporteur, that this university tradition
is incompatible with the academic needs of the professional inti
training, for whom teaching ideally "consists of a multidisciplinary approach to complex technical situations in their
concrete, everyday reality". Professor Heckhausen argued that
the educational objectives of this professional education:
"are directed, generally speaking, towards a more
comprehensive understanding of problems and'even
towards the development of the personality. The
object is to enhance the interests, values and
complex human aptitudes (outside the sophistication
of a single discipline) which will enable the
graduate to master in a critical, responsible,
decisive and creative way the complex human and
technical situations which his profession involves.
This is not merely a question of professional
efficiency, but also a matter of the qualities of a
The
life style which is fundamentally political.
following short and random list may make clear what
I mean:

ability to recognise complex problem situations;

readiness to assume responsibility and take
initiatives for problem solving;
ability to develop social institutions for
problem-solving;
ability to assess and to classify the factors
of a problem according to their casual relationships and the degOte to which they can be
affected by suitable action;
,
immunity to oversimplification and critical
distance vis-a-Vs ideologies;
aversion to activities which, while they may
earn money, power and prestige, are in fact
meaningless and socially worthless;
versatility in assuming different roles in order
to cope with all situations as they arise;
persistence in pursuing difficult. and frustrating
.

tasks if :they Drcmice to be worthwhil,.- in
long run;.
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ability to adopt different points of view and to
sustain a high degree of cognitive complexity;
ability to co-operate and to communicate .with
others;

tolerance for the views and habits of others;
ability to understand social situations, to
recognise the motivations of views and actions,
and to solve social conflicts, etc."

And he concluded his argument by asserting that such
qualities as these are:
.

"scarcely sought or required in university education
Indeed, intellectual preoccupation with the
advancement of knowledge in single disciplines leaves
little room for it" (56).
today.

idable warn
Holding these views, which add uv to a f
ing, it is not surprising that Professor Heckhausen invites is
compatriots to "bid a fond farewell" to a number of "articles
of faith and belief of educational policy".) In particular:
"1.
The belief that the factor of physical proximity
can itself produce a measure of mutual co-operation,
inter-relationship and agreement;
2.
The belief that the centralisatioil of decisionmaking and the further piling up of bodies for selfgovernance and planning can stimulate and maintain
educational reforms and co-ordinate everything. ....

The belief that distinct disciplines can be
integrated, and that so-called 'interdisciplinary'
teaching and research can be made feasible by the
addition of new subjects or the holding of joint
sessions;
3.

The belief that living together irons out and
levels off differendes in social status. In a
Gesamthochschule which absorbs the former parauniversity courses of study, the internal differences
in status distribution will become more sharply
defined"(57).
4.

The main premiSO on which Professor Heckhausen's argument rests is that the West German university is so firmly
entrenched in its particular traditions that it will inevitably
destroy the interdisciplinary modes of study appropriate to
the education of professionals, in the event of integration
It may be that this thesis is ohe
with the teachers' colleges.
of the main reasons which prompts those who prefer the

po
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co-operative model.
But this is to raise a question which
Professor Heckhausen did not ltogether answer, which is the
sanctity as distinct from the olidity of this university
tradition. He spoke, he said "without any anti-academic.preNdice. Highly sophisticated, even one-sided academic
intellectuality is indispensable." It is just that "on its
own it is not enough to master a career and to master life"(58).
But though it may be indispensable, it may not be needed in
"great quantities". Perhaps "one-sided academic intellectuality",
in an ace of mass.higher education, is only appropriate to the
realm of doctoral studies - and even there is liable to produce
Fachidioten.
In short, perhaps the traditions "so firmly
entrenched" need to be challenged and even extirpated?

This is certainly not the place to enter into an
examination of the German academic tradition as such, but it is
true that the wide range of acaddmic opinion which has come to
favour the idea bf the Gesamthochschule seems to be responding to
three simultaneous urges
to "horizontalize" teacher training so
as to correspond to the reformed school structure; to make the
education and training of the teacher more scientific and academically prestigious; and to shift university curricula in the
direction of professional involvement. It is this last shift
which Professor Heckhausen thinks so unlikely. On the other hand
one finds the Rector of the University of Constance, Professor
Gerhard Hess, saying that
:

:

r.

"It will certainly be difficult to avoid the
Gesamtho chschule being subordinated to the requirements of training.
The concern of the State to
provide training facilities for the growing number
of students is the first argument in this direction.
The vast majority of students will either be studying
to" be teachers or be studying the technical and
applied sciences.
It is evident that this development
will take place at time expense of those university
disciplines not specifically concerned with professional
training. ...
It is obvious that this tendency to
give priority to professional training constitutes a
danger to the 'university' element of the
Gesamthochschule" (59).
And it is his belief that the inclusion in the Gesamthochschule
of courses of study formerly taught in teacher training colleges
and engineering college4- will "strengthen the career training
function" of the institution as a whole.
Exactly how this professionalisation of university
studies will be achieved and organised is open to considerable
difference of opinion.
In part it may be achieved as a by -..
product cf moves to reshape existing curricula, such as the
move to loosen up the traditional discipline of German
literature and language and incorporate studies in modern
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literature, the press, and "Trivialliteratur", as well as
linguistic studies - all of which would undoubtedly bring the
Partly it
discipline far closer to the needs of the teacher.
studies,
may be achieved by restructuring the pattern of
instituting, sometimes in the college, an initial period of
common and general studies followed by specialisation. And
partly the professionalisation of university studies may be
achieved by bringing into the university the professors of didactics from the coleges. Indeed, it might be argued that
there will not be much curricular change of relevance tothe
teaching profession until the faculty, the staff, is augmented
in this way.
The initial tendency has been for the educational staff
from the college to swell the small numbers of education and
pedagogic professors in the university department of education =
higher
bearing in mind that the provisions of the laws
education assume that departments are the units of teaching and
research. But in the University of Frankfurt, for instance, in
1971, the education department was broken up and the didactic
professors were distributed among the specialist subject
One can see the argu-lent for this attempt to
departments.
integrate the didactic professors --th their main subject
But in the case of ma-. r_matics, for instance, it,
professors.
has proved a singularly unsuccessf-u-_ integration of' the three
full didactic professors of maths into a reluctant department
of some 15 ordinary professors who apparently have no interest
in high school teaching and who claim anyway, to "know what
didactics are, we've been teaching it for twenty years. Nobody
can tell us what a maths lecture should be." As a result the
didactics professprs find themselves academically ostracised,
starved of funds, and without control over doctoral students.
In their view, the disparity of numbers within the departments
creates inseperable problems which could perhaps only be overcome by grouping the didactic professors together within each
major faculty so that they become a semi-independent nucleus of
a viable size.
The senior officials at the Ministry of Culture for
Hessen, whose Minister had decreed this particular policy of
departmental integration, did not make any secret of the fact
that the univ9rsity was probably somewhat reluctant \o have
teacher train'ing wished on it in this fashion. But"they saw
the problems of the mathematicians, for instance, as essentially
transitional7 and interestirgly they also believed that the
integration of staff within the departments, which has the great
advantage (theoretically) of enabling them to become members of
a large Seam of colleaEues in their field, would be strongly
supported by the new assemblies which are responsible for the
further development of the university and in which more and more
students participate. As for the students, the officials seemed
convinced that they could only gain acndemically and professionally, for "now the education students have a choice between
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profesors

6 t'.ey do not all have to go to a single subject
professor". AL, .he repreentative of the teachers' union, the
G.E.W., put it, "if-somebody has as his subject the history of
the German language, it is better for him to work together with
all people, studying German language in the university so that
he can see the whole scenery of the structure of the disciplined
German language, and he can decide whether he wants to go this
way or that
If he is brought up in a teachers' training
college his view on life is maybe, not inevitably but maybe, too
narrow if he is from the beginning only looking at children and
adolescents". Iloreover, within each department the student will
find not only subject specialists but also the professor in
didactics for the subject, and also, quite often, an educational
professor concerned with Scientific studies within the field.
Time, it is felt, is on the side of the implementation of the
new law and of the gradual acceptance of the integration by the
professoriate of the university.

To help the education professors develop'their own
cohesion and sense of status, they are also being organised in
Frankfurt into a didactics centre which will bring them together
with the educational psychologists and sociologists. There are,
of course, many ways of linking
_alists from separate fields
and disciplines and the structure
'17 introduced at Frankfurt
is only one model. What many of t:
e::periments reflect is a
departure, more-or less radical, from the single subject curriculum and the attempt to incorporate into it optional elements
of didactics, educational studies, and even a certain amount of
practical wont.
The argument over the range oI studies to be
pursued has, somewhat oddly, divided along political lines, the
five
Linder of Eaden-urttenberg, Bavaria, RhinelandPalatilLate, Saarland and Schleswig-Holstein pressing for a
differentiated system cf training and for a university course
of four years in two subjects, one of them advanced.
How then
new patterns of study will work out remains to be seen over the
next few years; but there is certainly evidence of a considerable and in places elaborate process of curriculum planning,
even if a foreign observer has recently remarked that a good
deal of this activity is de haut en bas and that there is a
singular reluctance to take risks:
they are swimming
scieritifically in the waters of curriculum research, Illitch, or
his successors, will have run of with their clothes".
In the Lander where the policy is one of co-operation
rather than integration, the co-ordination of the courses of
study involves agreement on the respective academic roles of the
institutions and on the content of the curricula, and it also
implies the establishment of joist committees both -_t departmental and-governing level. But essentially the institutions
remain separate, they retain, especially the colleges, many of
their former characteristics and intellectual assumptions, and
their respective staffs continue to view each other with a sense
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of their dissimilarity of standard and commitment. The question which seems to be almost wholly unanswered is whether the
co-operative model provides a helpful intermediary stage on the
road to integration,. or whether the separate institutions will
achieve a working partnership of sufficient equilibrium to
enable them to continue, on their independent paths. At prgsent
the situation does not appear to have achieved anything like
this degree of stability or eruanimity.

The discussion so far has circled around two distinct
integration between institutions, and
concepts of integration:
integratiNn of the separate elements of the professional and
Though distinct, these two concepts bear
academic curriculum.
somewhaL ironically on each other, for it seems probable that
as the institutions become integrated so the integration of
studies in the college curriculum will give way to a looser
pattern of study somewhat on the university model, at the same
time as the university may be attempting to ,introduce into its
subject-oriented curriculum elements of professional training.
There remains to consider a major issue which links the two
The
levels of integration, and that is the Stuclien seminar.
developed
in
the
seminar, out of which the college originally
nineteenth century, is a separate institution under the direct
control of the Land Minister of Culture. Often the seminar is
based on a school and it will have a staff of three or more
teachers particularly c!ualified to act as tutors and supervisors.
Essentially the seminarprovides the most practical element in
the teacher's training, and it is commonly oriented towards
teaching in one category of school or one age level. The
college student; whe course will (in its.integrated way) have
included practical work in school assisting with lessons, goes
on after obtaining his first state examination to a post in a
school, and attends the seminar for 1; years. 'hereas the
university-student, having (at least -formally) ,purgued-no.._
practical studies, attends the seminar for 2 years. In both
cases attendance at the seminar is on a day-release basis, and
during this period, the second or practical nhase of training,
the student receives a part-salary.
It is immediately apparent that tie seminar as commonly
organised at present is not comprehensive and that it runs
counter to the philoSophy of integration, both at the organisaThe Education Council recommends
tional ands dagogic level.
the full igration of theoretical and practical studies and
also the integration of universities, colleges and seminars.
But though the Standing Conference, representing the 11 Lander,
supported full inst4utional integration, it decided to retain
the 2-phase pattern o training, with the result that the
seminar, except in one or two areas such as Stuttgart, remains
unintegrated. rrom'the academic-professional point of view,
this is a major gap in the concept of integration, for the
2-phase system makes serious feed-back impossible. Challenged
about this, the most common explanation for retaining the
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2-phase system is a political one: university students are
free to ergage in political activities and in many centres the
more radical students have achieved considerable powert$which
they have not hesitated to wield "destructively" and "subversively". It ie not tolerable, so the argument eoes. that the
practical stage of the teacher's training, which he undertakes
as someone who is .now a paid Beamter (or civil servant), should
be subject to these radical political pressures. Understandably
enough the state,yor the Land, wishes to keep control over the
final stage of training and it does so by controlling the
seminars. ,Nonetheless, the tendency is to says that the seminar
should become part .of the Gesamthochschule. The G.E.W. for
instance, while accepting for the present the 2-phase pattern,
says it would like to see experiment& carried out with the
1-phase organisation of studies; but it is not ouite clear how
this might be organised without the seminar losing its close
integration with the school. Talking with staff and students
of a seminar in .Frankfurt training for the upper stage of the
secondary school, it was striking that most of them accepted the
integration of university and college, if without much
enthusiasm, but none of them believed that the seminar should
be integrated with the university. For they saw the university,
which they know at first hand, as going in for a "scientification
of studies which leads people to be predetermined and too
academic", and for being insensitive to the fact that the needs
of the student teacher are as much social as intellectual. For
these reasons they felt t to be imperative that the seminar
should remain "quite another institution,from the university
because of all the processes of innovation which are sponsored
there", and because the seminar can set in motion"processes
which May animate the whole school institution which, like the
GesamtuniversitXt, is too big and heavy to be moved by itself".
Were the, seminar absorbed into the integrated_university
structure,.they felt, it would go the way of the integrated
teachers' colleges where "the practical studies are now rather
to the worse than the better ".

,

cuestioned as to how the idea of the Gesamthochschule will
work out, officials of all kinds, whether in ministries,
universities, colleges, unions, tend to be optimistic and y t,
when it comes to describing actual academic relations, va ue,
Opinion is clearly very divided, and not only politically, about
the integrated or co-operative models.
In Stuttgart an official
view was that about 60-70 per cent of the staff of the teachers'
college were in favour of the Gesamthochschule, but only about
half of these were in favour of it-being integrated. At the
student seminars, nearly 100 per cent say they want the
Gesamthochschule, but hardly anybody says it should be integrated.
Very many people feel that the organisational difficulties of
making the Gesamthochschule integrated are very great. As for
the universities, it seems that opinion is not very strong for
i tegration, perhapp about 30 to 40 per cent, who really, so it
id suggested, interpret the integrated Gesamthochschule as
meaning a greater university.
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This is one view from one city, but it is not poss/ble
to visit Germany without feeling that the issue underlying most
others is the question of "great universities" and how much
greater they are to become. Many of them are already very
large indeed, over 20,000 or some over 25,000. And yet it is
apparently intended to integrate within them, in some cases,
the teachers' and engineering colleges, and schools of social
work and of art as well. The Wissensehaftsrat has suggested
that institutions which are an hour's journey apart are still
suitable for integration, thou': an outside observer might
think that they would then fins that co-_operation "suited" them
even better.
The scale on which Germany is planning to reshape its
further and higher edIzcation and the speed with which it intends
And it has
to build up its GesamthooLsehulen is impressive.

been s=ething of a trium.n that the Federal Governent and the
11
ha-,;(3,been able Jo work out these plans with so much
_

agree:ent. The whole edifice -rests on two major as'umptions:
that the university, with its scientific and research-centred
tradition-, is and should be the major partner in a comprehensive
structure; and that these university traditions should be and
are capable of being harnessed to the needs of the teaching and
other professions. These are assumpions that are shared in
Sweden and denied in England, at leL'..-st.by the former Government.
A summary judonent, offered at far too early a stage and on
far too cursory an acquaintance with the situation,
might be that the concept of the Gesamthochschule, considered
is too
pimplI from the roint of view of the teaching

grandiose, its-ceT6Irel ca76-T661-617677Mee7T-iji-ei=r6ular
and delica. +A needs of tororrowis teachers. A less dramatic
course, but one which miC.t be far harder to bring about by
governmental edict-was-putforWard-t- Professor Heckhausen;at any rate it is a course which st m from a concern for
academic and professional standards aid inter-relationships:.
"the integration of university and professional courses
of study should take place only in new and small
institutions of higher education. Existing institutions,
universities and colleges, should remain independent,
but each should transform itself internally into an
integrated Gesamthochschule, diversifying and splitting
up its traditional courbub of study horizontally as
well as vertically, and in particular seeking and
developing. the potential for reform within the fields
of study themselves"(60).
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2. Plans for centralisation and regionalism in Sweden
Education in Sweden is much planned. In the fifties there
was a decade of experimen in comprehensive schooling which
culminated in the establis ent of the 9-year compulsory' school.
But in the judgmen of 'an of cer of the Teachers' Union, the
reform of 1962 may ave been
ertaken too hastily, for it had to
be revised in 1969; there were some difficulties in the schools which
led to the
suggestion that teacher education might be to blame.
So'the zixties was the decade of teacher training discussion,
which saw the establishment of schools of education for primary
and secondary teacher training and for educationalresearch
(in fact, the Stockholm School was established in 1965) and which
culminated in the 1968 Teacher Training law. But clearly that
could not be the end of the process, and in that same year there
was set up a Commission known as the U68 to plan the overall size,
structure and regionalisation of post-secondary education - the
Minister of Education who set it up appropriately became Prime
Minister. As a result the seventies is on the way to being the
decade of planning, discussing and re-organising higher education.
At this time it is hard to be sure which exactly of the proposals
and plans will be accepted'and what changes they will succeed in
bringing about. U68's full report is being discussed for a year
and proposals will then be put to Parliament in the autumn of
1974. Clearly, then, this Chapter is written in the midst of
flux, albeit a familiar Swedish flux.'

If the iiities were,a period or secondary school experiment, they were also a period of considerable School e/pansion.
For some 20 years there was a great lack of teachers, and as a
result the teachers' seminaries and above all the universities
grew larger and larger and it was said that virtually everyone
who wished oould"get A -Job immediatelyia-s a teacher. This boom
period in the teacher market coincided with a problem period for
teachers working in the re-organised school system, and the two
combined to bring problems of teacher training to the fore. A
Teacher Training Committee' worked for five years and then, in
1967, it put forward comprehensive proposals for strengthening
and upgrading the teachers' colleges., In particular the
'Committee proposed reducing the number of colleges from 20,
many of them small and local, to 8-major colleges which would
give all types of teacher training, including greater opportunity for specialisation, both.pedagogic and methodological
courses, and a half-year of school practice: also these colleges
would be made centres of educational research. As for the
prospective teachers taking their academic studies at the
Universities, the Committee wished to see their studies far
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more intermixed so that there would be no initial difference
between being trained to become a' teacher and a research worker.
At the same time, the Committee argued for a greater congruence
betweenthe subjects studied in their own academic right at the
university and the subjects subsequently taught in schools.
This Committee's proposals had a mixed success. The
pressure of local loyalties saved 9 of the 20 former colleges
and they became minor colleges, apart from the 6 colleges which had
been enlarged into schools of education and classified as major
colleges. This led to a tripartite structure of teacher education
and training, with minor colleges training class teachers, major
colleges also training graduates from the universities, and
universities providing specialist-subject teachers with their
initial education - this might include the academic study of
education, which has apparently become a popular subject. The
creation of the schbols of education and the allocation to
them of funds for research had the result of raising the prestige
of teacher education, so that today one can hear it responsibly
said that lecturers at the university tend to be of an appreciably
lower prestige than at the major colleges, because the latter
are necessarily more senior, especially in the research institutes,
whereas many of the lecturers at the university are little more
than young students. Nonetheless, the situation in 1968 hardly
presented the rational pattern envisaged by the Committee or by
Dr. Marklund and his colleagues on the secretariat.
One of the tasks facing U68 when it was set up in 1968 was
the complexity of the structure of post-secondary education and
whether its simplification would mean providing a central authority
for higher education - at that time the universities were under
the Chancellor's Office, the teacher education colleges were
under the National Board of Education, the social institutes,
journalist fnstitutes, and so on were under separate Boards. In
fact the current system might be described as a multiplicity of
centralisations. If U68 were to propose rationalising this structure,
it was also determined to introduce some decentralisation into
it as well. Its proposals envisage the division of the country
into 19 higher educational areas, each with a Board of Higher
Education concerned with the planning of higher education in its
area, including where applicable research and research training.
The whole structure would be placed under an enlarged Chancellor's
Office to be called the Office of the Swedish University and
Colleges. As far as teacher education is concerned, the idea is
that basic education will be carried on in the 19 local college
units and no doubt class teachers will complete their
training in these local colleges. But specialist teachers,
both subject specialists and professional specialists
such as teachers of physical education, home economics,
handicraft, will then go on to one of the six major
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regional centres for further specialist training at postgraduate level.
A
distinguishing feature of the six main
centres is that they include univta.sities and concentrations of
research and other academic resources, and it is proposed that
there shall be some regional machinery corresponding to the
local Boards in order to co-ordinate plan's.
If the proposals of U68 went no further than that, they
would produce a tidy structure but not one which is radically
differentf in academic terms, from the.kind of planning already
described. the radical departure, though of course, it has its
roots and antecedents, is the premise from which U68 started
its deliberations, which is:
"the premise that higher education is to prepare
students for subsequent occupational activities.
This has consequences for its capacity and
organisation, and to some extent also its location.
Obviously, it does not imply that every study unit
in a university or college should be directly linked
to an occupation.
The intention is. rather that the
individual's basic education as a whole should prepare him for an occupation. In the opinion of the
Commission, working life should constitute an
important source of renewal for educatioh, at the
Same time as education should function as an imnortant
instrument for the development of workinelifell'(61).

Accordingly the Commission proposed that the educational
programmes in higher education be sub-divided 440 five occupational training sectors: medicine and social work, technology,
administration and economics, te-,ching,and cultural work and
information.
In each local area there would be a Commission
for each sector, responsible to the area Board and composed, it
is suggested, of one-third teachers, one-third students, and
one-third drawn from professional life. It seems probable that
there wild be a numerus clausus
within each institution.
Exactly how the existing institutions
are to be re- shaped is not clear, and to a great extent the
existing departmental structure will apparently continue.
Indeed, it is suggested that the present small educational
institutions would be restructured so as to fit into the present
university departmental pattern, or where they are already
professionally oriented they might constitute departments within
the comprehensive organisation.
Looked at from the point of view of the universities, the
professionalisation of higher education into these five distinct
sectors is certainly a radical departure; but in reality it
corresponds very much to the existing structure among the nonuniversity institutions.
And in large part the decision
reflects the change in the job market: graduates can no longer
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count on a job being available if they postpone their decision
too long. As a result, there has been a tendency to advance the
moment of professional decision and commitment. It is particularly
interesting to find this trend strongly sported by the main
student organisations of the centre sand le t; the demand, which
has until recently been attributed to students as a whole, for
more openness of choice and for ease of transfer from sector to
sector is now the policy, in Sweden at least, of the radical left
who are in a minority. The inexorable facts of @ contracting or
at least satiated employment market for professionals has had its
effect on current ideologies. It has led, one gathers, to the
concept of academic study pursued "for its own sake" within the
university being viewed with rather general, certainly with
increasing, disfavour. In fact,one of the most awkward opinions
to fit into a coherent plan is the view that the university as
such will cease to exist at the undergraduate level. Part of the
difficulty may be one of communication, for probably the very
word university doesn't signify quite the same in England as
in Sweden, where university is one type of higher education,
teacher training another one. As for whether both types will
exist tomorrow, the answer tends to be that they will, but that
what is now called the university will become smaller and smaller
and that more of higher education will become directly work and
job-oriented. To have a degree now without any professional
earmarking apparently carries no prestige. On the other hand,
the pressure to get into teaching has dropped in the last few
years, perhaps because being a teacher today is thought to b
rather tough.
The universities do not appear to share this view of
their gradual diminishment, though there is undoubtedly a
recognition that the traditional image of the Swedish university
is changing. Maybe it will even be transformed. une of the main
recent masons for this growing recognition of change within
the universities is that a large proportion of undergraduates
have gone into teaching. Indeed, in the fifties and
sixties it almost seemed as if the education of people intending to become teachers was the main business of the university,
particularly in the sectors of languages, philosophy and the
natural sciences. Gradually the teaching staff of the university
became aware that they must adjust to this reality and modify
their curricula accordingly, for they had decidedly not been
designed for this specialist clientele. This kind of change
did not happen suddenly, though it was aided by judicious
pressure from the central authorities - and the Chancellor's
Office is able to exercise considerable influence over the
universities and the broad pattern of their curricula. Then,
of course, the schools were in the process of being re'- organised,
and new schools need new teachers and new teachers, it is to be
hoped need new curricula.
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During these decades, then the universities adj
their curricula to some extent, to the needs of the scho s.
New subjects were introduced and the teaching and examination of
subjects found themselves slanted towards the profession of
teaching. For instance, students studying social science with
a view to teaching it in school had previously'had to piece
together their programme of studies from a number of places;
now it became possible, in some universities, to make a package
deal of it and to take a co-ordinated curriculum of studies
leading directly to social science teaching in the schools.
Similarly, students intending to teach Swedish at schools had
previously been obliged to study two separate subjects which were
traditional in the Swedish university, history of literature and
Scandinavian languages. It now came to be felt, if under some
pressure, that this was a very academic diet for a future school
teacher of Swedish, and so there was created the new academic
subject of Swedish which brings Swedish language and literature
together as a single field. The departments of Scandinavian
languages and of the history of literature or of practical literature still (need one sayftremain separate but at-least there
are now instances of them coming together to design a joint
curriculum oriented towards teaching. Again it is clear that a
good deal of initi ive has been taken by the Chancellor's Office
in an attempt to cote inter-disciplinary courses, for instance
a foundation cpurse in biology, or a course for students going
into administration which brings together sociology, education,
economics and other subjects.
U68's proposals, insofar as they affect academic studies,
are for the most part organisational, except that in the case
of the present philosophical faculties it notes that
:

"U68's draft educational programmes can a change in
relation to the existing situation at, above all, the
present philosophical faculties. The educational
programmes at these do not always have a clear occupational
relevancy. However, by the introduction of occupationally
geared courses at the philosophical faculties, and by
experiments with educational programmes combining courses
at philosophical faculties and upper secondary school,
procedures have been developed to make studies at these
faculties more occupationally oriented" (62).

Otherwise U68's proposals have to do with the organisation
of studies into:
"... educational programmes, which can be general;
local or individual. It is proposed that genera l
programmes of education be established by the'
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Government, while local and individual educational
programmes be set up by the local higher education
authorities, in the case of an individual programme
after application by the student"(63).
"The important thing is that the combination of
courses making up the programme should constitute
4-a good preparation for future occupational activities.
This means that courses must not be seen as isolated
units.
/
Particular measures must be considered for
each educational programme to ensure internal
coherency and an overall view of instruction.
I
such efforts are to succeed, it is of great impo Lance
that the planning and administrative organisation, ---.
at both the local and central level, should have
satisfactory contacts with the occupational field
corresponding to the programme"(64).

-

In view of the developing situation at the university it
was interesting to examine how far the proposals of U68 would
be likely to strengthen subject groupings, for within the'new
integrated structure it might be thought that, for example,
mathematicians of all kind% in a particular area, whether
intending to become school teachers, accountants, engineers,
architects, or to remain pure mathematicians, would find t
institutional barriers between them greatly reduced and tha
they would then naturally tend to form an inter-professional
group of mathematicians; and sb on in the other subjects-and
fields.
From the point of view of the future school teacher,
this widening of his professional horizond would be an enormous
gain. It was hard to discover whether U6C had felt this. cluestion interesting enough to examine, but the common impression
was that the professional orientation would be likely to exert
a stronger pull than the disciplinary and that the tendency
would be for separate disciplines to be drawn together.
Yet it
was generally agreed that the departmental structure within the
universities, and the institutes for each discipline, remain very
strong and U6:-3 seems to have accepted that the existing
departmental structu'es will remain intact.
Events and pressurcs external to itself may already be
pushing the university towards an awareness of the needs of
teachers, but how far, one wonders, does this extend beyond
reshaping some of the curricula? How far have the universities
accepted the requirement of 1972 to participate in professional
education, accepted the need to integrate academic disCiplines
With the relevant pedagogy and practice? And how far do the
prpn:als of tne U6'.7' seem likely to promote this kind of under stcnding and integration of professional studies, and a
corresponding understanding and integration between the
university and the colleges? Cei.tainly the institutions are
likely to be brought together, nationally and on a regional
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level, within a much more coherent planning structure. But
there is little evidence that the university sector itself feels
any great need for this
the universities may have no objection
to "enclosing the teacher training colleges" (to put it in
their terms), but they would not have come up with the idea
themselves, out of their own needs. Insdfar as the universities
have had to do with education, in the sense of having departments
of education, this has been at a purely academic and research
level and the professional developments already described have
mostly taken place in the noneducation departments; though
it is true that a certain number of people hold joint education
appointments in the univer4ties and the colleges. None the less,
the subject departments or institutes are being required to
become more conscious of the professional needs of their students
and to offer then preparatory pedagogic courses; and also to
admit lecturers of methodology from the schools of education
to their meetings.
:

One of the important themes of U68 is that it
"considers contacts between basic education and research
to be essential; this partly to promote a continuous
renewal of educational content. It is desirable that
such contacts be expanded to cover all higher education,
e.g. by collaboration with research workers in the
planning and realisation of instruction"(65).
:

A large proportion of.,-the research in education,
especially research into immediate and ongoing problems, is
located in the major teachers' colleges, though the research
workers do not at present seem to be closely integrated with.
the teaching staff and the students do not encounter them much
in the course of their studies.. The Swcdish Union of Students,
in its memorandum to U68, emphasi'ed that
:

"teacher training should be based on scientific findings
and the teacher trainees should take part in current
educational research and development work, so that,
within the general methodology of teaching, they could'
test, encourage and find out new working methods or-aids
within the educational field. Teacher training would
thereby become a means of reforming the school."
But the students from the training colleges, in a
separate memorandum commenting on the U6b report, seem to fear
that the pedagogic institutes within the colleges will be
transformed in some way, in their view the colleges
:

........
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"must be permitted-to keep their present research
There ds a
institutes and also to expand them.
serious danger, in our view, that the work hitherto
done by the pedagogic institutes of the teacher
'training colleges to root pedagogic research in the
school world, would be less efficient if the
institutes were to disappear as a result of being
integrated into a,general organisation for teacher
training."
opinion one. hears in the university, however, is that
the whole structure of higher education proposed by U60 seems
to be conceived from the point of view of undergraduate teaching with a job orientation, and the fear is expressed that the
new organisation will, contrary to the hopes of U60, tend to
separate research and the research worker from student teaching.
One can see that, in the field of education, this could well
be so, not because university-based research,tends to be
theoretical and fundamental and the undergraduate teaching
professional, but (if swift impressions are to be trusted) because neither tends at present to be sufficiently professional
in the full sense, or at least to be professional in the same
What U601s proposals would provide if fully realised,
sense.
would be unrivalled opportunity for research within the
university into the disciplines underlying professional study
and into the concept of the integration of theoretical and
practical studies.

Finallyit is important to ask how the...developing
situation appears from within a major school of education. A
college of this kind will already have been restructured once
and been given a considerable increase in the range and prestige
of its studies, and it maSr have grown to about 1,500 students.
2, major college will in all probability,have its specialist
research institute, and also its staff, teaching between 10 and
16 periods a week, are expected to engage in research in
On the other hand the college does not offer
teaching methods.
higher or research degrees, though some oP.its professors may
also be professors in the .uniIersity and have research students
Thus there is already a good deal of interchange between
:there.
a major college and the university at this individual level.
The fear, already referred to,.is that the college might somehow
lose its research institute i a restructured system. It is
not easy to see how such a ch-n-e could emerge direct y out of
U68's proposals, unless it were argued, with some sly force,
that if the research institute tends to be a separate institutionswithin the college, 'very little integrated with the
teachLig function, then it might as Well be located in the
university where it would be accessible to research students.
This kind, of ambiguity of argument arises, perhaps, out of the
compromise which UGC's proposals seem to represent. For while
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the colleges, after all, are already job-oriented and thus
conform to UGC's first principle, their inability to engage in
higher degree work makes them dependent on the universities,
and yet the exact nature of that relationship is not spelled
out.

What seems to emerge from the discussions surrounding
U68 is the way the mechanism of planning is dealing inevitably
with larger national and regional structures, without seeming
to enquire how these, or the relations between institutions,
will affect the intellectual and professional relations between
individuals.
If the gap between research and undergraduate
teaching is in danger of being widened within the university,
and if this applies to education as well as to other disciplines,
how will it benefit the individual staff and students of the
schools of education to be brought into closer association with
the universities? What can possibly be meant, in terms of a
change in this or that individual's teaching and research
duties, by the claim that the university as such will become
smaller and smaller? And how precisely will the education and
training of teachers be integrated as they move between the
still separate institutions which make up the larger, theoretically unified, structure of higher education? To ask these
(.1,uections is not to suggest that they cannot be answered, but
it remains to be seen how the discussion initiated by 06C
answers them or, indeed, whether it asks them.
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3.

Institutes and Schools of Education
in England and Wales

L

The two simplest or at least most direct ways of dealing
with teachers' colleges and universities are to leave them on
their own, separate and unrelated,,or to fuse them into singl,?
institutions.
A more complex and delicate solution is to find
ways of linking them academically while leaving them organisationally independent. In England and Wales the university
institutes of education have, since the second world war, provided the framework for this latter form of relationship, and
however patchy their success, virtually everyone engaged in
teacher education deplores the recent governmental decision to
dismantle a large part of this structure and to move the
colleges, as far as possible, into the polytechnics, sphere of
Whatever degree of organisational tidiness this
influehce.
policy may achieve, there are cogent reasons for believing that
it will do a very considerable academic and intellectual dis,:ervice to both the colleges and the universities.
P

The milestones in the development of educational ideas
and practice in England - nr rather. to be more precise, the
milestones which mark the translation ofnew4deas into official
are
opinion and eventually, with luck, into general practice
mostly named after the chairmen of officially sponsored commitThe name on the milepost marking a new erain teacher
tees.
training i=diately after the second world war was McNair.
The McNair Committee, which was set up during the war, issued
its report simultaneously with the new Education Act of 1944,
an Act which trrsformed English secondary education and created
an immediate need for large numbers of .secondary teachers of a
new outlook and calibre.
The McNair Report represents the great half-missed
opportunity in English higher education, for it tackled the
problems of teacher training and teacher education, and of
their organisation, with a quite unusual concern for the life
of the intellect. It begal, with the question of the size of
the 83 existing colleges:
"The majority of the training colleges are small in
size, many of them being too small for either effecfiv.'
In 1950, 64 of the
staffing or economical management.
colleges had fewer than 150 students in attendance and
20 of these had fewer than 100. Further, many of the
colleges are exceedingly ill-equipped and housed not
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only from the point of view of adequate-teaching
facilities but also as regards reasonable living
conditions for students and staff alike. We give
in the next two paragraphs some facts and figures
based on returns made to the committee by 77 of the
colleges; In this .connection it is only fair to say
that, in 1938, new buildings and other improvements
were being planned for about 20 colleges, but the
outbreak of war caused their indefinite postponement "( 66).
What can institutions of this size, operating on their
own, hope to provide in the way of training, let alone academic
education? The answer is not much:

"In 50 percent of the colleges the laboratories,
studios, workshops and gymnasia are inadequate.
More than 50 per cent have no music room. In more
than 25 per cent of the colleges the assembly halls,
libraries, lecture rooms or, dining accommodation are
inadequate. Nearly 60 percent have no cinema pro-.
jector and more than 30 per cent have no broadcasting
reception equipment for teaching purposes; and these
figures do not mean that the remainder are adequately
equipped in these respects. Such figures are depressing enough, but in the form of totals covering the
whole field they fail to reveal the conditions in the
most unfortunate of the colleges, in one of which there
is no gymnasium craft room or music room and the hall,
common rooms, 14oratories and art rooms are inadequate.
On the other hated some colleges, but they are very few
in number, appear to be adequately housed and equipped
in almost every way "(67).
This state of affairs shocked a Committee which came to
its task with civilised expectations, and which was concerned
to raise the standing of education so that the profession might
becomesVattractive to intelligent and cultured men and women".
Essentially, in the Committee's view "education is a unity":
"It does not make sense to regard the education of
young people as one thing and that_of adults as
another and quite different thing; or to consider'
that thoughit may be desirable to have cultured
teachers in charge of the sixth form of a grammar
school it does not matter what kind of a person is
entrusted with the education of infants, so long as
she, is fond of childreS.

ti

And if education is a uffity, _ft follows that the arrangement for
preparing people for working in education, for .teaching, cannot
be a disunity.
In particular, the universities:
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,,obviously have an important role to play. 'As
centres of study and research they ought to give
education a high place in their range of studies,

and as institutions maintaining high cultural
standards they ought to exercise a profound influence
upon the education of teaehers"(68),
Thus the Committee as a whole greed that the university
teacher training departments ana the teacher training colleges
must be brought into a working relationship. But the members
split on the way this central recommendation should be achieved.
One group (which included the chairman) was clear that the
training colleges:
would welcome clo'Ser contact with the universities,
provided that it taketh the forffi of a partnership between
equals anddoes not lead to the universities having a
0 predominant influenbe in the training of the students
in the training, colleges... We appeal to them, in the
first place, 'to ensure that their training departments
shall be as efficient as care and money can make, them,
and shall be regarded as important in every way as a
department engaged in preparing studentS for their
degrees; and, in the second place, to accept the view
that the universities' contribution towards the improvement of our public educational system should be,th
concern of the universities as a whole and not be looked
upon as the duty of their 'training departments alone"(69).
...

This group went on to propose a loose bureaucratic link
between universitiec and colleges, based on the joint Bards
which had been set up 15 years previously to organise the_
examinations for students in training colleges. The other
from any-sharp distinction
gr'oup began by "wholly dissenting
between educatiCh and training, as though the one were the
proper concern of the best institutions and teachers and the
other were not." These committee members had severe expectations of "ths best institutions", and it was this that enabled
them to insist with so, much weightthat no system for the
training of teachers:
can be effective unless those who Shoulder the
responsibilities derive their authority from a
source whia, because of its recognised standards
and its stlEding in the educational world, commands
the respect of all the partners concerned and which,
because of its established independence, is powerful
enough to rresist theencroachments of centralisation.
The universities embody these standards and have this
Standing and this independence. But quite apart from
these considerations the universities have an obligation to the whole educational system. Their vitality
depends in part upon the kind of education given in
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the schools, both 'primary and secondary: and the
schools, in turn, look to the universities for
some measure of leadership in educational, as
distinct from administrative matters. There is no '
more significant way in which this mutual dependence
can be expressed than for the universities to play a
leading part in the initial eaucation ,and training
of teachers and for them to maintain a creative
relationship with practising teachers and others
concerned with theconduct of the schools."

And so .this group concluded ,that the universities.should
set up University Schools of'Education., and lest anyone should
suppose that thesct.Schotls Would simply-be grandiose joint
boards, it went on to state "with the utmost frankness"-that.
it was not proposing "something comparatively unimportant which
will make no substantial difference to the work of the universities.
On the ?ontrary our scheme asks much of them. It demands
of the universities a richer conception of their responsibility
towards edUcation:
it will also involve additional staff, both
teaching ai4d adMinistrative"(70).

The Schools of education!, Am the recommendationof this,
group, would'be "anorganic federation of approved training
institutions" with responsibility for "the training and,the
assessment of the work of ,all studenta,seeking to be recognised.,.
as qualified teachers"(71).

Its-conceptgof an "organic federation" was very different
from the traditional academic snobbery which distinguishes
sharply betweeh the ,education of high school teachers in
universities and the training of middle and primary teachers
in colleges.
(The English tradition was anyway somewhat
eccenirig, for university graduates did'not need to take a
training course at all in order to be oualified to teach; so
that, till the war, the majority of men and women taking the
university training courses were those going into elementary
schools, for whom training was compulsory.)
The words in which
the group rejected the divided pattern are worth quoting in
full, because they are still so relevant to contemporary thinking and planning - well might the group remark in its conclusion
that "we are not looking a few years bUt twenty-five years
ahead":
.

"Such a proposal is both undesirable and impracticable.
It is. undesirable because the teachers of younger
children need to be well educated and well trained,
because the kind of education given in the primary
schools profoundly affects the educational prospects
of children when they reach the secondary schools,
and because, particularly when the educational
system is being unified, it would be doing a great
disservice to education to take a step which divided
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the teaching profession. It is impracticable
because some students, very sensibly, do not make_
up their minds about the type of,school in which
they intend to teach until towards the end of
their course of training, and because there is and
'should be mobility of teaching staff between primary
and secondary schools. Further the 1.:wffdamental
studies and disciplines of all teaOiers, primary and
secondary alike, are, at their apex, the concern of
the universities. A School of Education of the kind
we have in mind could enrich the work of the departments of the university which deal with physiology,
psychology and sociology, and not least because of
the inclusion of teachers of younger children."
Finally,: the gr up dealt with the question of the
colleges/ proximity t the university and their relations with
other institutions i their own locality:
"Nor does oxir proposal involve the concentration of
training institutions within a certain mileage of the
university, There should be nothing disturbing,
though there may be something new, in the idea of a
school or department of a university having an outpost
in the form of an affiliated institution fifty miles
away.
If a university has a department of education
the nature of educational provision makes it desirable
Of course a
that.it should have such outposts.
University School of Education would not admit to
affiliation a distant institution unless the authorities of the Schotc:,),lwere satisfied that the institutiDn

was co-operating with other educational institutions
in the area, ,for example, technical colleges, schools
of arts, agricultural institutes, in such a way that it
became a centre of cultural interest for the neighbourhood and was not merely an institution for the training
of students isolated from the community."
The group summed ufp its account of a dispersed federation
by insisting that its success would depend on ensuring academic
traffic both ways:
"To break down the isolation of staff is
even more important than mitigating the segregation of
students"(72).

The government decided to leave it to the universities
to opt for one or other of the main piposals, and in the event
virtually all of them, with ar Dnglish genius for the middle
way, adopted tame versions of the more radical scheme and set
up Institutes of Educ.ation.
The essential difference between
a school of education as proposed by the McUair group and an
institute of education is that a school would have provided a
framework of relationships between the university as a whole,
and certainly its educational staff as a whole, and the
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neighbouring colleges and institutions of further education;
whereas an institute was to be a modest university set-up,
separate from the existing education departmentAnd all too
easily.treated as a weak institution within the university
hierarchy, housed most often even further down the road than
the department of education. Most of these new institutes
comprised a library for the use of college staff and teachers,
and a small staff which arranged in-service courses for teachers
and which organised panels of university and college subject
specialists, with a brief to look at syllabuses and above all
to be responsible for the machinery of examinations and assessment.
Some of the institutes. set up quite considerable research
departments.
And finally the institutes (or technically the
Area Training Organisations which they incorporated) were
responsible for recommending students for certification as
'qualified teachers - this applied also to those university,
graduates who chose to take the one-year'training course in
the department of education - which meant, ironically, that
only those graduates who decided to undergo training could fail
-to acquire the4,qualified teacher status which, by the mere Tacf
of graduating, they had already acouired.
.

Fi

During the next 15 to 20 years the traini g colleges,
like the universities and technical institutions, came under
enormous pressure from the greatly inOreased numbe s wanting to
enter higher education. They had, more or less simultaneously,
to find extra places for students and to extend considerably
the range of thei? academic curricula when their course was
lengthened in 1960 from two to three years. These two developments naturally reinforced each other, for the growth in student
numbers enabled the colleges to recruit new staff who tended to
be.younger and more innovative, and also they brought into the
colleges strong academic qualifications both in the area of the
school-teaching subjects and above all in the social sciences
which contribute to the study of education. But while the
enlargement of,the colleges was decided for them by the Depart merit of Education, the strengthening of their academic and
professional life was the product, almost entirely, of their
developing relations with the universities and with each other.
If the 31 universities as total institutions probably did not
have much to do with the 146 straining colleges except tolerate
them as neighbours with.. whom they had some kind of association,
individual members of the universities, from the main subject
departments as well* from education, were increasingly drawn
into the work of the subject panels (or Boards of Studies, as
And if the links between universities
they were mostly called).
and the training colleges were very much less far-reaching than
(*)

In fact only
because, for
the whole of
universities

17 universities had institutes of education,
instance, there was only one institute for
London, and a number of newly established
had not set up institutes.
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had been envisaged in the McNair Report, they were still, by
continental standards, substantial and to a great extent
autonomous. The institute machinery of joint consultation and
joint decision about the academic and professional development
of the colleges seemed, to those involved, to be' working unexpectedly well. To cite only one testimony out of a great
many, from the University of London Institute of Education:
"...we hope it will be clear that there are overwhelming
advantages in this techni ue of de74771TWril arlampLEaaa
as contrasted with one of directives from above that,
hOWOWIEE-saffn--176174-Eawf.Thave 7nT17 1=677.447-lath
or without tie
assent Of those rofessi=i--7
concerned, This is
a forceful a inisTYAOr may not easily understand, but it has become
secopd nature to those whose work is in the universities...
Thl.s is at the root of the feeling, which is virttally'
unanimous in thce col;eges, that ... the McNair framework
has been a good one in these last twenty years"(73).

However that may be, it was not to last for very many more years
and today it is in the process of being dismantled.
It is not 'easy ,to say what factor was mainly responsible
for upsetting the equilibrium which had apparently been
achieved.
Perhaps it was the very success of the colleges in
establishing their three-year curriculum, for under the guidance
of the universitie
hey used the extra year, not so much to
intensify th ir p og amme of educational training as to widen
their syllabu
to include academic studies in their own
There can be
right, fccr the personal.education of the student.
no doubt that this appealed'to the students, many of whom were
university applicants who had failed to obtain a place and whose
commitment to teaching and thus to a purely professional trainAlso there can be no doubt that it
ing was not very strong.
appealed to many of the newer college staff who thought of them-'
selves as subject. specialists, teaching philosophy, sociology,
psychology, literature, science, mathematics, languages, history,
the arts, music and other subjects in an educational context,
rather t an as comparatively undiscip ined, or at east nondiscipli ed, teachers of method un the old pattern. The
colleges became, in short, more serious academic institutions
and this ave considerable impetus to two related demands,
neuter
the demand that the colleges should
them at all new:
be treat d as part,of higher, as distinct from further, education7 an the demand for a graduate profession. These two
demands, and all that they entailed, formed the substance of the
recommendations which were put forward by theRobbins Committee
in 1963.

The Robbins Committee (one of whose most influential
members, Sir tphilip Morris, the Vice-Chancellor of Bristol
University, had been a leading member of the more radical
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McNair group) was established by the Prime Minister-to review
the pattern of full-time higher education in Great Britain and
to advise the government on its long-term development. In a
country whose education has largely been kept on the move,
either forwards or occasionally backwards, by the deliberations
and reports of eminent committees, the Report of the Robbins
Committee proved to be an exceptional document.
In the first
place it was a momental publication, running to a main Report
and five volumes of statistical and other material. The
importance of this great apparatus of special studies was that
it provided the first clear picture of the demand for .higher
education, of the "pool of ability", and of the diverse resources of the institutions of further and higher education
throughout the country. It was on the basis of these extensive
studies that the Robbins Committee advanced its major argument
about the scale of higher education, which it wished to se
related to the "push'' of qualified student demand and not to
the uncertain "pull" of the employment market. The expansion
it proposed for England and Wales was mfollowp(74):
Thousands
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103

49

20

105

1973/4

179

111

45

19C0/1

291

131

59

335
401

The number of'''su

s in the training college. in 1953/9 had
been 31,000, so
at t
obbins proposals, which were related
to its estimate of the num ers of teachers needed in the
schools and the proportion of these coming from the universities, involved a very rapid expansion indeed.

But. what kind of institutions should the colleges be?
The Committee recognised that though the colleges were.providing "teachers of the future /ith7 the opportunity to be better
educated than their predecessors,
Lthe7 feel a lack of
public recognition of their standards of work"(75). Partly,
the Committee felt, this was bound up with their size and
spread of subjects. Of the 146 colleges, only one at that time
had more than 1,000 students and 126 had fewer than 500 indeed, 46 colleges had fewer than 250 students. Yet a college
of 500, with a staff of about 50, was inescapably having to
teach a very wide range of subjects, for the field of education
had steadily been enlarged and in addition the colleges were
offering academic courses for the studerfts' personal education.
"In our view", the Committee wrote,
the stoef of any college
should be large enough to permit of specialised teaching in
many subjects"(76).
It therefore recommended that as,the
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numbers of students increased, so the individual colleges must
They would
be enlarged to a size of at least 750 students.
then all be able to function at an academic level commensurate
with "higher education" - levels and hierarchies have loomed
over English post-secondary education even more powerfully than
in most of the continent.
In England and Wales, this "level"
is measured in relation to the university undergraduate-degree,
which is offered at honours'or at pass standard. Some of the
work of some of the colleges, it was the Committee's opinion,
was already of pass degree standard, yet it remained the case
that:

"As things stand, a student entering a Training College ..,
automatically sacrifices the possibility of working for
a degree. This barrier stands in the way of the many
students who are fully capable of work at degree level,
however strictly that might be(aefined."

The Committee came to the conclusion, or more probably
it started with the conclusion, that "The opportunity to
graduate must be created". But it imiediately added its
conviction that:
"though the academic standard of the degree must be
broadly related to what is customary in universities,
the nature of the course and the approach to the
various subjects should be such as to suit the needs
No one would wish to see present
of future teachers.
university syllabuses arbitrarily imposed on the
Training Colleg,ts as a condition of making degrees
available to thOir students"(77).
The Committee therefore proposed that a new four-year degree,
the B.Ed. (Bachelor of Education), should be created for students
in the colleges, and it assumed that about one student in four
would probably be eligible and would'wish to stay on for the
extra year in order tO take it. Essentially it would be a
professional degree, based on the existing three-year integrated
college course and providing an opportunity for a further year
of more intensive educational and academic study.

The B.Ld. was the first of the Committee's major proposals
for the colleges. Though it went only part of the way towards
establishing an all-graduate profession, it undoubtedly represented a very important stride along that route and was generally
But when the Committee went un to consider how the
welcomed.
colleges should be administered in the future, it entered 4 far
more contentious area of discussion. For the central fact about
the colleges, not so far mentioned, is that though linked
academically to the universities through the institutes of
education, they "belonged" either to the local education
authorities or o the voluntary (or religious) bodies, by whom
-
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they were administered and, together with the Exchequer,
financed.
This was the ingenious partnership which arose out
of McNair, and the Committee spoke of it in warm terms:
"remarkable progress... a notable record". None the less, the
Committee rejected this pattern for the future because it:
... does not - and cannot - go far enough.
In our
view the proposals do not sufficiently reflect the
colleges' development into national institutions
drawing their students from far beyond their own
localities and sending them out to serve anywhere in
the country.
Nor do the proposals significantly.
strengthen the link between the colleges and
universities. To this objective we attach great
importance, because we.think that it would greatly
help and encourage the colleges and would at the
sg.me time give the universities a major responsibility
for direct leadership in" a vital sector of higher
education that has so fart been only marginal to their
11

main activities"(78).4,

But if, in spite of the institutes of education, the
colleges remained marginal to the universities, could it not
be argued that they would do better to establish themselves on
their own like the colleges of technology, under the aegis of
the local authorities and taking their academic'awards through
some central non - university, body? This was indeed argued, but
not by the colleges themselves Which were virtually unanimous
in wishing to remain linked to he universities. The ommi tee
rejected this argument, at any rate, and produced a p oposa
"very much in line with the proposals in' the McNair R port(whose words it had already been echoing). Recommend
return to the concept of the schools of education, the committee
proposed that the B.Ed. degree of the Colleges of Education (as
they ought to be renamed) should be a degree of universities,
and.that university schools of education should assume
responsibility for the government and financing of the colleges,
for:

"we do not believe that the colleges can develop in
the ways we have advo "atec' and achieve their full
standing
higher education unlebs they are accorded
collectively within the university orbit a sufficient
degree of autonomy. This being so, it is highly
desirable that academic and administrative responsib4ity should go hand in hand"(79).
Of course there was a powerful logic to this argutent, but was
it perhaps the logic of the "forceful administrator" intent on
schematising -'nstitutional relationships and impatient with
anomaly?
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For the question was not simply one of desirability, Fu1,tt
Being autonomr)as
of willingness on the part of the universities.
institutions, it would have been very difficult to impose the
Robbins scheme upon them and there was little evidence that
they were in the mood for such a radical development at a time
.hen they were in the throes of their'own very considerable
expansion programmes. It may be teat the enormity of the
larger proposal made them rather More willing to accept the
lesser one; at any rate, with a.dispatch which would have seemed
unbelievable ten years previously, they accepted the idea of
the B.Ed., though for some time they were divided as to whether
it should be offered as an honours or only as a pass degree.
anywhere, are
Th--,glish universities, perhaps all universiti
and
education has
notably slow to introduce new fields of study
They
are
also
jealous of
n-subject.
Away. seemed to them a
he
suggestion
that
nun-university
their own degrees,
So J
institlItions should .t6ach for their degree in a field in which
ct prePared to teacirrhemseives (moreover, .a field.
they were
containin such signally non-university degree sulpjects as
:Ione Edon mics,;Physical Education, Art, Dance and Movement),
this was t ask Suite enough of Senates for the time being.

j

The Robbins Report was the second major attempt to knit
the teachers twining colleges and the universities more closely
tov,ether, not only i,. order to upgrade the status and academic
calibre of teacher education, but also in order to strengthen
the universities' concern for education and for schooling, and
in Dobbins, as in Mc:air, the academic argument;' remained upper,
The ten years since Robbins fq,ave seen that policy chalmost.
lenged, thw=arted, and finally all but destroyed. By the end
of the ;seventies the area training organisations and a large
:iart of the work of the university institutes of education will,
is highly
n present reckoning, have been wound up, and
have
withdrawn
from their
.-robable that many universities will
This
reversal
of some
..resent association with the colleges.
development
is
being
carried
5 years of fairly steady academic
the
Binary
policy
.lit in, the name of what has come to be known
'or higher education.

it

cf

The binary policy was first announced in public by
Crosland, the Labour'Party's Secretary of State for"EducaA belated reply to the
÷ on, in his Woolwich speech in.1(265.
Robbins Report, it offered the pathetic vision of a "healthy
rivalry" between two sectors of higher eduqation; one of them
the public, and in so many words the pOlic7slirited, see-tor
eonsistin.'- of colleges of education and tI7e various categories
of polytechnics and technical, prufeSsional, and further
,,,,Ication colleges; and the ether sector consisting of the
,sstonemous universities (including some new technological
universities formed out of the existing colleges of advanced
techneingy).
.

.
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"In the opinion of many, particularly the students,
the binary system is an exercise in discrimination
against the majority of students in higher education.
It is maintained that the fundamental difference
between the two sectors is not to be found in the
courses provided but in the profound difference in the
conditions under which the courses are studied. For
instance, in 1967/60 the cost per student.in universities was £1,625, compared with £1,120 for students in
advanced further education and £925 for college,of
education students,

The Union believes that the quality of education
provided must suffer when a limitation of resources
means that colleges are unable to support research
projects, adequately enuipped laboratories, in-service
courses-and appropriate library facilities. As a
result the status and standards of the colleges are
adversely affected.
... It is this sort of "built-in"
inequality in higher education of which the binary
system is both a cause and an effect. Can it be argued,
in justice, that there are two distinct categories of
student, one of which requires the expenditure of
substantially less money than the other? Can it be
largued that it is desirable to duplicate courses,
ibrary and laboratory facilities, and to under-use
and misuse'staff? The Union has never accepted this
type of argument and rejects its philosophy in higher
education, as it has done in primary and secondary
education"(80).
But advocates of the binary policy were not seeking,
they claiMed:"
"to create a depressed, second-class, and under-financed
sector of higher education, as their opponents sometimes
contend, but to give recognition to the possibility
that there might be more than one valid philosophy of
higher education, or such differences of emphasis within
a philosophy as to require more than one institutional
model.
They wished less to create a new pecking order
of colleges than to nuestion the right of all universities to be above all non-university establishments in
the order.
They hoped to encourage educational innovation in a 'separate system strong enough to resist the
temptation of assimilation to what was thought to be
the university patterr"(81).
What this policy meant for the colleges of education, at
that stage, was nothing very different.
In view of their very
film wish to remain linked to the universities with whom they
were collaborating in the creation of the new D.Ed. it was
cle?,rly not possible to move them over academically into the
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which constituted at that time
public sector.
So the tolled
much the largest part of the ublic sector, continued to straddle
the 'binary dividing line - a state of inconsistency that must
And when, shortly'afterwards,
have baffled continental opinion.
they were given far more independent governing bodies, it seemed
as if the colleges were having rather the best of both worlds.

At the same time, an enouiry specifically into teacher
training and education seemed long overdue if the new perspectives for schools and for teachers outlined in the earlier
Concepts of
chapters of this report were to be realised.
training, habits of mind about integrated courses, yyllabuseb,
relations with schools, inexperience about research, had survived
from an earlier era ard had then been modified under high prestsure.
A new committee, the James Committee, set about examini-dr
the role of the colleges and the content and organisation of
their courses also under high pressure so as to complete its
work in a year and as a result its report, which appeared in
1972, was almost as devoid of evidence as the Robbins Report had
been generous with it. On the matter of relations between the
,colleges and the universities, the Committee (with two dissentients from the college and school of edwation world) virtually
proposed that t y be discontinued. It Advocated an all-graduate
cheap, proposing a 2-year degree made up of
profession on t
L,cemi- academic and semi-professional bits and pieces awarded by
a new non - university National Council for Teacher Education and
Training. Tie area training organisations and with them, in all
projbability, the university institutes of education should be
The universities; in the view of the Committee,
closed down.
were not suitably employed busying themselves with'the training
of teachers or with validating the B,Ed. degree; they had far
better withdraw to their more serious acadeu4t pursuits.
.

If the James Report was intended to provoke,:it succeeded,
for it aroused hostile reactions from the'university institutes,
from the colleges, from the teachers' unions, and from the
Yet its thesis was only to carry the binary policy
students.
to its logical conclusion, even if that meant putting the cloc'e:
back to the nineteenth century. On the other hand, the Committee
put forward some fashionable twentieth century ideas about
diversifying the monotechnic colleges and giving priority to -in-service education: but all at the expense of an integrated
curriculum.
After a period for discusion, the Government issued it':;
policy decisions in a Vhite Paper entitled Education: a Trame-1
- "a staggeringly depressing document .,.
yorc
badly written and badly argued"(82). The months of discussion
at least induced the Government not to adopt some of the more
surrealist proposals in the James aeport, such"as the new
Instead, the Government decii
(3c,rree,
(Iducation).
to retain the recently created B.Ed. degree, "to the development
of which much careful thought has been Eiven"(83), and to make
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it, at pass level, into the normal award for the 3-year tea '1sttraining course; and they hoped it would bey validated by t e
existinr: bodies, including the universities. Some student-, it
was assumed, would stay on as at present for a fourth year, ansi
Though this m ant
would be awarded the B.Ed. at honours level.
that the colleges would retain an important link with the
universities, the White Paper accepted the James proposal tha
she area training organisations, based on the universities,
should be replaced by a new apparatus of regional committees.
As for the colleges themselves, it was stated that the supply
of teachers had so improved that the number of teachers in
At the time
training in the colleges could be greatly reduc'ed.
the White Paper was published there were 114,000 college
students in training, and the Robbins.Committee had suggested
that this number might rise to 131,000 in 1980/1: but the
iiovernment now proposed that this number should come down to
So whatever the title of the White Paper, the
75,n()0-85,000.
colleges collectively were not going to expand, though some
individual colleges "either singly or jointly should develop
over the years into major institutions of higher education concentrating on the arts and human sciences, with particular
reference to their application in teaching and other profesThese colleges would cease to be monotechnics;
sions"(84).
but many of the other smaller colleges would probably continue
to concentrate on teacher education, including -in- service
The remainder face a most uncertain future of
education.
amalgamation with polytechnics or with each other, of absorAtion
fully into the public sector, or of closure altogether.

The White Paper is a "depressing document" because, among
other reasons, it shows so little awareness that the relations
between educational institutions are not or should not be)
described simply in terms .of validating awards or6TaoaTsties:That is in great danger of being lost under the arrangements it
proposes are the developing intellectual and academic relationships, carried-on in subject boards of studies and elsewhere,
which extend far beyond examining functions. The institutes of
education have, over the past twenty years, put very considerable resources into strengthening these relations between the
An account of
staffs of the colleges and the universities.
this kind of work, and an indication of the academic commitment
and enthusiasm it can arouse, is very well conveyed in the
following extracts from the text of a. discussion held at Leeds
University between members of the staffs rrf the University
(labelled "U") and of some of its associated colleges of
education ("C"):
Ford (U)

The Leeds University Institute of Education was
one of the first to be set up shortly after the
war, and.yike the other Institutes its main
function was to bring together the teachers'
training colleges, as they were then called, and
the University with its own graduate trainirg
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programme for teachers. So it would be very
interesting to ask you, who come from the
University and the Colleges in this region, to
describe the way things developed at Leeds.
What developments do you see as you look back
over the 25 years of these relations? And what
gains? Of course the really interesting queshow would you measure the gains in
tion is:
academia or pedagogical terms?
Shields (C)

When the colleges were running Certificate
courses only, the value of the University
Institute, as I see it, lay in promoting shared
activities between the colleges as they began to
form some kind of community, i.e. when it came
to the degree the relationship was much more
significant, because then we met together on a
different wavelength, with different targets, and
we had to meet university ,Demands of ,.a different
nature from those which were being made of the
Of course the-colleges
Certificate courses.
have undoubtedly had difficulties in meeting the
It
standards which the university has required.
that
the
has been through the shared activities
colleges have come to terms with the inature of
the higher standards required for a first degree.

bickering (C)

Certainly since the B.Ed. degrees have been
established, contacts have been much closer and
very, very valuable to the colleges:- and I
think interesting and sometimes perhaps, even
enlightening to the universities.

Spencer (U)

When I have visited the colleges of education I
have been struck by the enormous enthusiasm of
those who taught my special subject in the
colleges and how much we had in common in the
way of interest in education as in our specialist
subject, and also I felt the very considerable
isolation they worked in, especi9,04y in the
field of a degree course which the'university
I
examined and which the university awarded.
lack
of
any
kind
have never felt happy about the
.of integrated arrangements whereby specialist
departments in the university and specialists in
those fields in the colleges could have a closer
relation.
.

Shields (C)

ours is a
I think we need to particularise:
combined subject course of academic and educational studies, together with the practical,
professional studies. l!ow in the colleges,
certainly when they-are small, it's difficult
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for tutors to specialise completely in one are.
like Mr. Spencer with his speciality of
linguistics.
The tutor ha3 to play.various role;.
with different groups, the role of the specialis-,
within his discipline, of a specialist in the
teaching of this at varying age ranges, and as
someone able to give a rationale about this in
I would think this
terms of educational theory.
i
not unrelated to the question of isolation.
Perrott (U)

When it comes to the academic side of the B.Ea.'
in the final year, you are in difficulties because the university lecturer hae been appointed
probably because of ability in research, and, we
hope, ability in lecturing at university level;
the college lecturer has been appointed on
entirely different grounds, usually because of his
ability to produce a good teacher in various w,a7s.
He is not necessarily required to be a research_Lr
or to be able to lecture at university level or
to appreciate what the university person is
doing.
And so, of course, we have difficulties
when we try to put the two together, particulai'ly
in a subject like my own (mathematics) where you
can compare levels throughout very clearly.

Mills (C)

My subject is also mathematics, and at first,
there was very little conversation with members'
Their
of the uniArersity mathematics staff.
advice and opinion was always willingly given,
but they never forced anything upon us....
Five or six years ago, if Z had been asked to
prepare a syllabus - a course structure and a
syllabus - to be awarded an honours degree in
I have
mathematics, I could not have done. it.
no experience of degree lecturing. for the
B.Ed., the university people met with members
from the college of education and we planned the
course between us.

Owen (U)

I first became involved with the college'of
education through the B.Ed. and before that
time I think it's fair to say that neither I
nor many of my colleagues felt any link whateoeverwith the colleges. normally in a science
department, and I take it in other departments
too, the work that you do with your honours
students is very near the boundary of knowledge one is talking bout one's own researches and -He
researches of colleagues, and we have the
facilities of a library and equipment which arc,
not always available to colleges. :ow the
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being an honourS degree has to be of honours
standard, and the question was, how do you
create work of honours standard when many of the
people involved in teaching' it did not have the
kind of experience,that.you need or teaching to
honours standard?
_

'Sutherland
(U)

Taylor (U)

.

,Ford (U)

I wonder whether you'have noticed an improvement
in the qualifications of the staff of the colleges? If colleges consulted the relevant
university. department about the possible new
appointees, it could have quite a marked influence on the college staff, and this would
probably iron out some of the difficu,lties of
Collaboration in honours degrees.
I think history is probably a rather different
subject from mathematica or even biology. My
own view over the years is that there has been
a distinct change in the calibre of the staff in
history departments in the colleges; that there
has been, I think very largely under the influence of the demands of the B.Ed., a greater
emphasis onthe academic side. But I shouldbe
surprised if 'this had been: at the expense of
It
what .1 would. call the pedagogic skills.
..doesn't seem to me that in fact the two are incompatible. On the whole the people in the
colleges, whose academic capacity I respect and
which is attested sometimes in-their own higher
degrees, strike me (from the outside, anyway) as
'people who are probably very good teachers and
very good'inspirers of teachers, if.I may put it
that way. My particular subject is one in whidh
there is a less sharp distinction to be noted
between the sort of thing that is taught n the
colleges and in the university, or even in ,the
I think there is a
qualit-y-af,the students.
gradation, yhich is what you would expect if 'our
selection procedures have any validity at all,
but it's a shading off and at the margin there
are students,in the colleges who are clearly as
or 4 years,
good,,06,:rticularly at the end of
-as maOrof ours are.
We have bgei4 t lking mostly about the academic
influence of t e university.onthe colleges. IN
But there is no doubt that the academic intellectual problem that is involved in helping a
College answer tlg question" "that is a B.Dd?"
has had a quite h ticeably broadening effect en
one's academic col eagUes,_ what Bruner is insist"Teaching is surely an
ing on when he say
:

.
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extension of the general exercise whereby one
clarifies ideas"4o oneself. All of us who have
worked on curriculum have learnt tremendous
amounts about our subject matter simply by trying to convert it into a form that would be
courteous and comprehensible to a young learner".
I think this is an extremely important thesis
that rather few of one' academic colleagues
have previously had occ sion to ponder, but that
one's colleagues in the colleges have been
compelled to ponder, because in a sense it is
their bread and butter.
Spencer (U)

fi

Sutherland (U)

When I talked about-isolation earlier on, I
wasn't only thinking of isolation on the part
of colleges; I think that it is reciprocal. I
felt extremely isolated from this great pulsating
activity which is going on in the colleges
associated with the university of which I am a
part, and I think that a vast number of my
colleagus sre still isolated from that. We are,
after all, in a sense all members of a community
of teachers...and the relation of the courses
that our students follow to the whole educational
process in the terms of what Professor Bruner is
talking about, seems to me very important. ...

sit

I think it behoves us all to ask what practical
steps have we taken to develop and increase the
dialogue that we have with our colleagues in
similar disciplines in the colleges. How many
members, if any, of the colleges'. staff have been
asked to lecture to our university students? In
our specialist departments? How many of them
have been given the opportunity actually to teach
and examine in our departments during a term or
year, in order, if you like, to develop this
dialogue and give them experience? How many of
us go out and actually .lecture to their *students
in colleges?
The period under discussion has been one where
colleges and universities were working towards the
definition of a degree. We are in fact struggling
with the questions "What is a degree?" and "When is a
degree not a degree?" and possibly the solution to
which we are coming is that there must be different%
degrees and need they allnbe taught within the university and/or within colleges? In a university degree,
traditionally, we have expected to work with our
students at a particular intellectual level. Now it may
very well be that we can combine this with the ability
to teach, and to teach even young children (to take
up Bruner's point).
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Pickering (C)

It seems to me that the new arrangements suggested
in the White Paper, which will tend to separate the
academic work from the professional, will in practice
make the three year college student much more like
the four year student in the university and will make
it much easier for one to look at the matter academically'in isolation from the professional. Many of my
colleagues will deplore this. They will say this is
fact be doing. Yet it
the last thing we should
seems to me that it will enable us to give that kind
of concentrated effort to academic work which in present
circumstances wa cannot do, since we are all the time
concerned not only with the academic subject but with
methodology and the practical teaching in the schools.

Ford (U)

I wonder if I may disagr4e with that pretty strongly.
I belive the most, challenging acJemic thing we have
to do in the coming generation is to explore and find
some answers to the question "What is a professional
degree?" or at least a professional course of study.
There is a wide expanse of social life for which this
has become an absolutely key question, quite as
challenging as any we have encountered in teaching our
special subject. What do we believe "theory" and
"practice" are, conceptually? How do we believe they
actually do and might Inter-relate in what rhythm
and, sequence? And whO;is the relation between both of
them and the academift'disciplines we teach? If we don't
tackle this problem, or if we tackle it by simply
putting theory and practice end on to each other, it
is because we don't know conceptually how to.do it in
an integrated way.

Perrott (U)

We at universities think we know what we mean by a
degree. So we do, in a rather narrow sense. And we do
have some fair idea of what different types of person
our degrees are best suited to. But we,do need to
examine more thoroughly what is meant by the B.Ed.
degree, and I. think this question of the linking studies
should be thought about much more closely. In mathematics there is a formidable body of knowledge in link
studies and it must be studied in its own right; and
it is necessary and useful and proper for a teacher
to be doing that. The difficulty, of course, is that he
does need, in most cases, to come to it after a certain
minimum of academic mathematics; and that is why I
would be in favour of doing the academic work first
and then we would understand what we are doing in the
linking studies. And I think we could well develop
a proper degree including a professional qualification
as well as an academic qualification.
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Taylor (U)

Connell (C)

I CO think that it would be a great pity if the
fruitful relationship which has developed so far
couldn't be enabled to mature into something much
more considerable than at piesent.
I think if,
either by our own decision or in the course of
circumstances, we are cut off from the colleges,
in the long run this is going to be a much more
serious deprivation than we and our colleagues
realise.
Mr. Perrott's prescription for a professional
degree is so simple, I am worried whether it is
complete.
Is his description not a description
of a teacher of, mathematics, and is a teacher of
,mathematics the same. thing as a teacher or is it
only part of being a teacher? I don't know the
'answer.

ford (U)

The point is that the sort of people who are
going to ask that question in its most challenging form are people from colleges and universities who have had to confront each others'
assumptions and expriences, who have worked and
argued together.

Taylor (U)

Could I take that up and return for the moment
to what Mr. Spencer said earlier, because I
thought it was extremely challenging. One of
the questions raised at the outset was what the
university had got out of this relationship as
distinct from what the colleges have g9t out of
this, and I think this is a ouestion that seeds
to be asked and asked again.
What I think it
demands on the part of the university and its
staff is a very proper humility. I think that
we have got a great deal out of it.
I think
that the condition of our gaining a great deal
more is that we should give a good deal more. I
think that it is necessary for the university to
involve itself, at one level or another, with the
whole educational process(85).

These extracts from the discussion convey,
amount of theoretical argument, the mutual
collaboration between academics working in
with different objectives.
It seems to be

far better than any
academic value of
different settins,
of indispensable

value.

But this kind of relationship must have a framework a:I
it needs resources. With the closing down of the
the
universities run the danger of being deprived of these resourdrs
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This case was forand the colleges will suffer accordingly.
cibly argued by the Association of.Teachers in Colleges and
Departments of Education in their memorandum to the James
Committee:

"The colleges are at present and have been since the
McNair Report was implemented, constituent colleges of
university institutes or schools of education. They
are already in relationship with institutions of the
highest academic, and professional standing and they
see no reasons why they should be forced to look elsewhere. The ur4versities since the establishment of
Joint Boards tn 1926 have been responsible for setting
the standards for entrance to the teaching profession.
::obody familiar with colleges before the McITaix Report
will seriously doubt the contribution of the utiiversities have made to raising the professional standards 4
teachers. We recommend that they should continue to
discharge this responsibility. We would consider the
removal of this responsibility and the termination of
the relationship which has been developed over the- last
forty-five years, wantonly dentructive"(86).

Td in this memorandum, the college:: (which are mainly repre
tented in the ATCDE) expressed their hope that they would also
be able to divercif:Ltheir courses and look towards hori'sons
other than teachig they were especially keen to deveiglep the
professalnal education of social workers alongside teachers, for:
"al: teachers .shoUld be better informed about the
nersonal social services which are available to help
their pupils a..T their families... Children must be
seen by teachers as members of a family and a neighbou-hood and not merely as members of a school class"(87).
Lookin brick over 7)ost.-::c1:air years of association
between colleges and un_iversities, cue must feel that in the
ens an idea and ark nppertuiiity were lost rather than seized.
The scheme meant far less to the universities themselves than
comnittee hoped - though probably it did not expect
the
very much more. Universities are fairly hide-bound institutions and they are not moved easily - esnecially, in Britain,
where they continue to enjoy a considerable measure of autonomy
Ihlt this view of universities can alsc be over-stated, and in
relation to teacher training they have moved very considerably
in what is, by their standards, a comparatively short space of
Committee may have been divided down
tie. Though the
tie middle, the university res onse was almest unanimously to
accept a considerable involveme t with the teacher training
colleges, and at that time the e colleges were not very attractive academically. But undoubtedly the universities' major
test came with the publication of the Robbins Report, because
not only were they invited to create for the colleges a of
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1.rpfessional deLrLe, but they were also invited to take over
financial and administrative responsibility for the colleges.
It ir Profitless, to :7peculate whether they would have accepted
such a proposal any more readily than German and Swedish
.universities have accepted comparable measures of integration,
because in Britain the proposal was never accepted by the
Government.
and
.Thiat wan accepted by the universities was the B.Dd.
though some of them accepted it with bad grace, refusing, for
instance, to award the degree at honours level or insisting on
doirir a good deal of the teaching themselves, the great majority
Df universities institutead this new degree at a quite unprecedented pace, for they accepted the argument of the colleges
and of the teaching profession that it would be very unfair to
deprive new teachers of this degree once it had been agreed ts
iltroduee it.
The P.:d. was, for a time, a motley affair,
differing a good deal from one university area to another. Put
over the following few years it was greatly discused and its
distinctive character estab'inhed. One' of its central figures,
whicnmay be said to syltibolise the association of the universities arfl the caller -ewe, is its co:'bination of academic and
professional studies:-after the toe-vear course is completed
with the award of the teacher's ce_. .:_ficate, these are carried
,

:orward for a ful.:ther year of r'ol'e l-tensive study at degree
level.
In many colleges these two strands are kept separate an(?
they ale plaited to
(if at all) only in the minds of
stdents. Lut ir, colleges associated with a few universities,

such as Leeds and Sussex, the fourth year syllabus includes a
';hirj element, a "link" study in which the academic and
eThments h7tVe to be e:.plicitly related, usually in the
rm of a special study which may involve some field werk.
titleo
f link studies from cne of the Sussex colleges are:
Hducation and:

Art

An investigation into First
School children's awafeness and
enjoyment of colour, and its
possible effect upon their
cognitive and affective
development.
A critical sir Jysisti of some

i)oprlar children's novels
relating to moral, judgements
emerging in children of niddle
School age.

.:orkshop drama as the solution
to some problems of adolescence.

History

The child's concept of '31ac

Africa as revealed through thre
teaehing methods.
`1,
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Education and:

Home Economics

Raising of the school leaving
age and home economics.

Ma4ematics

flathematical attitudes in
adolescents.

Primary children's concepts of
measurement and the mathematical
dgfinitions of measure and
metric.
Physical
Education

Ar,)investigation into cultural
differences of Indian girls that
may raise problems in physical
education in secondary schools.

PluSic

thu
is not a subject:
place of music as a resource in
an integrated curriculuma-to
.

9 - 13 year -olds.

Science

:_tternIA- to improve the con -

-t of weather among a group of
:tionally sub-normal
]dren.

Factors affecting pupils' choice
of science in the secondary
school.

Geography

An examination of the Junior
School child's understanding
of the concepts of "village",
"town" and "country".

Religious
tudies

The function of myth and symbol
in religious education.

Sociology

_A study of the help given by'
schools in preparing pupils for
the transition from school to
.

work.

This attempt to find a way of integrating the various
elements of the 13.Ld. course presents considerable academic
(- difficulties for the studoilts, but it a] so imposes c!Insiderabi
the universit:f and college staff when they come to
demands
thP univer::!ity
erto
teach and e:7amine the students' work.
staff, most of them subject f-necialists ra -fter than educationist:7, who have examined tilose link studies have not been
unaffeeter. by the task nor have they foun71 it a simple one.

8)
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It is at least poSsible - and there is ample testimony to this
effect 1 that the task has given them a more sympathetic.and a
wiJer view of tReir own specialisms, and of the problems involved in teaching them.

A comprehensive study of the B.Ed. made-by the Principal
of a college of .education, concludes with this assessment of
what has essentially been a combined university-college
operation:
"The achievement of the B.Ed. is surely that it has
achieved the requir64 standards and at the same time
established whole new areas of curriculum.
The evidence on standards is well established.
Reporting to the Commttee of Vice Chancellors and
Principals in 1971 U.C:E.T. commented:
'Comparison
between honours B.Ed. and other honours degree
results suggest that standards are being required in
the former which are at least as demanding as those
of other degrees'.
'Some university teachers might harbour residual fears
of.inappropriate subject T.:.orial being accepted for
egree study. ,Eoually some college tutors might
The:lat
resent pressure to stiffen course content.
nine yea.5i have seen these polarities reduced, brought
some understanding of opposing positions and have been
mar'.:ed by working compromise,experiment and evaluation.
Out of-t:lese ha;; cone substantial progress in curriculum
development.
Apart from the progress outlined above
there is significance in where interCisciplinary courses
may be found. Fur it is not only those new universities
(such as Thsse) who had seised opportunities to build
their own curr_!csulum in a new style in the 19fls who
In the larger
pioneered new subject areas for the B.Ed.
attempts at integration within Educational :;tudies and
between disciplines well established red-brick universities have been bold innovators. The bolder the changes
in curriculum the more challenging have been the concomitant assessment nee(-9. ... new curriculum can mean
new methods of assessment.
Again those universities
which have made curriculum innovations have also been
prepared to find new, appropriate assessment
procedures"(88).

It is at these academic and curricular levels that the
cuestion of the relations between colleges And universities
needs to be e::amined, at the level of professionals engaged on
---t-heir particular tasks, making use of their distinctive skills.
For very many years, in England and Wales, the universities
and colleges executed a dance together which barely brought
them into touch with each other. The iTcHair Report changed
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that, with the result that they now know each other far better
as institutions and they have also learned a considerable
amount about each other's intellectual outlook and methods.
this contact, the
During this period, and largely throw'
colleges have been transformed into more mature and academically
serious professional instirtutions; and the universities have
developed a sympathy for the business of educating teachers.
It seems a perverse decision to enforce, for the coming period,
a divisive binary policy which, however much it may exemplify
logical and forceful administration, is not likely to give much
academic support to the colleges as they undertake the developments and transformations that lie ahead of them.
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The independent college system in_ Denmark

Denmark provides a most interesting and thorough example
of a divided system of teacher training, though even there the
first stages of integration have now been created. The division
is immediately related to the two main types and stages of
school, the ran school taking all children for the first 10
grades, followed by the Gymnasium for the more academic children:
these are virtually "closed worlds", to quote a teacher
from a folk school, and it is "simply impossible to move as a
teacher from one to the other" (in fact it is not absolutely
impossible)
.

The gymnasium tradition is a very old one. Originally
they were cathedral schools, and then later they were accepted
as preparatory schools for the university. Thus they have a
very strong tradition of scientific studies and of classical
languages.
Today, of course, the gymnasia are more modern, but
it is still insisted that the teachers in the gymnasia must be
educ5.ted in the universities; they must normally take two
subjects, one main subject and one minor subject, almost two
degrees, in fact. The training colleges, on the other hand,
were instituted to supply the needs of the folk Schools.
The
school law'of 114 introduced teaching for all children and the"
need for teachers in the schools was very great.
Training
colleges were started and their philosophy was that "the man
who teaches the children of peasants must be a peasant himself":
he had to belong to the population he taught.

For a long time the training colleges provided an alternative form of further education for those unable to enter the
gymnasia, but in the sixties the colleges were established by
law within higher education but no attempt was made to introduce
form of integration between the colleges and the universities.
The feeling in the teacher training institutions was,
generally speaking, very much opposed to this because they felt
their identity might "be threatened.
As a result, the division
between the colleges and'the universities is fairly complete
and 4s far as teachers are concerned there are quite distinct
forms of training, separate unions, salary scales and hours of
work.
And there is virtually no contact between thetwo systems
or between their respective staffs: the wo systems are now
"structured in their separateness".
The striking fact aboUt this situation, however, is not
that it is divided,,for there are divisions of this kind elsewhere, but that the social prestige of the college sector is
almost as high'as that of the university sector. All college
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students must now have matriculated, but whereas anyone who has
triculated eah ro to the iihiv6rsity, entry to the training
is by selection' only.

Ihcireover the-demand to get into,

the colleges is greater, especially from women, partly no doubt
to 4 years, whereas the
beceuee the college course lasts for
eel:;crsIty course lac is for anythin'z between 5 to 7 years and,
rlereo-y'r_r, it seems that only about half the students survive
There is apparently no question, on the whole, of
the ceuree.
They
college students bein._; disappointed university aspirants.
opt
enter the colleges either because they are already
cemeittec: to teaching, because they want to work with children,
r- ? /,,r becuse they want to start earning a salary in a secure
:eb sooner (theugh they will be paid less than gymnasium
teachere, they will still be paid very handsomely compared to
And they are no longer
C
ether. teachers in Eurone) .
-virtually ail
likely te he put rff 1J the feeling- that the training college
in-greyrn, theugh to tell the truth it probably is
eyetem _, tf.
In reply to this eriticicm,the Rector of one of the
oelle-ee has admitted that he'hls always criticised:
-t,7

the training college, though
the
"thr in7geewn character
college
Then a trainir
it wan uerse ten years
e rietrlarchuI institutibcn, and the Rector was a sort
-.'..as
It was quite unbearable.
cf. :ether to all the students.
'chisk
our
new
law
is
much
better because how we
.1:zt
treet the students as grown up people we Lave no
reep-nsibility for their private lives at all"(89) .
the ether hes(' it seers that the universities are not particular17 :)r-eular at the moment with "ordinary people" who view
the.-. as scenic sort of :7chn(1 for candal" - though coming at
tee celm]eatifle -f se me veers of student co/frentetien, thi:;
"ol-hi:)lr; pe:]e's" view rf universitiee t not peculiar to
have
llegy
it is eeparent:v the case that while the
Henmer':.
becere alt-gether rore trleraet in their attitudes towards the
stuleets, their acaderic rerire has become more regulated and
sta:el_a-(4s =e demanding.

With this situation, one then asks what
the crib -'e e mi-ht Levr_ te-, rain from asseciatinewith the
But
tithing" !
ueivorsities, the immediate answer tends to be
that
the
universities
right
well
havthese le elearly a .feel it
:'rem
sore
kind
of
aesociation:
in
fact
they
trreat
be tahee eut ef their secure world and forced to develop
a -lreee reletirc-: with seciety and a r-,..eater degree of prectieal
eormitreet_tTwenis it. In the rocess they well might alse be
eeme pf their autenemy. However, the rest
to
of this negative re: pense ie te re: ,r eee
te the evel ianich :cheel e' Dlucatienal Ctudies, whieh ie
geificent institution. - l'eunded ie
uedeu-btedly e yee
of exists today to provide coarse: f)r
the ieyel
tr-e-eers whe we-ee trtined in training collegesiand yho have
for teac:eri.
tea:hih in fellre ech_,els -fur at least two yeare, a
c'e:nente
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in the training colleges themselves. The Royal School is situated
in Copenhagen and has 7 branches or divisions in different parts
of Denmark. It offers courses in all the main subjects of the folk
school curriculum, both in the pedagogy of the subject and in the
subject discipline; and also it offers courses in the disciplines
of education, particularly various courses in psy ology. These
courses vary a great deal: there are 1-year coup
courses of much
shorter duration, of 20 to 30 hours and of 3 mo
full-time and
part-time courses. But much the largest part of the Schoo-II_s__activities are its graduate studies in eduCation, which culminate in the
master's degree in education
there it a degree course in educational
psychology for college lecturers and to train school psychologists;
and a joint course in a subject, for instance English, maths,
physics,\ tluether-with the study of education, including psychology,
didactics, Methodology and ,so on; and thirdly a course in education
aiming at qualifying people to work.in training colleges as
lecturers in education. These degree courses, which may be completed
in 3 years full-time or 4 to 6 years part-time, are held to be of
the standard of a Master's degree - it is also possible to.take a
Master's degree in psychology at some universities and, at
Copenhagen University, in education (though in the 15 years it has
been taught, only 10 people have taken it). The Royal School has
designed-these degree courses specially for the needs of the folk
schools
for teachers in these schools, for the teachers of these
teachers in the training colleges, and for the subject consultants
who support the schools and who may undertake research in the
schools. There were, in-1972, about 1,100 students taking these
degree courses, though the bulk of the School's teaching is in its
ordinaryocourses, in which some 9,000 teachers were participating,
and these do not include its short courses, including; holiday courses,
with about 5,000 students.
,

:

:

The 29 teacher training colleges in Denmark have no formal
relationship with the royal School, though they have a common
Council. But clearly their informal relations are very close, not
only because the Royal School draws many of its students from the
staff of the colleges but also because its deFree students are now
increasingly raining, teaching posts in the colleges in competition
with graduates from the universities. Thus the colleges may have
ve..rtually no links with the universities, but they have considerable
'inks at various levels with the ioyal School, and the koyal School
makes a specialist contribution to teachers at a university standard
of study and award. The training college view is apparently that
the Foyal School is comparable to a urLversity. The view of the folk
school teachers' union is that it is regarded as being on a par
with the universities and that the only reason it is not a university
is that it is a specialist institution. i.ut the niceties of the
koyal School's status vis--vis the universities matters far less
-than the effectiveness 5f its educational function vis-41-vis the
colleges. It explicity sets out tod'provide a great deal of the
academic suictor-.-whlch
TiFht hope to gain, probably in a
much less organised fashion, from universities. i,nd its flourishing
existence may have a good deal to do with the fact the colleges and
universities continue to pass each other by on either side of the
academic road.
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Yet, when all has been said on behalf of the Royal
School, it is not a university, and if the training college
system is in-crown, the Royal SchooI may well make it rather
In spite of all
more so. For it closes the pedagogic circle.
that it offers, its tendency is to keep teacher-students "in
limited boxes", 4s one of its own students put it. One feels
that the Royal School- itself might derive considerable support,
that it would be strengthened rather than undermined, if there
were also academic relations between the colleges and the
The two systems are so "different structurally and
universities.
they are propped up by such contrasting and long-established
traditions that this is not likely to happep easily, but none
the less the matter is now on the agenda of educational planning.
And while there are the natural fears among people concerned
with teacher training that links .with the universities and the
introduction of some kind of modular curriculum might destroy
the integration of studies in the colleges, the continued
existence of the Royal School, with its carefully articulated
and integrated courses of professional study, might provide an
equilibrium.
How are lirlks between the two systems likely to come about
in Denmark? They do not seem likely to be initiated, at present,
by the professional bodies in the field of education, and they
wil). certainly not come about by some processf osmosis. /They
seem likely to be initiated, in Denmark a e-,4 here, at a
During the sixties in, IdbetXur there was
political level.
a considerable concern to raise the at'andayaprestige of

education for the teachers in the fo4f-sehl.4Ad to embody
these objectives in an appropriate Ac't of,l'a.raFlent.

And it

has been largely as a result of polit1DaLinttiOive that the
new. University Centre of Roskilde was ,etablishealand started
teaching in 1972, to be followed by two otherCe4streE3. The
distinctive feature'sof Roskilde are its comma 4sic educati,on
curriculum for the first year, its explicit concern with professional education at the "lower" as well 'as the "higher"
levels (i.e. is the case of teachinclwith the 'eecls of the
folk school as well as the gymnasiu), and the 'interdisciplinary
Perhaps Gne
structure of its curriculum centred Gr. "problems".
fourth important feature, which is that the
a(,(1
should
courses of studies will mostly be completed in cGnsiderably less
than the traditional 5 to 7 years: indeed, the concept of
completing" studies at this level is probably inaccurate at
people in teacher training;
For these reasons, mcu
Roskilde.
say thrl.t Roskilde students are not properly trained as teachers
and that they cannot fulfil all tie necessary obligations of
teachers.

*

As a matter of fact the new University Centre of Roskilde was not
allowed to establish a programme for training,primSy and lower
secondary school teachers. The reason for the refusal, given by
the Ministry of Education, was that,the Ministry did not consider
the two years of common basic education as, satisfactory.
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Roskilde is too new for it to be passible to say how its
pedagogic courses are. shaping; and what 'impact they will have on
the schools-and the collet:es.
:Tor can one begin to' estimate

what impact Roskilde will have on the other traditional
universities. But one notes that someone- as
place(1 as
Mr, K.,,Heiveg Petersen, who was formerly Minister for Cultural
Affairs and Chairman of the Planning Committee for Higher
Education, has stated that he is "not very sanguine" about the
introductio -of new approache's to education. within the traditional universities:
"In my view we have to create a new sort of university,
a centre where you have new courses infroduced, shorter
courses and the possibility of innovation,, and'then you
might get a new dynamic restored. I would still maintain that you ought to
the teacher training
college nn the same campus. At least co- operation
should be guaranteed. But I would not be content with
I would want
just having the training courses there.
to have a new outlook ,throughout the institution 6s a
whole, they should be more oriented towards. society,
more open to society, so that they could take in people
who come with other oualifications than the ordinary
cries.
And particularly they have to change the
relatior.s betwen th(; theoretical. studies arid practical

work (of which the universities at present do virtually
none),, and .find out how they can place tfAr
h
student:
outside-the universities for a while and then b/inr;
they bai:1; a.i]ain.' In a sense this would*rinE their
studies itci line with the idea cal life-long 1earnin(T "790).

It remains to be seep if Roskilde and the other new Centres
manage to achieve this. The very success of the Royal School may
tend to perpetuate the divided system in Denmark rather longer
than elsewhere.

c

CHAPTER IV
The ambi
eachers

itiee'of relations betwee
Colleges
1.

Universities and

Social than e and the education of the teacher
.

.

The main theme of an earlier chapter of. this Report
was the emancipation of the teacher and of teacher education
This theme was'discussed in terms, very
and training.
broadly, of changing assumptions about the structure of
schooling' after the Second World War; of the growing recognition of teaching as a profession of a serious intellectual
calibre and of a complex range of inter-dependent subprofessions; of the developing role and traagsof the teacher;
and finally in -terms of his or her academic and professional
education., These, developments, in the years after the Second
War, were no-doubt deeply ponderpd upon lu individual members
of the profession at all leVels, and undoubtedly innovations
whether of role or structure or performance, resulted in One
,place or another. Yet .the broad picture seemed one of rather'
amorphous, or'at least haphazard, development - not unlike
the species of Progress deacribed by a British Prime Minister
in the early thirties, Ramsay MacDonald, in the immortally
vacuous phrase: "On, and on, and on - up, and up, and up".

That is not quite.fair: because eddtation is pre,eminently the profession of individual initiative and thus
its development rests, ultimately, on the work and vision of
thousajids of individual teachers. Until fairly recently,
that was about all there was to say about teaching, for
training, in any serious contemporary sense, was minimal and
often irrelevant and-teachers found their way forwa4d by
"sitting next to (or at least somewhere near) Nellie" and
"through the school of hard knocks". .L few char'smatic and
thrustful individuals managed to systematise'wha they were
doing and create noted schools-or-philosophies hich exerted
considerable influence; but they have been sur isingly4few,
when one thinks of the enormous numbers of schools and
teachers, iany of them working outside the stcte system any
A Lurt/Ilahn here, a-Veil there,. and the rest nowhere
way.
:very much as far as society was aware - though not, of
cour6e, as far as individual parents were aware, for paren
have alas responded to the exceptional teacher of their
children.
In a ceriou8 sense, teacher training has now, at long
last, come into its own and has graduated into higher educa-.
Yet as one looks at what has been happening in a
tion.
numbenof countries, its pedagogic development still seems
to have been erratic and unscientific; for the most p4rt it
has f011owed belatedly the drift of developments in the
wider educational-field rather than initiating them:
.

9"
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"It is however salutary to recognise that teacher
education cannot adopt goals or methods thAt are
contraryto those of the wider edu6ational.system.
Teacher educators understand very well that their
work is constantly subject to evaluation by those
who control the schools and that they can do little
themselves to change the schools." (91)
.

Moreover, it is the view of these two authors, studying teacher education in England, France and West Germany,
that:

".:.change is impeded by the fact that teacher-,
0
education institutions in all three societies seem
to have partially insulated themselves from their
social contexts and often from the active experimentation that occurs in the schools.
In this sense the
challenge that has been felt within many organizations to update information, to question traditional
assumptions, to consider new methods of working and
pos-eible new structures and relationships, is.not'
being met and in some ,cases may not even be gener4lly
recognized. It is the schools rather than the training institutions that are confronting and grappling,
with the problems of minorities, environmental
disadvantage and poor motivation." 92) d
Of, course there are teacher t,rainitpg institutions,

whether functioning as departments of universities or as
independent colleges, which have recently been engaged in
serious experiment and which are animated by a concern to
promote innovation. 'Yet they Only accentuate one of the
serious difficulties of teacher education, which'is hew to
temper the impatience and zest of .students, eager to transform the educational system, to the humdrum, conservative
character of the schools in mhich they do their practice
teaching and in which they hold their first appointments.
There are ways and ways of undertaking this process of
'tempering.!..eabove all it is not accommodation that one has
in mind, but an analysis of the social dynamic of,the educational task which uncovers. the nature of its inbuilt eonsertatism.
It may well be that teacher training institutions
often ignore this kind of study, or shy away from the apparent
pessimism it seems to generate.
"The institutions of teacher education in England,
France and West Germany.may not, have shown the same
responsiveness to social change as other social
institutions, such as the mass media and-certain
areas of govei-nment.
Some undoubtedly regard this
as a measure of the cultural limitations of these,
institutions, andtherefore of the training that
they can hope to offer to fufblee teachers.
But in
so far as they have not adjusted to newer social
pressure's it-could also be argued that the function
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of teacher training and of other educational
institutions i8 to build a bridge between tradition
and modernity by making a continuous and considered
response to social change. However different the
detailed prescriptions for the reform of teacher
education to which these commitments have given
rise, the logic of both sets of assumptions confirms
the need for\efficient means by which issues concerninL.; reforms in the social process, curricula and
organisation of teacher education can be identified,
raised and resolved." (93)

0

a

A

If the emancipation of teachiig and. of the teacher is
unlikely to happen by spontaneous combustion or by a myriad
of isolated good intentions and good practices, how far
it be (and, indeed, has it been) affected by national,
governmental, or otherwise centralised initiatives? How far,
as one looks from one country to another, have governments
been directly interested in promoting any such cause, as
distinct from seeing it promoted as a spin-off from something
else? Sjince the war, the major initiatives have been sociopolitical in character and their architects have been
political and social Scientists working, in Europe,, through
political parties of a liberal and social-democratic persuasion. Thus it is not surprising that these post-war
years have seen the claims of the ordinary and of the disadvantaged child dominate social argument and planning.
Comprehensive schools and compensatory education, those
somewhat contradictory panacea, have been the response of
governments in country after country. find more recently, the
elite character of higher education, with its restricted
entry and its hierarchy of institutions, has led to proposals
for comprehensive universities or for binary structures.

-Broadly speaking, then, the rood in western Europe
has been towards openness of Opportunity and a lessening of
privqege and restraint. The rate of technological development and obSolescence has undermined early commitment to a
long Initial training or apprenticeship, and this has combined
with the shortening of horiz9ns which result from insecurity
and
disturbance.
Or perhapS a more exact image is of a
series of shorter vistas across the span of a person's life:
it is impossible fccr most people outside the.major.rock7like
professions, and to an increasing degree inside them, to
envisage what they will be doing in 10, let alone 20, years'
time or what new skills they will need by then; they may well
change their professions or jobs, or see their jobs change
direction, as many 4s five times in the course of their working lives.
No doubt many people, especially.of student age
or young professionals, will hope to have had a hand in
changing the social structure and rewards of employment, as
well as the character and satisfactions of their lives out--side work.
The condemnation of capitalism as a predatory way
of life, and the'pursuit, however confused and bemused, of
communal alternatives, the distrust of science and the
cultivation of the transcendental and occult,
.

.
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the :ill-prevading'permissiveness and the genial hedonism,
that characterise, the culture.of the younger urban genera
tions are only the pore faroucile (and, incident4ly, heavily
exploited) manifestationbtof the state of profound moral
insecurity that goes along with, say,-hijacking and Watergate and pollution. The extreme educational response is to
drop or stride out of the system altogether. Thus the hopeful theories and practices of compensatory education in the
sixtieci seem to have been succeeded, iffthe.seventies, by a
sense among ,sociologists of the comparative impotence of
education to rectify, Problems of,ocial deprivation and
The .current twin sollUtions are to "de\-school"
inequality.
education and/or to extend it for the total span of rife
which may well institute the reign of the amateur and the
ViiOkonary (neither of them as yet professlonalised).
( For those who remain within the system, however, the
themes which are in the air and which recur in all varieties
of educational settina,are:
.

- comprehensive structures
- modular

Coursqls of study

-inter- and multi-disciplinary curricula!
J
-variety Of choice
,

professi
f - uncertainty over

aLcommitment

p,

-varying duration orstudy, plus recurrent and
lifelong,education.
-team and 9xploratorL modes of study
This list%dT themes dotal6'_ easily be extended, though
What is
it would still retain itS distinctive flavour.
evident, however, is that these themes come up in .the context
of teacher education and its emancipation as much as they do
in the context of re'- shaping higher education. Wherever they
teach, the task of teachers is changing and to a great extent
itfeels ;1k-e'en emancipation, though it may be some time
before it also looks like it, for educational moulds and
But that, presumably depends on
habits are hard to break.
the teachers of teachers, and on their assumption of a
rind it
formative role near the centre of'hi6.her education.
depends also on the degree to which the shaping of higher
education is undertaken with explicit and even calculated
attention to the pedagogic and not simply the institutional
needs of teacher, education and traininLt.

Is one looks from England to Scandinavia to West
Germany, what do these needs appear to be? If there is, in
all these countries, a malaise about teacher education,
especially in the colleges, what does it add up to? The main
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elements of this mood of uneasiness are, to some eXtent, the
obverse of the themes listeC. above:

-the isolation of teacher-students and of their staff
-the monotechnie character of the colleges
-the need to upgrade their studies

,

-the lack of a serious integration of theory
and practice
-the paucity of research'im the colleges

jai of these issues have forced out into the open the
question of the relations between the two separate systems of
,teacher education, and between universities ancJ colleges as
institutions. ..nd they have also revealed the way in which
universitiesland colleges have been developing in somewhat
complementary, and at times even contradictory ways.
'leachers' colleges feel under pressure to extend their range
of both professional? and academic courses, developing into a
Lookin
cross between liberal arts colleges and polytechnics.
strengthen
over their, shoulders at universities, they tend to
their academic specialisms at a time when many,universities
are trying; to break down the power and isolation of their own
specialist departments. The colleges are lengthening their
courses while man' universities are trying to shorten theirs.
And the colleges' faith in integrated studies is under a good
deal of attack at the same time as universities are being
much criticised for their lack of serious interest in interThus the picture is a. contradictory one,
disciplinary study.
and ,it is aggravated at the present tiiae by the quite rapid
change in the market situation, tears,, having recently*
been hard to recruit in sufficient ribers, :,re now being.
trained in ample numbers and there is even a hint, here or
Inevitably this sets up a
.there, of teacher unemployment.
conflict between the studens' urge for less structured,
less professionally oriented courses, and their anxiety to
How far
see courses planned in relation to employment needs.
have some of these problems been tackled, and with how much
what major dijficulties will still remain to be
success?
solved? In so far as the e)ridence from four or five countries
provides the basis for an answer; it will have to be both a
tentative and a subjective answer.
2.

Current developments

Granted two separate institutions concerned to produce
teachers, each with a long history of detachment from the
other, functioning with different objectives in mind, with
different patternsof study and most often at diffef.ent levels
of academid prestige: yet granted also that today both
institutions find themselves subject to pressures that are
forcing them to reconSiser their stance in relation to each
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other: what, in theory and in practice, is the range of
possibilities open to them? The structuralist would reply,
no doubt, that the alterriatives are Fusion, Federation, Co-. 'N
And it could be said that
operation, and Independence.
versions of these alternatives are in the process of being
established in Sweden, West Germany, England 'and Wales, and
Denmark.
An alternative way, and perhaps the more realistic
way, of putting the question is to consider the possibilities
open separately to the teachers' college and to the universit;.
For it is the college which is, in general, the more vulnerable institution and which is thought to be in the greater
need off' transformation. So much so, indeed, that it is being
asked in England whether it should continue to exist as an
Recent proposals by the
independent institution at all.
James Committee and recent policy decisions by the present
Government clearly stem from fundamental doubts whether
teachers' college is any longer p a viable institution;
essentially, in this view, it is too small and weak to survive
in a world of large-scale, if not mass, universities and
polytechnics. The ideal solution, therefore, is to fuse the
colleges with the polytechnics within the public sector of
higher education, probably making them into departments of
humanities or liberal studies which most polytechnics at
Alternatively, a college could be fused into
present lack.
the neighbouring.university, but this alternative has, in
practice, had all the cards stacked against it and it seems
unlikely that there will be more than one or two university college, fusions.

In England, the pursuit .of the binary policy is being
pursued fairly energetically, with its avowed intention of
creating two separate and virtually uiconnected sectors of
higher education.
In the interim, the colleges are being
given the chance to show whether the can reshape themselves
in various ways, mostly as small "polar-artnics", as someone
None the less, official
has neatly described this concept.
policy is dominated by a belief in the economics of size and
the long-term future of the colleges as independOnt institutions is in great doubt. But what is more immediately to the
point of this Report., the advocates of binary policy challenge
the view that there need be any fundamental relation between
the colleges and the university, and they are oblivious to
the arguments of the McNair Report.. At the most they have.
come round'to accepting the expedient of the university as a
validating body for the'colleges' courses.

The integrated model of the Gesamthochschule also
appears to propose the disappearance of the independent
college throwjh its absorption into the larger university
But in this case the argument is not that the
structure.
college will supply something which the other institution
lacks, as the polytechnics may lack a humanities department,
but that the university will supply something which the
College lacks: large specialist departmedts, a "scientific"
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basis of study, altaconsiderable volume of research. These
arguments are at least related to some of the obvious needs
of the colleges, even though in Germany the colleges are
Whether taking over the colleges in
comparatively large.
this fashion will supply these needs or simply obliterate
them is the still open question.

The proposals of U68 which are under discussion in
Sweden. seem at times, under certain lighting conditions, to
be even morq radical than the integrated Gesamthochschule,
that it is suggested that both universities and colleges, as
such, will cease to exist and will give way to a single realm
The creation of 19 higher education
of higher education.
areas organised around 6 major institutions of higher education may well, on paper at least, implement this basic
concept. In another light, however, the retention of subject
departments, with their strong base in the universities, and
the subdivision of higher education into occupational training sectors, one of them being teaching with its strong base
in the teachers' colleges, suggests that, to all intents and
purposes, the universities and colleges will continue in
being, though obviously under joint planning and directing
agencies; and out in the smaller areas, they may well be
virtually integrated. At the undergraduate level, these
proposals seem likely to transform the universities rather
more than the colleges if their curricula are indeed to
become occupation-oriented.' At the same time, the professors
in the colleges will become members of larger departments and
the students will have a wider range of both subjects and
staff from which to choose; and thus in theory both should
gain.

The less radical proposal is the co-operative model
of the Gesamthochschule, in which the college stays where it.
is, and remains a more or less indepn6.ent institution,
though it is brought'into a common planning structure with
the university. The staff of the college acquire membership
of a wider academic community, though it seems, if only for
geographical reasons, likely to be a fairly loose membership.
And the students gain a measure of additional curricular
This measure really seems to amount to
opportunity.
rationalising the state,of affairs -which obtained yesterday.
In many ways the English and Welsh system of institutes
or schools of education based on universities, which is in the
process of being slowly dismantled, is an extention of the cooperative model of the Gesamthochschule, though the NoNair
concept of a school of education would have carried this
considerably further. Indeed, in many respects it would have
been the most educationally radical solutipn of all, for it
was based on the idea of building up close academic and
educational relations between institutions which were to
remain functionally distinct and largely independent; which
is probably a good deal harder to achieve than fusing them
into a single mish-mash of an organisation. The McNair
proposal was never fully implemented, but the institute of
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education structure, 'with its range of boards of studies
and its department of in-service studies, proved strong enough
to/help the colleges build Up their academic strength and,
eventually, introduce successfully the B.Ed. degree course in
conjunction with the universities.

LaStly, there is the Danish system in which the
colleges remain wholly separate from the universities, but
have a close link with their own university-college, as the
Royal School might be described. In addition there is the
,creation of three new university-centres, including a strong
element of teacher education but not'incorporating a college
as such.
Looking back to the five major issues arising out of
the "malaise about teacher education" ( see above), one can
see that many of the developments. summarised go some way, even
quite a long way, to dealing with them.
Whether or not these
developments have been designed for this express purpose, the
discussions which they have involved have inescapably placed
questions about teacher training and education high on the
agenda: Consciences have been pricked and prejudices have been
disturbed.
The colleges are bound to be very different places
in the future:.their staffs will certainly feel less isolated
academically and their students less cut off from the, main
thoroughfare of higher education. Only in England and Wales
does there appear tobe a fairl: determined attempt to move
forwards backwards, amid the din of much protest.
But having chalked up the undoubted progress that has
been made during the past few years, one is forced to recognise that.many of the deeper needs of teacher education,
especially if it is to educate the teacher to master his new
'role, have still barely been identified, let alone met; and
also
one can see that new problems are being created as the
larger structural developments take shape. To examine the
whole of this field of continuing needs and new problems in
teacher education .is obviously beyond the scope of this
Report, and only those aspects of the matter which arise out
of the developing relations between universities and colleges
can be taken up here (and somewhat summarily at tnat).
3.

Unresolved problems

As one thinks back over the history and development of
teacher training, and latterly, teachdr education, and if one
then looks at the contrasting situations in these four
opean countries, it is striking that a number of factors
v,hichseem likely to have consiAerable influence on the
c libre of tomorrow's teachers have apparently been so little
discussed from this point of view.
Though teachers' training
institutions and their patterns and curricula of study are in
the melting pot, in a number of instances, there has been far
too little attempt (or so it seems) to calculate the impactof
these developments upon the life of the individual student and
member of staff, and thus upon thf emerging teacher. The plans
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are drawn up, the structures are articulated in all their
ingenuity, and there then ensues a gFeat hopefulness, amount
ing before long to a conviction, that all will be for the
that
best for the individuals concerned.' But it is striking
visited,
in
any
of
the
countries
there appear tolebe no plans,
and not even in Sweden, to mount an accompanying study of the
way these plans are implemented and to attempt to evaluate
the degree to which they "produce better teachers", to put it
Enormous changes are being
in rather crude'-shorthand terms.
proposed - institutions are being fused together or wrenched
apart, patt,prns of study are being given a new-orientation
across the whole of higher education, and one can only
express once again one's weary regret, not at the blandness
of the planners (for one has, after all, been a planner oneself
and one knows that a form of.blandness is endemic to, the
task), but at the lackof study and research which should
already be on the design-board if crucial steps during the
formative stages are not to go unscrutinised. Among the
questions that will clearly need to be kept 'under continuous
study are those to rlo with the size of institutions, with
professionalisation and flexibility, with integration of
studies, including relations between initial and in-service
education, with inter-professional education, questions to
do with the .unity of the profession itself, and finally and
taroughout, questions bearing on the intellectual calibre of
he undertaking as.a whole.
(a)

size:

It has been one.of the/main criticisms of teachers'
colleges that they are too Small. BLit if they have been too
'small in thepast, it is not certain that the solution is to
incorporate them, as in West Germany and to some extent, in

his.7 is likely to
counteract the effects of organisation into subject units and
lead to the creation of the type of hypertrophied institutiOn

Sden, "in mammoth establishments

.:.

that other countries are trying to dismantle, e.g. the
University of Paris", or so critics of the integrated
Gesamthochschule claim. (94) In relation to teacher training,.
the sheer size of these institutions seems likely to generate
The first problem must be how
three problems in particular.
to organise the relationship between research and teaching.
In the small elite institutions of an earlier era, it was
possible to believe that the Humboldtian unity of teaching
and research manifested itself in every member of the
Today, for most academics, this 'unity' Is
professoriate.
bound to be at best a loose link between an individual's
teaching and the aggregate of research undertaken by himself
and his colleagues! The "basic and very serious question"
posed by Georges Daillant is:
"whether it will be possible to maintain the link
in the Gesamthochschule. Even in'the university,
teaching responsibilities are becoming increasinglyt
heavy as student numbers continue to grow, and
everywhere the size of the university's share in the
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overall-research effort is getting smaller.
In
Germany, only a few years ago, it was estimated that
some CO% of all research,was carried out in universities. The percentage is now steadily decreasing
and the process,ofterosion is one which could
ultimately lead to the virtually complete exclusion
of research from the university.

This stage has not yet been reached but it could be
hastened by the creation of the Gesamthochschule, in
which the emphasis on teaching will be much greater
than in the unic:orsity.
Scholarly and academic work
is likely to become more and more marginal ...
Professor Heckbausen suggested that the establishment
of Gesamthochschulen will lead to there being created
beyond the tertiary sector, a quaternary sector, in
which research-will really be done. The Gesamthochschule might thus not only fail to achieve one of
its aims - that of enabling more students.to benefit
from research-related education - it might also be a
contributing factor in the disappearance from the
university of. that teaching-research link which is
one of its remaining virtues." (95)

The second major problem is that in a large, let alone
a vast, organisation, a pattern of closely integrated study
is only likely to be achieved by a group of colleagues working more or less as a team. In'so far as this is likely to
happen at all in universities, it will happen withina
departmental structure, or"' one broken down, as is now happening, into subject fields: but this is the worst way of
organising educational studies, which are necessarily interdisciplinary. So ,within the Gesnmthochschule or. the larger of
the major institutions of higher education in Sweden, the
educational curriculum may well have to choose between an
integrated but impoverished (because departmentally isolated)
interdisciplinary culture, or a diverse but essentially' nonintegrated programme of options drawn from a variety of departmental specialisms. Neither is likely .to foster the qualities
that go to make upthc "new" teacher, outlined in an earlier
chapter.
The third problem which results from gathering a
variety of institution together on a common site hits the
training of teacher more than most categories of professional
study.
For one of the main reasons why teachers' colleges
are distribUted fairly widely in a region is so as to enable
them to build up working relations with their own groups of
schools. A vast concentration of student-teachers in an urban
university must inevitably diminish contacts with schools as
part of an integrated curriculum, and it must postpone the
major element of practical study to a second and disconnected
phase based on seminars. If there are organisation ingenuities
which can overcome these probleks, they do not seem to have
been adequately publicised. The most obvious ingenuity might
be to resist the temptation to congregate all institutions in
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the same pksical cent2e. The theory one hears expressed in
West Germany is that when a GesamthochsChule reaches a size
of about 20,000, the time has come to start another in the
same area rather than expand it further; but in fact there are
Gesamthochschulen considerably larger than this already, and
there is a good deal of evidence to suggest that, as in Paris
and the United States, the multi-versity almost inevitably
creates an anonymity, a lonely crowd of students, ancl.a lack
of meaningful relations with the faculty which lead to
student un±.est and protest, of which West Germany has had its
For students training to become teachers, learning
share.
(one hopes) how to promote individualised study and supportive
relationships in the classroom, the large-scale organisation'
provides about as 'unsuitable an
""
of. a "mammoth"
environment for study as one could devise. In such a setting,
the greater academic opportunities are being-bought at too
great an expense.
Certainly the experience of, university institutions
in England leads one to believe that a number of 7 -3,000 is
much nearer the optimum. Within that number it is possible
to accommodate a very wide range of academic and professional
departments and schools and yet enable them to keep in some
It also provides a senior
kind of contactrwith each other.
academic community .of abput 700/300 which is,amply large
enough if the .boncept of an academic Community is to continue
to mean anything at all, as it must for people concerned with
teacher education. The arguments in favour Of great size
mostly cloak policies of expediency and they are often
supported by economic calculcations of very doubtful validity.
Obviously colleges of less than 1,000 are too small for most
purposes; but at least one purpose has been well served in
the best of the small colleges, which is the creation of a
sense of community. And though today's students rightly demand
to be treated as responsible adults and resent any maternalism
on the part of their universities and colleges, they have a
far greater concern for community and for the primacy of
human relations within an institution than most of their
eldest/ As far as they are concerned, and as far as the
teachers of teachers are concerned, this question of size is
anything but a dying cause, though it may well be an
inconvenient one politically.
(b)

Integration of studies

The question of size is closely bound up with the
integration of the students' studies, and Professor Heckhausen
has already been quoted to this effect: "the integration of
university and professional courses'of study should take
place only in new and small institutions ofihigher ecudation."
The integration of university and professional
courses of study which he wishes to see established in small
institutions can already be found. n many toll ges of
ere tha stude4ts
education, especially in England and Wales,- 18/
pursue, in addition Ito their edurat,ionnl stuiiies, a "main"
rI
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subject in its own academic right.
This was one of the
central recommendations,I5f the McNair Report, and it was one
of the main reasons for Octending the college course in
England. and. Wales to three years and subsequently, for degree
student's, to four years. At.this stage the main subject
studies can be accurately described as university studies.
.The concept of integrated studies for the prospective
teacher seems to be strongly held in all countries and at all
levels.
It is to be found in practice, however, only in the
teachers' colleges in Etglanft and Wales (of the countries
being discussed), for only here are all the elements of the
teacher's training and education brought together within the
single institution. In the course of his three or four
years in college, an English student will pursue one or maybe
two main ,subjects for the sake of his own personal education,.
then a group of"educational and pedagogic and curriculum
studies, and thirdly he will undertake his teaching practice
and observation in neighbouring schools. Colleges differ
considerably in the'way they organise these various studies
into a coherent programme, but what is common to all their
plans is that these separate studies are pursued concurrently
and that they are, as far a0.possible, explicitly integrated
with each other. Let It be admittedothat while concurrence
can be achieved through time-tabling, integration can only
be achieved through teaching and in the mind of thastudents.
It is also held of the
However, the ideal is lirmly held.
Continent, but there the quite separate institution of the
seminar means that the teacher's education and tralping cannot
be integrated nor concurrent, except for his acadenirc and
theoretical stAies. But if Professor Heckhausen fears for
the integration 'of what he terms university and professional
studies within the vast structure of the Gesamthochschule, how
much more remote must be the prospect of a comprehensive
integration of all the elements of the teacher's education
and training. For-not only is the seminar still conducted
under separate auspices and at a subsequent period, but the
concentration of very many thousands of students in one
centre must mean that access to schools becomes almost
impossible to organise except on a most superficial level.

This argument, moreover, is not simply related to size.
Tha assimilation of the colleges to the university pattern'
study, which is proposed in Germany and possibly in Sweden,
means substituting a sequential for a concurrent pattern of
studies: a period 2f/academic study followed by a shorter
period of professidtal study. This pattern may suit the university graduate aspiring to teach in the upper reaches of the
secondaryschool Or in higher education; or if it doesn't
necessarily suit him, it may be an inescapable arrangement.
But there is every reason to doubt whether it will suit the
class teacher, for reasons which do not need to ber,rehearsed
here.- From this point of view, the absorption of colleges
into vaste universities will involve a severe pedagogic loss,
be fundamentally mitigated by the proposal
which will
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Should include
that the.student's studies in the university
arrangement roar- be
professional
study
:,
such
an
an element of
better than, nothing, but it will not amoun to serious
integration. .And oue must insist that integration is not a
shibboleth: it is of the essence-of a professional4ucation
to confront
for academic, professional and practical studies
reinforced
in
-each other, _for concepts to be tested and
by
embody
and
to
be:guided
practice, and 'for practice to
If
the
structures
that
are
disciplined-theoretical study.
thifkInd
West
Germany
do
not
make
being erected in Sweden and.
the propdsed.
of interpenetration of studies feasible, then
the
towards
the
needs,of
'orientation of higher education
be
somerprofessions will, as far as teaching is concerned,
integtated:
for
thing of a'hoak:IP_The institutions may be
likely
to.
be devery many teacjier-students, their,studies are
int,egrated.

:There is an importance extension of this argument
whether
which can only be raised here, and this is to question
lined"
described
the creation of the new teacher, -along the
than a highly
earlier, can possibly 'be achieved in-any other

specialised institution devoted specifically to this task.
interspersed
Can a normal university course folWed by or by-a
period of
with professional studies, and then followed preparation for
practical training, begin to ,offer a serious
the intensely difficult role of being a teac12er in tomorrow's
At present there is an almost grotesque discrepancy
world'?
for trainbetween the new dbnoepts of teaching and the plans
envisage
getting
somewhere
ing teanhers. At least ,one can
in Denmark, where the
'near a serious tolution to this problem
more specialist
specialist colleges are serviced by the eleven
university
within its
a
Royal School operating at the level of
plan
Wales,
if
the
McNair
own field; or perhaps in England and
colleges
to
the
for schools of education, linking specialist
properly implementfull, resources of the university, had been
that teachers'
ed.,, The thrust of this line of argument is specialised: no
,L/
colleges'need to become more, and not less
and
certainly
doubt larger than many of them are at present,
But this is to run
in close association with universities.
theories,
such
as that that the
counter to more fashionable
colleges need to be diversified, maybe into multi-professional
institutions or into species of liberal arts colleges, or
that they need to be incorporated into department-dominated
universities or polytechnics. Such policies may conceivably
minister to other important needs: the,; do not obviously
minister to the innovative needs of the teaching profession.
in the
It has, of course, been argued (for instance,
education
on the
Report of the James Committee in England possible,
either in
teachers)
that
it
is
not
and training of
the
absurdly
in
the longer college course and certainly not fully
trained
short post-graduate.course, to produce the
therefore to
teacher and that the training programme needs
period
folio d by
be organised into an initial introductory
re-trai
recurrent periods of in-service education and
sing
This is surely right, and it is therefore somewhat,su
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not to find any such schenie.s7stematica4y worked out in the
four,countries visited.. The James,CommiZtee's proposals were
partially accepted 1,7 tee British Goikernaent, and as in
Scandinavia teachers, it'is proposed, should be able to claim
one term of in-service education for every seven years of,
service.
ThO'obvious diffiduity of arranging a life-ldng
programme of training for the teacher. is that it cannot easily
be made obligatory and very many teachers, who either leave
the profession early or who decide not to avail.themaelves of
their in-service opportunitieswill have an even more incomplete initial tiainitrg than they receive at present.Cr It
seems probable, at any rate, that any such scheme would only
work if it 'were far more tightly organised and integrated
than seems either feasible or likely, and that in,the absence
of such organisation it would render the training of the
teacher an even less integrated whole than it is at present.
Lastly, one hears a good deal of talk about a thi rd
level of integration, between the primary and secondary
ing sectors,
In Many countries the differences in prestige
between the two have been greatly reduced, though the intelase
academic specialist, who might go on to teach in a university
as much as in a school, will probably retain. his pre-eminence,
That; one supposes, matters less than that the two kinds of
teacher, the class and.the.specialist teachers, should not
continue to be trained wholly apart. Both have a- good deal
to learn from aspects of each Other' syllabuses, and from
developing a sense of being cdlleagues.
In England and Wales,
the separationof the two categories of teacher in separate
institutions was considerably reduced in the years after the_
war:
the colleges began training secondary teachers and the
universities accepted graduate students who wished to teach in
primary schools. This trend was reversed some years later in
order to ensure that the colleges continued to train the
necessary numbers of pi.imary teachers, for as their course was
extended to three years and as they strengthened their academic,
studies; so their students tended increasingly to opt for
secondary work. A$ a result a "balance of training" policy
was introduced which to a great extent re-;eptatlished the
pattern, of colleges training primary andllniversities training
secondary teachers. Elsewhere, that remains the pattern, and
it is not really clear how the proposals of U60 or of the
architects of.the Gesamthochschulen will affect the matter.
In this respect, as in others., the profession,,aud the training
it receives, is likely to remain unintegrated.
(c)

2h2Lprofessional orientation of courses

This trend undoubtedly presents the most surprising
picture to an observer from England. For the drift Of much
recent discussion there has been to deplore the monotechnic
professional character of the teachers' colleges and the early
commitment to teaching which they have to demand of their
students. Students should not be asked to commit themselves
so soon, it is argued, and thus it would be preferable if the
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'cones s were to organise their studies on the basis of an
-initial' period' of general study followed by various alternaof
tive pr fessional courses. The non-professional charace'ter
to,
undergraduate
courses
was
held
panycof the university
provide an altogether preferable pattern from the students/'
point of view, and on the whole the students' organisations
seemed to corroborate this view. As a result very many of
the English and Welsh colleges are reorganising their studivS
accordingly, into a Part I.of more general studies, followed
To
by a one or two-year Part II of professional training.
the
this extent the college course will come to resemble
university's 3-plus-1 pattern of education and,training.
exactIn ermany and Sweden, however, the trend is in
ly the oppo ite direction, with the universities' courses
being orient d towards the needs of the professions and with
entry tending to be restricted in accordance with the needs
of the market. In these countries, then, the university
other'of
courses will presuppose anearly commitment. to one or will
the main professional sectors, and to this extent they
come to share the main assumptions of the college course. they
*This will mean that the colleges need have less fear than
would formerly have had of being over-academicised in the
event 4 being absorbed by the universities. Indeed, such a
trend must' make their absorption a good deal easier to good
implement, and one would suppose that they could have a
organideal to teach the universities about the design and
sation of profesionally- oriented studies at the undergraduate.
But oddl-)lenough, one)does '&)t hear this much discussed
lev61.
and there is little evidence of the colleges 1)4ing used as
models of professional education in the large schemes which
are being proposed.

Indeed, while these larger schemes may be structured
on.a professional basis, they seem at present to incorporate
a minimum of thinking about,thb nature of a professional
It is simple enough to divide higher education
education.
into five professional sectors, each with its numerous c:Inuc,trzt'
what, in terms of a curriculum of academic and professional
studies, is to go on in each of these sectors? Though there
was some evidence that the universities in Sweden, or at
least in Stockholm, have begun to reshape their humanities and
social science curricula to meet some of the needs of the
large numbers of potential teachers among their students, this
trend does not amount to a serious study of what a professional
ekication for teachers should'be at the undergraduate level.
The assumption seems to be that an academic curriculum is
meaningfully oriented towards the profession of teaching by
the addition of some pedagogic courses; and this kind of
naivete is all too likely'in a university situation where so
little systematic study has been undertaken into the nature of
9,rofessional education for teaching.
In this situation the teaching rofession may run the
for the Qolleges,
danger of getting the worst of both wor
1
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assimilated.into the universities or more vaguely into higher
education, may find themselves giving up some of the $.ntegra-,
tion of study that has been their hallmark; while the universities may be pus. .10.nto dilu4ing the academic rigour bf their.
curricula in the
.terests of making room for would-be
professional stuies. It other words, there really can be
no substitute for a serious and "scientific" professional
education, and the. profession of teaching is now of a moral
and pedagoW.c complexity which places a very considerable
Die trend,
burden of responsibility on its initial training.
on the Continent, towards the professional orientation -of
undergraduate education may or may not be justified on social
grounds (though one must note that manpower planning has, in
the past, provided. very shaky basis for educational
planning). And of course various sectors of undergraduate
education have long been directed towards the professipna.
If the same is to go for teaching, this lends an additional
reason for the close association of the collegeowith the universities, especially in those countries where the universities
lack departments of education with their expertise
professional training, as in Eruland: and so long as the
colleges 'are not efectuall-c obliterated in the process of
association.
One of the possible outcomes of organising higher
education into five:or so very wide sectors of professional
concern might be a growth of interprofessional studies, were
it not that education,or teaching seems invariably to figure
as a sector on its own. ',Thus in Sweden, U6O's five'
"occupational training sectors" are technology, admini"stration
and'economics, medicine and social work, teaching, and cultural
work and information. Xithin this pattern, it would clearly
be very hard to establisleeven the beginnings of a professional
and democratic participation at the training leyel between
education and social work or administration or cultural wprk,
whatever iterprofessional study may go on within each sector...
It is probably less than helpful for teachers of all
professionals to be educated and trained on their own,
separated from students going on to work in adjacent professions
such as social work and counselling.. That may be an argument
against the specialised teachers' college; but it is hardly an
argument for a sectorial arrangement that isolates teaching,
. or for a general university course for everyone, followed by
separate specialised seminars, for in none of these cases is
there likely to be much training in professional teamwork.
is true that the problems of planning the curriculum dnd timetable of interprofessionpl courses of training are very considerable; on the otherhand the mood of young people going
into the "helping" professions today is probably,very
sympathetic towards this kind-of participation compared to
the mood of their established elders in the professions. It
may be that a programme0 initial training may be less
important than in-service programmes designed notonly for
teachers but also for administrators, advisers, and heads,
and for social workers, and doctors, among others.-'s
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projects and
programmes could well be tied in with field
of.the,.
research programmes of a collaborative kind (like those
U.K. Schools Council, for instance), which may well be authorstructured"on new lines as far as the distribution of
ity and of complementary roles is concerned.

England and Wales there has.been'a considerable
the
amount of discussion about interprofessj_onal links for The
past twenty years, but all too little tb show for it.
the
question is,now coming up with renewed force, .for drop in their'
teacherds' colleges face the prospect of a severe
teacher-student numbers and they are therefore haVing to
consider how-to fill these vacant places. Undoubtedly many
colleges would like to take in students for closely-related
mental
professions like nursery nursing, or physiotherapy, or
professions.
major
social
service
nursing, as well as for the
One of the main problems is that training for these professions
in other institutions,
is already fairly well established
technology,
which may not want
universities and colleges of
also that the
to part with them. And there is the problem
other
professions
sir
very connumbers training for these
siderably smaller than for teaching.

But the major issue remains an outstandingly important
cases of
In England, a number of much - publicised recent
one.
deplorable
picture
cruelty to small children have revealed a children, including
of the various profesbionals who work with other; in one case
the teachers, peing out of touch with each
was the
at least, the upshot of this lack of co-operation
to
go
to
such
death of the,child. But there is no need
to
be not
dramatic instances to pAint the need for teachers
the
'social
only in touch but above alls,cin sympathy with
children and
workers who will often be dealing with the same
be
no
discuSsion
of this
their parents. Yet there appears to
and
none of
problem 'in the countries visited op the Continent, provision
appears
to.
make
any
the schemes of reorganisation
To this
for serious interprofessional study and training.
under fire
colleges
may
have
come
extent, though the teachers'
the
main
plans
as isolated and single-profession institutions,
teaching?'
parochial
way,
to
treat
.anywhere continue, in their
as'a profession on its own, shut up within its own sector.
it will be
IA so far as teacher-students meet other students,studies:
in the course of their non-professional academic
which is hardly the point.
The academic and intellectual life of the staff
had to do with
The main issues considered so far have fields o,f
institutions
and
between
the relations between
and-intellectual relations
study. What of the professional
work
in
these colleges and
between the individuals who
these
studies? What is the
universities and who engage on
From
what sources do they
quality of their academic life?
professional energies,
feed their continuing academic and
innovation,
their sense of
their capacity for invention and
touch
with
the
"moving
"relevance"? How do they keep in
(d)
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centres",of their own disciplines? 'How far d6 they establish
close academic relations with students?
.

These are questions which deserve a report on their
own, for they go to the heart of academic life and renewal.
Here it will only be possible to indicate a few lines of
thought, the main one being that these matters are clearly
thought about far too little. There is, of course, a
traditional answer to this range of questions,. which is that
these matters are attended to, or even that they attend to
themselves, within'the "academic community": that comparatively small, intense detocracy of scholars and.students (where
ideally everyone is both scholar and student), which has
remained the ideal of innumerable philosophers of education
and academics the world over.- It is very easy to dismiss this
concept as wholly irrelevant to the ruthless, mass-organising,
megapolitan world we and our students inhabit today. A few
rare institutions.- a liberal arts college here, a teachers'
college thereq or a "new" university somewhebe else - may
manage to exploit some unusually, favourable circumstances and
create, for a time?-something like an academic community; but
before long, so the harsh verdict goes, they will become
corrupted and their staff will fall either into larger (and
richer) temptations or smaller circles of isol tion.
f education.
It mt.Y be so.
But whs.-Cif the "process
means enterino- into community? What if the to
of the "new"
teacner discussed earlier - the greater attent on to
individual needs and capabilities, the greater understanding
wards team
of the process of child development., the shift
methods of planning and teaching and learning, the concern
for the school as a community within a,larger, community what if these tasks can be fostered within an institution and
setting that can only be described as an "academic community"?.
Until evidence is forthcoming - hard, irrefutable evidence
emerging out of research - that these qualities and concerns
can be fostered in, for instance, an integrated
Gesamthochschule of 25;000 people, one will continue to believe
the exact opposite; for all the probabilities are against it.
If the concept of the academic community is no more than.
nostalgic idealism, the concept of the "new" teacher as
promulgated by OECD, UNESCO, the NUT; and all the Uncle Tom
Cobleys of education, must be no more than wishful' idealism.
As far as thirl Reprt is concerned, at any rate, one must
continue to bell-eve that the two concepts are closely related
and that they both retain considerable force.
.

,

It is quite obvious, however, that the concept of the
academic community has to be recreated in terms of higher
education as it exists or reasonably might exist today. One
would have thoughtthat it might feature in someone!s plans,
that there might have been a reference or two to the problem
\of establishing a network of meaningful academic and
professional relationships as a condition of undertaking to
For instance, one of
educate and train tomorrow's teachers.
the most important skills which a teacher now has to acquire
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is how td work it teams with his colleagues of all kinds, and
how to engage his pupils in working teams. ;low is.this to be
achieved in a training environment if it lacks any of the
qualities of an academic community - the point being that the
educational team is a microcosm of the academic community?
This kind'of contradiction betWeen the needs of the teacherstudent and of the teacher of teachers and the character of
the social-academic environment in which they pursue their
studies is often very marked, and yet there is little evidence
of such questions being discussed among those who are reshaping higher education.
The form in which .the question can most easily be put
(as it has been put in the earlier pages of this Report), /is
to enquire what provision the new arrangementq make for-the
teachers\Of, say, mathematics or literature or psychology in
neighbouring institutions, teaching at different levels and
with different objectiveq in mind, to come together functionally (for if their meetings do not have a function they
probably won't' come together at all) and yet creatively, in,
terms of exploring their own disciplines. The replies tend
to be quite vague. It is suggested that the college
Mathematicians or psychologists will now become members of
the larger university departments of mathematics or psychology,
or that they are already Courtesy members - which is to omit
to ask what kind of intellectual life a department assuch
NA0101,
carries on, especially at departmental meetings. The
evidence gathered about this suggests that the college
lecturers find themselves ill-at-ease, treated by the university nrolle9gues". as visitors from another, if not an alien,
The quality of the discussion between iembers of the
world.
university and the colleges of Leeds is in very striking
contrast to almost any,other evidence that was forthComing.
This discussion was the product of a machinery of encounter
and academic relationship; and both sides felt that they had
gained significantly in relation to their differing needs as
academics. It was this kind of intercourse that the more
radical McNair group had in mind when proposing the establish
ment of schools of education linking the universities and
colleges, and which the boards of studies have often ,(as at
St
Leeds) done a great deal to promote. Within these boards,
university and college staff function as colleagues, discussing new syllabus proposals and how they might be best
examined, but also, and far more valuably, discussing questions
of teaching their common subject indifferent settings, or
discussing some development in-research or pedagogics; and
perhaps eveu going on to mount a study-project, or a series
of seminars, or a conference for teachers. The, possibilities
are endless, even if one knows (and the James Repprt certain 1rubbed it in) that a great many of these boards of studies,
meeting under the aegis of the institutes or sohools of
education, have been content to function as little more than
exam-minding committees. The boards represent the expression
of an important need, the need of an academic. to learn and
extend himself and probe his subject through communication
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with his colleagues; and this need is felt particularly
strongly by the staff of teachers' colleges, who may not be
engaging in research and who may be living and working in very
small subject groups, with comparatively small libraries.
But the important point about the boards of studies is that
they were established and serviced by an institution whose
very function has been to promote academic relationships
across' institutional boundaries. There will certainly be
boundaries, whether between institutions or departments or
functional groups or professional sectors, within the field
the Gesamthochschule
of higher education on its present scale:
does not do away with the kind of boundaries which are under
discussion here, nor does it lessen the need to plan quite
explicitly for forms or analogues of academic community.
It was suggested above tiaat one of the areasnahere
the staff of the colleges most need to establish links is in
research.
The idea that every academic supports his teaching;
out of his own research has become absurd: research is now
far to specialised for that. Eut certainly he draws upon the
collective research of his colleagues; and ideally he brings
to his teaching a mind informed and disciplined by having
engaged in research.
1The same cannot, however, be said of
the vast majority of college lecturers, who do not have the
funds or the time or, most of them, the qualifications to
engage in research (as distinct from enquiry). They are
therefore all the more dependent on the work of others, and to
a great extent they will draw upon this work as they find it
in journals and eublications. But in so far as this is the
situation, it is not one which should persist any longer thin
necessary if colleges are to jutify their elevation into the
ranks of higher education. It was suggested earlier in this
Report that one of the characteristics of a profession is that
its training and education "must be inforMed by research and
experiment ", and there are good grounds for believing that
each institution's work should, to some extent, be informed
by its own research or at least by a spirit of research.
Therd are two distinct categories of research that are
relevant,here: one is research within subject disciplines,
both,the subjects which are taught in school and the
disciplines which provide the basis for the study of educations;
and the second is research into the pedagogy and methodology
of the subjects. 'A college staff, however generously augmented
and endowed, is unlikely to be able to conduct much research
of the first kind, and in this area it should be able to draw
on the work being done in the university with which it is
linked.
But the college staff could well undertake research
within the second category; indeed, if it does not do so, it
is not clear who else will, unless specially equinj9eed agencies
funded by the state or by private foundations.

At present, at any rate, the amount of research being
carried on in the colleges seems to be minimal, except in
Sweden where the colleges' research budget in education is
larger than the universities'.
There is talk of the colleges
doing research in England, but so far no particular plans to

11(3
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promote this. As the English Colleges are being studiously
prised away from the universities, one cannot suppose that the
universities will be invited, or will feel much inclined to
take a large part in helping the college staffs to acquire
research projects. Tut.in any
research skills and
uld
seem
one 9bvious ground for
wo1aun:;11
rational plan tha.
strengthemim; the relobicns b:.tueen the universities and the
e:.)e-.,2iLrice is not altogether 6 satin
colleges. Tne
factory one, for the rescr:rch tends to be carried on in a
special instit7:ta lodged within the college, rather than by
the college sL.:ff as a whole; and the relations between the
institute resec.pch Staff and the teaching staff arg fairly
None the less, the prestige of the major colleges
slight.
concerned has unquestionably been greatly raised as a resultof this policy.'

There is one further point to be made4'when considering the intellectual life of the college.staff, and that is
that the staff at present, in many countries, have no time
for a serious intellectual life or for'research. Colleges
seem to have a deplorable record of over-teaching their
students, and one finds many instances of members of the staff
teaching for 15 and 20 and even more hours per week. This is
not the place to lecture the principals and rectors of
collegesf it need hardly by said. The reason for mentioning
this matter of teaching hours is to illustrate that the
process of coming to maturity as an institution of higher
education`. is awkward and painful; and moreover, the academic
culture of such an institution is not learned oveFnight. If
the colleges are to remain in being, whatever kind of being
that may prove to be, they will need to be helped to acquire
a grasp of what it meats to function intellectually in the
realm of concepts and of testin put concepts, of teaching at
a diversity of academic levels al of them informed by
research. Most of them will not e silt/ achieve this understanding by guesswork or by inspira ion, but through contact
and through working with colleagues in universities. There
seems to be rather little evidence of this kind of contact and
working relationship at present.
4.

Positive ideas \knii. developments

The last'section has discussed a number of-factors
which present a somewhat discouraging picture of the degree
to which the reshaping of higher education and of the rq4ations
between universities- and teachers' colleges seems likely to
produce teachers of an innovative outlook and a net sense of
professionalism. There are a number of other developments,
however, which incorporate very positive ideas, and though
one or other of the four
they have already been described
need
to
be
re-introduced in this
country case-studies, they
summing-up section of the Report.
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(a)

J
.
The institute Of education and the B.E

.

Since the war, the school which has per aps gained the
greatest. reputation has been the primary sod 1 in England
and'Wales. At its best (and its best is rem kably widespread
throughout the country), it is a place of o tiered and yet
relaxed exploration.
It has experimented with a considerable
range of innovative ideas and methods in maths, language work,
the arts and music, science. It has become a centre of
communal talk and music and of individual expression in paint
and words. And together with all of this, it has not surprisinzly been an understanding a d happy place. This revolution,
which has given reality to t e concept of the new teacher,,
has been the product of the raining college. It would be
very valuable to examine th s piece of history in detail in
order to discover how this/.articular revolution was launched
and developed. But most. :formed observers would undoubtedly
give a large part of the 'redit to the radical wing of the
McNair Committee; for th s group argued for the unity and
continuity of education / for primary teachers to be trained
and educated as fully
other teachers and to be given the
same links with univer,:itiCs. And also it argued for an
, education that would 4
atkonc& humane, attentive to individual
needs, and in touch i.,11 the most vigorous standards of
academic life. One might describe the "new" maths as a
notable product of that formula, whose organisational form
was the university Or institute of education.
.

e

/

-..

The second considerable achievement of this concept of
collaboration between college and uni ersity has been the
B.Ed. degree.
/This has been descri 4ed earlier, but it is
worth underlining its salient featuYies:
-it is a new and not a revamped degree course;.

-each separate university school of education has
worked out its own version of the B.Ed.;
-within this pattern, each constituent college
has shaped its own courses - in a number of
colleges, the B.Ed. syllabus in the fourth year
includes linked as well as separate education
and main subject studies; the linked study tries
to give some explicit curricular Meaning to the
concept of a professional degree;
-the colleges, with varying degrees of help or
with no help from the universities, have taught
their own B.Ed*. courses;
-a majority of the universities now award honours
degrees-for the B.Ed., and the B.Ed. students
have achieved results comparable with the
universities' sown;
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-and finally, the B.Ed. is a professional education
degree which oue would have said, only a few years.
earlier, the universities would pot feel competent
or inclined to validate or the colleges to teach.

)

The B.Ed. experiment has upgraded the colleges and the
teachers they train: and it has resulted in the collegessending out into the schools a wholly new kind of.graduate teacher.
it
In spite of the criticism to which it has been subjected,
'has,been a model of good and close collaboration between the
universities and the colleges, for it has been based on the
continuing independence of both institutions. This, admitted17,
is something more highly prized in England than on the
Continent where neither colleges nor universities are independent of the state and thus may not so greatly value retaining
.some independence of each other as the basis 6f the
relationship.
(b)

The Danish Roral Schdol and U68's ma or colle es

The Royal School is of universal interest because it
recognises that the colleges' resources are bound to be
limited, perhaps too limited and thinly-spread to make it easy'
for them to work consistently as solo institutions of higher
education; and therefore it exists to provide a high level of
academic support for the staff of the colleges. To English
for the[
eyes this arrangement might seem to be a second-best,
Royal School cannot easily offer the range and depth of
academic support of a university except perhaps in the field
Even here there are many reasons whY1
of educational studies.
the universities shddld be involved in education and in the
training for education; and there might seem no point in their
duplicating the resources of a Royal School. None the less,;
the concept is well worth exploring further, as supplementit*
the work which universities might undertake in the field of
education, and because of the large-scale services it can also
offer ta practising teachers.
One feature of the U68 propopals in Sweden could be
and
very similar to the idea represented by the Royal School, in
of
six
major
colleges,
one
that is the proposed creation
each main area, which would offer courses for higher degrees
in education and be the centre of research prbgrammes. It is
not altogether clear how far these major colleges will provide
/from the smaller
a network of in-service courses for teachers
whether
they
will
exclusively
colleges and the schools, or
to do the
for
teacers
in
training:
offer higher level courses
of
be
an
unnecessary
restriction
latter only would seem to
considerIndeed,
their
scope
Should
be
their potential scope.
ably greater than the Royal School's, since they will form
part of higher education clusters or centres, including
other professional sectors as well
academic courses related
as university higher degree courses.
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(c)

The role of the 'teachers'' 'colleges

The-major question posed by all these developments,is
whether the teachers' college is to continue in being at all
as a.distenct institution; and if so, as a college- elated
only to the need's Of teachers or at least of education. In
all the countries visited, except Denmark, it looks as if manycolleges, though not all of them, will virtually di appear into
the-maws of larger institutions or conglomerations:- Ncoming
departments within polytechnics or centres of higher education
or comprehensives universities., In England, during the past
few years, this has happened with the colleges of art: they
are now mostly within polytechnics, though they have remained
physically where they were and have retained a large measure
of apparent independence; the amalgamations have had very
little impact on the day to day life of their staff and
students. And so it may be elsewhere, with teachers' colleges,
though in West Germany a number of them are likely, it seems,
to be moved onto the university sites.
Were colleges to disappear in fact, were the kind of
more r less. integrated curriculum they stand for to be disconti ued in favour of a university pattern of teacher training and education, the loss to the teaching profession would
be a very serious one. The university pattern, however much
it is being modified in Sweden and West Germany, is not only
unintegrated (in any-serious'sense of the term) but the
pedagogic element is either too scattered across a number of
years or is too crammed into a very limited period at the end
to be able to take up the formidably complex needs of
tomorrow's teacher, especially the class teacher. It was not
possible to discover any university pattern of teacher training that begins to measure up to the range.of concerns and
issues discussed in an earlier chapter of this Report,
certainly on the Continent where the seminar functions as a
separate institution, and even in England where the course
based on the university is all-inclusive but hopelessly short.
As suggested earlier, the needs of teaching points towards a
greater and not a lesser degree of special provision and
integration of curriculum, towards strengthening and perhaps
broadening the colleges as separate institutions with a clear
function of their own rather than modifying their distinctive
patterns ofNstudy in order to be accommodated to the altogether
vaguer university pattern - vaguer, that
from a professional standpoint.
,

At least, until a satisfactory university model of
professional education and training for teachers, particularly
class teachers, has been evolved and tested, it would seem
premature to destroy the colleges. There would seem to be
every reason, in the meantime, to enlarge and strengthen the
colleges, for many of them are still too small. There is
every reason to find ways - and here the models have been
tried out - of linking the colleges and universities at a
number of levels. And there are'most important reasons for
seeking to give academic support to the staffs of the colleges,
and wider horizons to the staffs of the universities: for
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tryd.ng to recreate, in terms of contemporary institution 1
structures,'-the ideal of the academic comMUnity. The ap oach
suggested by Professor Heckhausen, which in West Germany c uld
apply to colleges organised on the co-operative pattern; has
a great deal to commend it and is worth re-quoting here:

"Existing institutions, universities and colleges,
should remain independent, but each should transform itself internally into an integrated'
Gesamthochschule, diversifying and splitting up its
traditional courses of study horizontally as well
as vertically, and in particular seeking and developing the potential for reform within the fields of
study themselves."

something of this kind is being proposed by some of the
English colleges, and perhaps by_Roskilde in Denmark. And the
larger college centres in Sweden could, effectually,i take this
form.' But only, in ell these instances, if certain priorities
are observed, priorities which this Report has been concerned
to underline.
5,,Conclusion

This deport has revolved around one question above
all, which is how to contrive and ensure that the changing
structures of higher education attend to the very special need
of the teaching profession, in particular the need for
innovation and renewal. Is that to expect too much? One.can'
only hope not. For the concept of higher, education, the
concept of the university, must surely embrace the Rinds of
preoccupations outlined in this Report: the vitality of the
life of the intellect, the relation between teaching and study,
the academic implication of professionalism, the process of
Yet it would be absurd to pretend that this is
innovation.
universally or even commonly the way things are. On all sides
one hears it asserted that there is a crisis of higher
education and that its structures and curricula are in the
melting pot: or that the massive inertia of universities is
holding up the process of re-thinking and innovation. An even./
more serious questioL than these, from the point of view of
this Report is whether the gradual opening up of higher education and the movement from elite to mass to universal higher
education, as one is witnessing-it in various parts of the
world apd most striRintly in North America, whether this move-:
ment is bound to be accompanied by such organisational difficulties, by such problems'ofsize and dehumanisation, by
confusion abgut academicstandards and evaluation, by staffstudent conf2kantations, as to make it hard if not absurd to
propound a thesis which depends upon:the concept of "the
intellectual life" of` universities and higher,education.
In the midst of these "crises" of higher education, it
might seem unduly parochial to suppose that the needs of
teacher education are going to have much .influence-on the way
things are' re-shaped, or that tomorrow's structures and
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academic philosophies in higher education will provide at all
adequately for the needs of the teaching,profession. There
are, however, two factors (or complex of factots) which give
grounds for a modest parochialoptimism. The first is the
,.sheer size of the teaching profession.
In many'countries,
until recently, one of the few jobs the great majority of
university students pould look forward to has been teaching.
Ministries of Education are necessarily preoccupied with the
supply of teachers' to schools and thus, whether or-not it is
their direct responsibility, with the, shape and organisation
of post-secondary and higher education. Ad: an illustration,'
the recent U.K. James Committee wasestablished under the
aegis' of the Department of Education and Science to consider
the organisation of teacher education, the needs, that is, of
a single profession.
The Chairman of the Committee was,
almost inevitably, a university Vice-chancellor:,, and the
Committee, almost inevitably, made far-reaching proposals for
the re-shaping of higher education as a whole --_and did not
feel deterred from doing so even though this meant e±ceeding
both its brief and its professional qualifications. To
adumbrate the *needs of teacher education is, in effect, to set
in motion a large and powerful juggernaut of an army whose
clamour is not likely to be inaudible.

-
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The sedond factor, which ironically is very often over-,
looked; 'is that the institutions of higher education are all
teaching institutions; university academics may be predominantly untrained as teachers butthey share certain
pedagogic needs with teachers in schools, however little they
may be disposed to admit this blood-relationship to themselveS
or to society at large.
The changing roles and horizons of
the teacher apply also to those who teach in higher education,
and problems perceived in the explicit busineSs of training
teachers for schoolb are likely.to apply, however much concealed and however modified in form, to those who teach
students in universities and colleges. The students, after
all, are the same individuals as they move from school to
university and college, carrying their developing needs with
them (and not always silently). For this reason, the educational needs of the teaching profession have a more direct °
bearing on the pattern or higher education than those of any
other profession, however much more prestigious it may be in
the eyes of itself and of the community. And-in the long or
even in the medium run, this communality of pedagogic interests
is likely to make itself felt;
Out of these common pedagogic interests, and out of
the ;inked and, hopefully, integrated initial training work
of universities and colleges, there may emerge into the schoolsr
a generation of potentially new teachers. One of the hopeful
pieces,of evidence is that very many of the new recruits to
teachint are entering the profession, not because they "can't",
in Bernard Shaw's phrase, but because they believe they "can",
because they see education as one of the few areas where,
short of violence and confrontation, they can hope to make an/
impact on the social order. They see it as a "helping" and
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"changing" profession, and they do not readily accept the
idea that their task is 'Cue of socialisation if that means
accommodation to the existing order. They are concerned
"about the problems of,,raciall religious s-or ethnic m'illorities
and ... the achievement of just and open societies;,; concerned to ask fundamental questions about "the'more affective and
It is with
ultimate issues of lire and educatic:n fcr living".
the
an insistence on these three major concerns that
i
uption
for Teaching concluded its
International Council on
recent symposiut, Innovat 4 'in Teacher Education: an

0

4

0

Internationa Pers777=7a7g7170.31=1ETTMEgnce and

they are anxious to accept the
g as they
new image of the teacher and to lean. the new perspectives
and skills that this implies (questions which this symposium
4, rather oddly omitted to consider). The more successful the
training Programme; the more urgently will they feel all
range.

.

this.

fU

But one:cannot conclude this Report on this euphoric
note. For what do *they find? They find-that they become
absorbed into institutions Which seem compelled, if not
spe4fically designed, to deny their ideals, institutions in
which the sheer weight of traditional practices and attitudes,
the sheer burden of recalcitrant behaviour, the sheer obstacles
of inappropriate architecture and inadequate resources, and
the sheer indifference of the environment, Combine to.dampen
enthusiasm and reduce teachers to demoralisation. They find,
as a result, that the turn-dyer of teachers in industrial
cities is depressingly high, as high as 30% annually in some
They look round; in 1;40" common rooms, at the
cases.
conservatism of many of their colleagues who remain. And
they wonder, aghast and depressed, whether therY, will survive
any longer, and certainly whether any of their "new roles"
will have a chance to .gain a footing at all. Even if LLey
are fortunate in getting an appointment at a "good" school in
which humane attitudes and progressive methods are encouraged,
they have the great problem of working out a balance between
the traditional and the new, and this j4. such a severe
problem precisely because temperamentally they are not
interested in balance, Before long, however, they will feel
contrary forces at work within themselves, not simply the
contrary forces of, say, innovation and conservatism, of
expending energy in working out and applying a nqw idea, as
against settling, once' in a while,for the safer fgmiliar lesdon;
but the seemingly contrary forces of exploration and consolidation, Of the -inspired impromptu sortie.into the unknown as
against the painstaking" rehearsal-of the'familiar. It is the
achievement of this kind of-'rhythm and balance in teaching
which presents a new and impetuous teacher with perhaps his
greatest test, and if one says that it can only be achieved
with t*me, with patience and exp ience and flair, one is not
wishing, on that account, to min' ise the degree to which it
can be studied as a specific problem during initial training.
The important lesson a would-be innovative teacher has to
learn is not so much how to master his new roles as to how to
'
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incorporate them into a developing repertoire of skills and
traditions; "The constantly recurring problem for the teacher
is how to introduce his direct teaching opportunity without
reverting to a type of relationship in which the pupil is
reduced to a passive role"; for the teacher "continues to be
the adult who has knowledge to impart". (95)
This is what one understands, presumably, by "learning
how to go on learning", by, continuing and lifelong education:
the capacity' to be responsive to new ideas and to take
possession of them within.a working philosophy and.pattern of
behaviour. This, and not a brash and knowing radicalism, is
the mark of the emancipated teacher whose education and training,has enabled him to assume his new roles responsibly. For
there is*the problem of the intolerant orthodoxy which seems,
sooner or later, to overtake innovators: "the problem 4F how
to make teachers changeable, not just to change them, because
a changed teacher can become very resistant to new--changes" .0 (97)

The meaning of this is that'developmental work, while
it must b
ntred in individual schools and Lust involve
individuilltachers, cannot be carried very far or for very
long unless it is supported and above all inspired fraa outside the single institution. The problem is how to maintain
a high level of invention and commitment, backed by access to
research findings and resources. Teachers find it exceedingly
difficult to lift themselves by their own bootstraps; and
they are not going to be lifted far by political action either.
The kind of "lift" that is germane to this whole Report presupposes a network of specialists, ideally known to have
peen formerly experienced teachers, working from linked
centres of educational training and research.
Their
influence and teaching will have-made itself felt first at the
initial training stage, so that teachers go out to their first
appointments equipped to work,in teams both with colleagues
and with pupils, seeking opportunities for innovative work
wherever they can find them. 'But then the teachers' college
and the university are inclined to feel, or have been so
inclined in the past, that their job vis-d-vis the teacher is
finished: whereas it has only begun. For both of them must
in reality be resource centres for schools and for the continuing education of teachers.
The staff of the colleges, and the
education departments or schools of education have to become
a source of innovative ideas, of experiments in curriculum
development, in conjunction with teachers in neighbouring
schools.
For most schools it must be these institutions which
provide continuing inspiration from outside; just as the
institution from which the college derives its own inspiration
and academic support must be the university. How often is it
so in fact?
.
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The purpose or this study is to review the institutional
constraints and opportunities which led to the development of normal
schoolls into higher education programs in the USA and Canada. In
addition, the effect of non-academic institutions on the deVelopment of
teacher education proc;:rws is examinod.
Issues of certification and
accreditation, degree program requirements, state and federal legal
and financial influences and.developments such as alternative schools
and community involvement are examined as they influence changes in
institutional responsibilities.
The study attempts to analyze the legal, stractural and
programmatic shifts and changes based in American and Canadian traditions of higher -education. Materials from various states and provinces
were examined to discover the most cogent examples of alternative
structures and.i)roLxa,..'s 1.)resently in ezistence.
The state and provincial
independence in the matter of control and program develoipment in
education is analyzed as the basis for new efforts to establish
competency based certification in many states and to allow for the
elimination of weak preparation in some provinces, particularly Quebec.The main conclusions of the study are that whi16,1egal
responsibility remains with the various states each higher education
institution has built programs based on accreditation procedures often
tied to historical certification regulations which have created a
cadre of tenured'academician3who are now protected by academic freedom_
and tenure. In addition the separation of higher education control
from the State Boavl of Education has created a history of academic
prestige and Auton4my from responsiveness and accountability to
political or community pressures. The further separation of the
preparation of teachers by the creation of colleges of education and
multiple degree programs had created a' duplication of academic courses
where students May yell never step out of the professional sequence,
often their first year of advanced training. The counter fortes in
non-university institutions are developing programs which replicate
the original normal school program and emphasize the learning of the
craft of teaching through an apprenticeship system.
The major policy implications of these findings are:
(a) Careful control of diffusion of programs and degrees must be
maintained ;hen diArergent institutions are amalgamated to
increase the qualit of education or when .a low status
training oriented p ogram with high societal need is placed in
an organization str cture with a high status, high quality
education program.

(b) Certification rather than accreditation should be used as the
vehicle to determine competency of professional training since
it is more responsive to constituent pressure and not so liablE
to academic subterfuge;
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(c) In established academic communities the selection of
tenured or senior faculty to provide the-needed training
program is the critical point of influence on developing
innovative programs.
,

(d) In situations where rapid development of special type
teachers is required,special purpose ad hoc arrangements
such as Teacher Corps, the Career Opportunities Program
allow for more rapid adjustment'of program content,
quality, and recruitment) particularly if the intent is
training for an appropriate certification.
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GENERAL BACKGROUND
This study initiated by OECD comes at a time when teacher
education is under heavy pressures iri the USA and Canada. Major
demands are being made for justifying the existence of programs which,
up to noi have been taken for granted as a societal need. The US
federal effort capped by the Education Profession Development Act
(EPDA) has not accomplished the significant hope it held out as little
as two years ego. Changing political forces, including the emergence'
of the NEA as a teachers association, has at least temporarily retarded,
creative and inventive development. At the sametime, Canada is
moving firmly and systematically to place teacher educationon a par'
with other professlonal training in the university. There is rough to
e' mine and to learn from the past and present of these events. Iflais
paper represents one person's attempt to articulate the present stateof affairs in a'manner that would be helpful for those Peeking
direction for public policy fret the rgacrd,organization or governmental level. It presents selected detail% Thexe is certainly inaccui,
rate and incomplete information presented. The hope is that the report
errs in the directiot of reality rather than,desire
This study examines the chancing relations between universities and other institutions involved in pe education and training
of teachers in .the U2A and Canada.
The study is not
a comprehensive Purvey nor does it examine all trends and arrangements
in detail. The study does report changes that seem to energize the
new or developing relations in teacher education in selectee. places
throughout both countries. The report is based on materials and reports
received from most of the states and provinces. Some federal documents
were also examined, as well as reports and materials from national
education organi'zttions in the USA.
One ,of the persons vho has influenced the major commitments
of federal funds to the improvement of programs offered by higher
education institutionS has made the following statement:
" American higher education has always been elitist; its
facultimare still so, from Harvard to the latest community
college trying to emulate either Harvard or its midwife, the
/deal land grant university ...
"Once in our history, the democratic normal schools provided
all of the training in teaching and in the liberal arts such as
it was. Their functions were taken over by the teacher's colleges,
many of which followed the Bagley plan and included liberal arts
training it their curriculum. Columbia Telichers College was among
these. But once the arts and sciences colleges had been defeated
in their efforts to preserve higher education as an old style
Ivy League sort of preserve, once the teachers' colleges were
converted,into state universities what happened was that the
democratization of education on the horizon - over 50 percent of
our high school graduates beginning college though not staying
long - went ahead while the foreground was ignored where one-fourth
of our people remain fuctional illiterates, about one-fourth
dropped out before finishing high school, and culture after
culture was-smashed on the iceberg of 'curriculum standards',
'structured curricula', College Boards. They were crushed by
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centralized educational authority controlled by WASP
and by th research and scholarship establishment.
hierarchies,
leges ... must find a new democratic
"The liberal arts
purpose; and it is he'd to see how that purpose will be all
that different from that of the old normal schools, though
teaching styles, and curricula, and the level of profundity
will assuredly be different.
... It does not matter which dies - tne old arts college
or the college of education; both are dead so far as American
education is concerned. That mptters is that the war cease and
democratic education begin."1"
The statement is characteristically blunt. What one gathers
between the lines is frustration with the protective mechanisms of
the higher education institutions; the incredible energy breaking
against standards and curricula. What is not said is the analogous
a
application to standards and curricula for teacher education.
The responsibility for control and development of education
in both the USA and Canada rests with the states and provinces. While
in the USA extensive leverage is provided by federal support to
education, and in particular to education professions development,
the major locus of statutory power and financial investment for
teacher education remains at the state and provincial level.
Within each state, teacher education has long been the
captive of higher education institutions - be they normal schools,
teacher colleges, liberal art Colleges, universities - private or
state supported,

As the latest report on the education professions points out:
"Planners of undergraduate programs in the universities
must distinguish between the problems. of students in many
State universities and those of students in prestige schools
(some of them State universities), as these two types of
schools cater to different types of student bodies. In most
State universities, such as Ohio State, Indiana, and the like,
much of the undergraduate student body is trained for careers
in teaching. The problems of their undergraduate departments
are not very different from those of the 4-year colleges...
"... The hundred thousand or so new teachers of under
graduate students in 4-year institutions and universities will
(a) They must not
have to resist falling into three traps
succumb to the temptation to provide low-level technical
training pa fit their students-Jor the boring jobs which they
will have to fill before they get a chance to climb the career
ladder; (b) they must not-imitate high prestige institutions
in shaping their curricula solely to the preparation of students
:

ir---N:WASP hierarchies means the White Anglo Saxon Protestant
power structure developed from family and Ivy League College an
private preparatory school connections, also called old school le
connections.
See Bibliography.
,

**
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for graduate school, since the opp.ortunities for persons with
graduate training are likely to be less promising than those
for-persons with bacheldr's degrees; (c) they must not continuc
to train students only for today's jobs many of which will
disappear. Instead, they should prepare students-for new
careers, human services where more job opportunities are
likely to materialize."
It

can at least be identified as 'cries of concern that
any existing acknowledged or approved institution is responding
rapidly to basic societal needs be they democracy, the education of
the populace, or,the preparation,of personnel for human services. Yet
at this same time, norek and more of the prestige liberal arts and
sciences institutions (Yale, Wesleyan, Dartmouth, as well as Harvard),
are instituting new programs in education for human services for their
undergraduates. Thus the prestige institutions pre adapting rapidly
to meet the employment outlook of the 1970's and the trend towards
completing one's education at the bachelor's level, and so the training
patterns for the intellectual or at least the academically achieving
elite are changing drastically.

It may be safe to assume again that this new pool of
persoilel for human services will not find its way permanently into
general education in any significant number to change the historical
character of the education profession. Certainly the experience with
the innovative,.Master of Arts in Teaching degree programs initiated
at Hvard and broadly copied by elite and high status institutions
throughout the USA proves that this new breed quickly disperses to
p<
new careers or alternative schools and general education remains the
same. One must look elsewhere for the constraining influence and for
the dominant influence in American teacher education. Where are the
standards and curricula coming from? Why the ongoing cries? Where is
this dominant underground force that eAplains the following major
change in the staffing of general educTtion in the USA?
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TABLE
Level of Proodi.ai::ion and Degpee ],evel u

I..-..a(_:Ler:3 in tt,c

PWLPARAT16,..

LFVEL OF PRF,P,'..RATION

ion

19171(155-

'75%.

`..)7;

.

61.9X

2

1965-6

I.,/ .L

;i6.

ti",'.

2/ .,....

.

)

1..

1

25%

0%

Bachelor's 1)egrCe

25%

1947-8

J

1960-1:

1?-67-8.

504

24.62

2X

. 5

n*

I
50%

/sX

100;;

iri 1
________

Master's Degree or Higher*

1955-6

1960-1

1965-6

----S
1967-8

*Ir.cludes a small percentage of
teachcrs with six-year Aiiplomas or
doctor's degrees.

.Bachelor's Degree or higher
Less than Bachelor's Degree

Source: NEA Research Division Teacher Supply and Demand in Public
Schools. Research Report law; R-4, Washington 'D.C., p.60.

These teachers did not come from the elite prestige institutions.
It, is estimated that over 90% came from the following institutions
listed/in Table II and that 805b of these came from National Council
or ACcreditation of Teacher Educat :ion '( CATE) accredited institutions.
The destiny of improved te3c'aer education has been in the hands,
of those persons in these institutions, persons who are not identified
as teacher educators. What person would be certified as qualified to
teach was, and in many instances still isIthe private domain of these
academics. Any study about teacher ectucation must recognize that the
formal structures created by and for institutional change or improvement
are only as effective as they are allowed to be b1 the teacher
educators and academicians who control entry, and a significant
proportion (some say as much as 8C%)o1 the formal prOCGssional training
of teachers.
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TABLE 2

TtACHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

0

State

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS
Accredited
by NCATEa
Totalb

Alabama
8
Alaska
0
Arizona
3
Arkansas
10
Faliforhia
17
'Colorado
7
Connecticut
7
Delaware
0
District of Columbia 3
Florida
5
Georgia
7
Hawaii
0
Idaho
3
Illinois
23
Indiana
18
Iowa
13
Kansa's

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

25
1

4

20
55
,

13

13
16
2
8
L7

30
3
9

61
34

29

8

24
22

7

20

3

16
24

6

16

56.

11

'26

20

23
16
39

6

14

TOTAL

State

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania.
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS
Accredited
by NCATEa
Totalb
5

8'

13

22

1

2

3

9

7

21

4

10
96
41

23
13
6

8

19
14
9

53
18
15

25

80

1

5

1

10

1

24
14
33

1

8

12
21

53

5

6

1

13
34
15
17

6

12

10
21

45

1

1

470

1,246

a. Source: National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education. Sixteenth
Annual List, 1969-1970, Washington, D.C.Cthe Council, 1969. (Effective
September 1, 1969 - August 31, 1970.)

b. Source: Stinnett, op.cit., 1970 Edition.
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Since neither the USA nor Canada has created any appreciable
number of totally new higher education' institutions directed to
teacher education, the dominance and control of those persons who
are already in the institutions constrains efforts to amalgamate,
modify, improve or change. The new dollars for education professions
development have not in either country been used to create an institution from scratch; instead, most of the money has been expended for
"pilot" projects, or add-on activities, not for basic reform of the
ongoing practice of the teacher educators of an institution nor for
basic reform of the structure and program of an institution.
The great majority of these institutions, begun as normal
schools, became teachers colleges, then state colleges and some even
state universities.
" A large number of State schools, which had previously been
teacher-training institutions, expanded within only a few years
into full-status universities with expensive and often prestigious graduate departments... The majority of postsecondary
institutions changed their affinission requirements to accommodate
the changing student body, although the more Well-established,
prestigious institutions did.not. Those institutions with lezo
selective entrance requirements increased enrollments faster
than those which catered to academically gifted students."3
,As enrolments increased, programs were expanded by increasing
the number of already approved and accredited courses. This also meant
that existing faculty remained in the key courses which they had by
choice, tenure and seniority. Thus over a relatively short period of
20 years and with little effort,a faculty member hired as a teacher
of elementary grade five in a normal school became a tenured faculty
member in elementary education at the teachers college. Subsequently
Ile became a faculty member of the state college sometimes, shifting to
a disciplihe field such as science as a result of training under the
National Defense Education Act (NDEA) grant auspices, and finally
ending up as a senior member of a faculty of a state university,, An
excellent practitioner for an elementary classroom now found
himself in a job that required a different academic frame of referencc
In protection of his or her sel interest,'salary, tenure, prestige,
this person turned to the accreditation and certification regulations
as a safeguard. In addition
" As experienced elementary and high.school teachers will need
retraining to teach preschool, it will be only natural for them
to obtain an advanced degree as part of their retraining.
... The big boom in graduate education, which was aided and
abetted by various forms of assistance to set up, operate, improve
strengthen, and expand graduatp education with the help o
Federal grants, has whetted the appetite of numerous schools to
upgrade themselves in the academic pecking order of postsecondary
education."4
:

The preparation of teachers initiated in the 19th century
in the normal school with its short one-year or two-year supervised
practice in teaching and methods curricula, had come full circle. This
basic component was replicated as the professional component in some
form or other in Master of Arts in Teaching programs and'in adaptation
of programs for teachers for urban or other neglected and difficult
settings. This component was seen as essential and required of
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gradliates of undergraduate teacher education ourriol
had now become so full of academic requirements tha
fit in six weeks (0 of practice and as a major stun.

rograms
d only
ut:

"The teacher training programs, the general educa,.
:.ograms
based on Cardinal Principles (The Report of the Co"
,n on the.
Reorganisation of Education) worked as training
came to be increasingly located in universities
,normal schools'
were made over into 'State Teachers Colleges' (aLu then into
'State Colleges' and branch 'State Universities'), the view
what a good teacher primarily needed to receive was a 'good general
education' came to be increasingly received. The special 'courses
for teachers' of normal school days went out, the plans for locating
courses in the disciplines in Colleges of Education which were
tried at Columbia in the early part of the century and pushed at a
number of institutions influenced by the Carnegie Study of Teacher
Education in Missouri (1920) did not finally prevail. And the notion
that liberal arts courses within the disciplines prepared people to
do many things (usually advocated 13r spokesmen for the disciplines)
came to be accepted widely by Education people. The presidents of
the teachers college wanted to make their schools over into general
liberal arts schools. Under that pressure, teacher educators came
increasingly to see that what was needed, by/secondary teachel"S. was
a good general education, a major in a conventional academic
department plus certain 'professional' courses taken in the pedagogical division the position which Borrowman calls that of the
'harmonizers'. The elementary teacher took a major in a discipline
called 'Elementary Education' or 'Curriculum and Instruction'.
"After a century of ups and downs, the 'harmonizers' position
received its final seal of approval in the Second Bowling Green
Conference; as the conference report says, 'the major outcomes
,of the conference are to be found in better attitudes, better
communication and better understanding among all segments of the
profession regarding the complex tasks of preparing teachers
rather than in the significance of any agreements on content and
procedures'. That a Bowling Green kind of arrangement did not
so much constitute a program as a truce was not widely perceived. 5
a workshop might be thrown in (Mr. Conant's book gave
some support to these notions). Considerable efforts. ere made in
some states, noLabiy in California (1961), to require elementary
teachers to take full academic' undergraduate majors. Other
states allowed or encouraged academic, departments to require of
elementary and secondary teachers in preparation a larger number
of hours of undergraduate training in the academic departments."
It

Teacher Education became thus a listing of courses with
appropriate description, course outline, evaluation tool and bibliography. The teacher educator academician set out to mimic and one-up
his academic idols from the arts and sciences while carefully.protecting the college of education from any. encroachment from the others
on campus. The vehicle for academic protection and isolation became
NCATE accreditation.
The Olsen. description as well as many other of.the academician
statements about the transition from normal schools neglected to
mention a significant origin for the list of courses found in most
higher education institution catalogues. This list came from the
certification requirements regulations in most states. The basic list
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sonsists of
b
c

d

Foundations of Education
Educational Psychology
Curricula A and Methods
Supervised Pratice Teaching

The normal schools and te,achers colleges greJ up as an integral
part of the Stote DeportTent ofiE4cation in the USA. Similarly in
Gonad°. LI:ny of the norm 21 schoolstea,:hers colleges courses in
teacher education prr-lleled the certification requirements. In the
USA, blost of those institutions came under the jurisdiction of a ne
board of trustee:: ' :hen they became state colleges but even then the
faculties were very sensitive to keep close .corking relation:: with
the teacher certification office in the State Departaent of Education.

In Can-dc !here the hinirtry controls all of education in the
Province, the transfer of' nor:Lal schools. and teacher- college, to
-csonplished primarily .jith (through) legal
tle university
charters. The ultilirte control relaains in the same place though the
L:Dcedures for certification and program approval bec-le subject to,
acade,lic control than to choo.l 02 teacher asJociation control.
11,a e:Terience i3 yet r,ome-.!h rt short to determine the actual effect
on quality control though there is evidence already of a more ration-1
.',1oc-Ition and develop:lent of needed educatibA21 personnel. Thus
tification in Canada has become clearly tied to an academic progrAl
timately by the ministry, by statutory
'1_,;u17. of whiah are controlled
l'j,ht and by budget allocation.
Certification in the USA is in a period of rapid flux.
l',Irforthance-or competency - -based certification procedures are

e-,ctensively proposed throughout the gSA. The key states in this
rovement have joined in a consortium(to assist ;;each- other-in the

development of this new type of regulation and in-conj.ncing other
states to join the movement. Florida has additionally, passed new
statutes with sufficient appropriations ($ 1,200 per teacher) to
enable the development of competency-based pro,:raws for experienced
classroom teachers. This is a major La event in tea her education
in the U3A where most of certification and teacher ed.cation effort
u7 to now has focuswd on preservice education.
Another forc1 for flu: is the Interstate Compact for
Certification which develops enabling legislation to
".,provide the necessary legal authority for state education
agencies to work out procedures that ease the recognition by
many states of decisions on educational personnel already made
in another state. At the same time, safeguards are provided to
assure each participating state that the system will not pro4uce
interstate acceptance of substandard educational personnel."
Twenty-nine states already participate in this program: It is importon.
to note that this compact does not yet reach out to higher education
institutions. They still make their arrangements in their state cfs,
residence. There, the old alliances still pertain, State Colleges
still maintain the standard approved program that fits the StotA
Department regulations. There the private or parochial. institutions
who,proDose teachers accent these same regulations or simply assert
theik program as related to the courses listed for certification. Cm.
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7,an see why after Navin; lost control of the state colleges, the state
:tepartments now seek mechanisms such as competency-based certification
o re-establish tome cenfidence that the state department of education
is fulfilling its mandate under law.

On the other hand, acaa!mio/pressures have led academic
institution to develop extensive accreditation procedures. Not only
is a higher education institution in the USA subject to state approval
(often perfunctory), but also to approval for accreditation by a
regional higher education agency and by various professional accreditation agencies (in teacher education, the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education). In Canada, the various ministries
have established-closer control over the general academic accreditation/procedures through internal commissions and evaluation procedures
It is not clear from the material at hand if accreditation of professional program is undertaken.
Accreditation of professional program in teacher educationin the USA is accomplished under the jurisdiction of the National
This body
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education.
is authorized by the National Commission on Accrediting to adopt
standards and procedures for accreditation of institutions preparing'
teachers. This accreditation is voluntary for the institution of
higher education. The accreditation is made by site visitation by
peers 'according to a standard 'hooklet (a) provided by NCATE and (b)
r.).eveloped by a committee of peers, and approved for practice by the
..merican Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE). The
standazde-are developed as minimal standards for
"the quality of preparation programs and signifies that
persons recommended by the institution can be expected to
perform satisfactorily in typical teaching and ether profession.
,school positions throughout the United States."')
Historically, this accreditation procedure has paralleled the
course structure and requirements,for certification. The NCATE
handbook for preparing for a site review provides sample curriculum
for elementary and secondary teacher preparation programs stated in
terms of courses and number of credit hours. As a result, college
curricula duplicate the recommended format.
This approach emphasizes the forialization of higher
education standards and curricula. As higher education institutions
have sought out the status and rewards of respectability they seem to
h-ive forgotten not only their democratic origins, but also their
unique characteristic and opportunity as academic institutions. The
development of knowledge about teaching and learning is the most
difficult of academic pursuits. Those few who have made discoveries
ii this area of knowledge have helped us all remain at a minimal
cultural and social level. Could it be that the normal school created
to bring literacy to young childreniand the teachers,college,create..
to bring the liberal arts to secondary schools, were actually
the
a
models for academic renewal of higher education institutions? Their
knowledge development and transmittal characteristics, and their
arrangement of faculty, students, practice and analysis provided n-t
only for literacy and acculturation of teachers and? their student;
but also _tor the integrated practice of an academic institution. Iic
historical evidence of the prPr;PrIt higher education institution
arrangement does clearly delineate a movement to rules, reguintionEl
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and structures where -stiadc:..ds of quality are subordinated to standard

of quantity and abstraction.

The USA may have left much that was good behind when higher
education institutions grasped at status and prestige by increasing
quantity of courses to meet a demand to increase the quantity of
educated persons. Some new institutions working to help educate or
train teachers have started to develop throughout the nation. Some
at centers for in-service workshops? some as meeting places, some
as experimental schools or alternative schools. Yet very few of these
are staffed by the teacher educator academicians from the established
institutions nor are they provided with any long-term funding from
the state or local tax base. Started with federal funds, they contint.o
as long as these funds and the energy of the reside4t reformers last.
And at this point in time in t1e USA, they live with the political
and economic debacle that surrounds the defeat of the education
renewal concept at the federal levelb In Canada, lengthy negotiations
for absorption of structures seem to be the norm.

The Canada experience where the cycle came a little later in
time may well evade some of the sacrifices to elitism and status.
The decision of the Province of Quebec to prune existing normal school
programs and to redirect them into establishedacademic institutions
was a hard risky decision. It did increase the possibility for quality
programs in teacher education if the higher education institutions
now find the invention which allows academic teacher educators to
practice and develop new knowledge about the theory and practice of
teaching. The USA has now created so many institutions, regulations
and standards all of which look alike, review and certify the same
thing, the same way, that it is most difficult to make visible the
sensible fact that the practice of teaching which research shows to
be the major experience in learning to teach, now covers less than
1/30th of the curriculum in the standard teacher' preparation at most
of the institutions listed earlier in this chapter.
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TABLE d.

NUMBER OF STATES ENFORCING THE DEGREE REQUIREMENT
FOR LOWEST REGULAR TEACHING CERTIFICATES

ELEMENTARY

10

2

1900

1910

1920

19-30

1940

1950

1960

Includes the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico;
which require five years.
a.

b. Includes the District of Colu),:bie.
Sources: Armstron, W. Er r1 c_ad Stinnett, T.M.
Requirements
Sc.c.00l 7!:71.ollri.-1 in Life Unitc!

,

1964

197

also three states

or. Certification
Stn.:::;, Washington D.C.

National Commission on TeacLer Education and Professional Standards,
National Education Association 1964. 1967, 1970.
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1970
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II.

PRESENT STRUCTURE OF TEACHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING

In North America, teacher education is normally divided into
two distinct types
- preservice is that teacher education provided before a person is
hired for a regular (permanent or temporary) teaching. assignment;
- in-service is that teacher education or training provicled after
one is hired - this training occurs mostly during the summer vacatioi,
The purpose of this chapter is to describe in a general way the types
of existing institutions that prepare teachers iA the USA and Canada.
The degree programs, types of degrees, certification requirement and
certificates will be outlined.
:

In the USAv in-service teacher educatibn most often leads to
an advanced degre and at least to the accruing of degree credits. In
Canada continue employment and promotion is also tied to these in
Most salary schedules (determined through local
service cours
towns or dip rict negotiations) provide for salary advani:ument when
a certain number of credits and/or degrees are collected. Typically,
schedules have the following categories Bachelors, Bachelors and
15 credits, Masters, Masters and 15 credits, Masters and 30 credits.
Thus, much teacher education provided for practising teachers is in
3 credits components and often independent of a degree program. The
degree program can and often will include many of the same courses
or credits as a teacher can take independently; the difference lies
in admission to matriculate for ,.a graduate degree. This admission is
made by a committee of university instructors. In some instances,
training for teachers is provided by the local districts in the USA
(rarely in the USA by the state) and in Canada by the Ministry of
Education. These courses or training activities usually called
workshops are more specific methodology training and usually do not
carry credit though they are considered a normal part of professional,
employment. While one might expect in -- service training of teachers as
.extensive and quite systematically organized, one finds instead that
while offerings are extensive there is little effort to require or
organizo in-service training for the teacher in the USA neither by the
local district, the state nor the teachers associati41. The single
exception may be the State of Florida though the complexity of the
undertaking of tying re-certification of teaching to competency based
training makes it presently difficult to discover if the training
is actually systematic or simply looks systematic because of the
pre-determined catolog of competencies. In Canada, teacher retraining
is provided by the Ministry based on a plan for program development
in the schools for the coming year, or if no new or different programs
are planned, teachers are assumed to pursue further study at the
university. It seems also that the integration of teacher education
in the university sys-pem includes assumption of the re-training and
up-grading responsibility.
.

In-service training and up-grading have been discussed first
to point out that universities assumed to perceive this on-going
training as a teacher responsibility. The evidence in the USA is that
()Ace a teacher has the first professional degree, further involvement
with the university at the university initiative is only for more
specialized and advanced degree work leading to a professional role
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or status outside of the regular classroom. This may not be true for
seGondaryy level content teachers taking an MA or MS in that content
expertise. But from the university perspective those are not really
degrees they are only filtering points on the way, to a research
degree. The point is that very few institutions of higher education
or any other agency have developed programs for the continuing upgrading, training, and education of persons to make them more
effective in elementary, secondary or even higher education institutions. This assertion stands in the face of the ma sive federal
investments in National Defense Education Act (NDE i), National
Science Foundation (NSF) or Education Profession Development Act
(EPDA) institutes. These institutes and their affiliated major
curriculum development activities such as the science, math or
social studies materials developed have not been part of a systematic
targeted plan for classroom teachers but rather efforts as
curriculum (materials) reform for learners.
.

As a result many small tempprary teacher centers based on
permutations of the more systematic English system have sprung up
through out the USA. .These "centers" are usually voluntary organi.
tions providing workdho0-at the request of a group of teacher and
very rarely at the request of any administrator or education official.
While this may continue the USX tradition of local control, it does
portend a viable, Nseful advance in learning about teaching which
will die unless funds and permanence are provided. One need only
lo&- at the trials and tribulations of the development of the Bank.
Street School of Education to see what resources and personnel need
to be accrued to assure an on going systematic service and isqsact.
Some in the USA perceive the Regional Laboratories of the
Research and Development Centers as serving the systematic develepent
uf materials and programs for the upgrading of teachers. Political
forces over the last years have seriously damaged the viability and
eff9ctivenans of these agencies. Few state departments of education
haveeeen these agencies as serving them and fewer higher education
instillutionshe programs are national in scope and delivery, but,
as mentioned earlier, the reality of teacher education is local.
In Csnada, there is some evidence that the creation of the
Research-Institutes such as the Atlantic Institute and the Ontario
*Institute has provided a vehicle for research while leaving the
education and training to the university system. Except in Quebec
and Manitoba, where there is some evidence of interest in pedagogy,
there is little evidence of a developing systematic program for
development of the classroom teacher. Most of the energy, resources
and money seem to be going again to structural reform of schools and
curricular reform for learners.
In summary, then, in service teacher education for both
elementary and secondary teachers is in a state of neglect in the
USA and Canada. There are signs of efforts by State Departments to
assert leadership in this area due to their statutory mandate. There
is little evidence of any higher education investment of personnel
or program development in ongoing teacher development. Rather one
finds the effort focussin.';on curriculum reform and structural reform
of schools. Some other institutions addressing the teacher development
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:.eed have developed primarily through the interest,and energy of some
local educators and are almost exclusively primary or elementary
teacher in focus. They are successful only as long as local energy
survives 'and to the extent that local leadership knows their way
around the local and state sanctioning bodies for certifi ation and
'nd training
funding. At the in-service level then, it is possible to
well,as
certification
levels
a
programs that count towards further
academic programs that are somewhat independent.

There is an evident clear distinction made here between degree
programs and certification programs. Such is not always the case. In
many instances where a state university has cote from normal school
origins, the B. Ed. degree has been replaced by the B.A. or B.S.degree
with minimal modification of program. Pre-service education is rampant
with these types of confusions and variations in the USA. Canada,
on the other handthas been more careful to standardize the degree
sequences. The B.A. is clearly an academic discipline degree, while
the B. Ed. is a pre-service training program, totally independent of
the B.A. program and often occun± in a fifth year for secondary
teachers.

.

.

Thus we make a transition to pre-service education. The
training offered by higher education institutions is extensive, systematic and firmly implanted. Territorial rights are definite and
well protected academically and politically. Here the higher education
institutions are the dominant force. In fact even teachers association,
talk of the first professional de ree, and when they seek to upgrade
elementary preparation have asked for undergraduate degree level
'preparation. In the USA one finds the following degrees offered by
approved teacher training programs in higher education institutions
approved by.a state as equivalent to first professional certification
or accredited by NCATE.
TABLE 4
TES FOR TEACHFR EDUCATInN
TYPES OF ACATTMI
nr- 0
Elementary
4 year sequence
B. Ed. Bachelor of Education
Bachelor of Science
B.S.
Bachelor of Arts in
B.A.
Education
B.A.T. Bachelor of Arts in Teaching
B.T.

Bachelor in Teaching (rare)

Secondary.

4 year sequence
B. Ed. Bachelor of Education
Bachelor of Science
B.S.
Bachelor of Arts in
B.A.
Education
B.A.T. Bachelor of Arts in
Teaching
Bachelor in Teachinc(ran
B.T.
0

special sequences for liberal arts graduates
M. Ed. Master of Education (elementary)
M.A.T. Master of Arts in Teacht
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M.S.T. Master of ScienCe---*.
Teaching
Master of Education
M.Ed.
(secondary)
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All of these degree programs are We up of three components:
general education, specialization, and professional education. For
the Masters degree programs, students accepted are usually assumed
to have acquired the general education and most of what is proVided
is the standard professional -sequarlc: foundations, educational
psychology, methods, and some form of practice in teaching.
In the USA for the most part secondary school teachers ten&
to have been trained in the B.A. in Ed. 4 year sequence or the B.A.
and Masters sequence; most elementary school teachers have been
trained in the B.Ed. 4 year sequence and a very few remain who are
being trained in the professional sequehce only. That smaller proportion of teachers prepared in private or parochial colleges usually
follow the B.A. in Ed. 4 year sequence which it will te noted provide
for the least (minimal) amount of supervised practice in teaching.
One should note that the academic sequence is not usually
specified in the certification requirements, only the basic profes
sio4a1 sequenCe is. It has'been assertedby Some that this specific
inclusion in the regulation is not only a remnant of the origins of
the present structure of teacher education, when the dominant training
institutions were under the direct control of the State Departments,
but more a result of the political power of teacher educators in the
state department and the state legislatures to.protect their jobs
by making their courses obligatory.
Be that as it may, many of former normal schools were the
only higher education institutions serving a specific geographic
region in a state at low.cost. The change of normal school to teachers
college offering a 4 year degree also came at a time in the USA when
many more persons sought a college education and before the expansion
of the community college. Many young people used the teachers colleger.,
as routes to upward mobility and a good number of these chose local
and state politics as a career, while those who went to the regional
or national constituency institutions- mostly private and parochial
sought national 'or corporate careers.
One should also note that elementary preparation programs
have tended to be more professional practice dominated. If any academi
discipline was taught it was psychology, little other academic content
was taught including language. Even today most currfcqa continue
to be dominated by child development and learning 'theory courses with
content in language (reading)gand sciences or social studies being
presented as add-ons. This fact has kept elementary education out of
the main stream of intellectual and academic development in the USA.
With the minimal public interest in early childhood programs - there
are still few public kindergartens - even the major discoveries of
psychology and early learning have found their way very 'slowly into
the public schools. Some, evidence suggests that the Office of EconomiC
Opportunity Headstart Programs while quite effective for young .childre
and communities where they exi'sted, were used as a reason to further
limit elementary preparatioh to th existing practice in classrooms
and as described in the state certification regulations'.
.

In contrast in Quebec, the Institut Familial movement was
supported and strengthenedeby the Ministry and the universities. The
movement of normal schools into existing universities has the
opportunity to bring elementary teacher education closer to the early
childhood research and training that is on-going.in most of the
universities.
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TABLE 5
CONTENT OF .DEGREE PROGRAMA. IN ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS IN THE USA

- 1975 -

supervised
practice in
teaching

supervised prttice
in teaching

professional

professional
education

educatiot

academic

specializdion

(1)

professional y
specialization,
academic

/F,pecialization

general
liberal
education

general
liberal
education

sych
foundations

professional
sequence

academic
Specialization (2)

further
specialization

B.Ed.

4 year sequence

B.A. in Ed.
4 year sequence

general
liberal
education

-B.A. or M.Ed. or
certificate
5 year sequence

(1) usually consists of courses whic1 present only that discipline subject
matter relevent to elementary or secondary classroom teaching.
(2) usually ir-;,an academic major covering more of the subject matter
a disciplineiha.j.Or would cover.
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In the USA, isolation of learning was reinforced by the
creation of separate, equal and powerful colleges
the Liberal Arts
College to supervise general education, and the College of Education
- the core'made up of the former normal school or teachers college
faculty - to supervise professional teacher education. Even the
creation of university programs for preparing B.A. graduates of
liberal arts sequences for teaching suffered from the isolation of
.elementary edUcation from secondary education as well as the isolation of both for the research and teaching in learning going on in
other parts of the university - usually psychology or home economics.
:

There exist pre - service training programs of high specification and extensive numerical development. Many programs graduate
250 teachers per year.. Or
will usually find that there exists
one approved elementary sequence and one approved secondary sequence
which are fundamentally quite similar. The increased numbers are
provided for by increasing the number of sections of a course. Some
institutions report as many as 20 (I) sections of, the same course
in Foundations, Human Growth and Development and elementary or
secondary Curriculum.

The experience of the developers of the massive federal
effort to develop model teacher education programs has been.slowed
down by the existence (A such complete and sophisticated programs
and sequences.
"Two curricular patterns have dominated elementary teacher
preparation program.s. The first includes an academic majorminor, general education as prescribed by the oollege, gild
special courses in educational foundations and teaching skills.
The second type o program seeks to,integrate academic contort
and pedagogy in a I(
single series of courses covering elementary
school subjects. 'Both patterns, however, include a period of
student teaching preceded by other,experiences in working with
children. The academic major-minor and elective courses may
be taken outside the department of education, and frequently
beyond its'influence, so that the student finds it necessary 4
to comply with requirements established by two or more college
authorities.
fl... The difficulties inherent in models based on achievement
levels and proficiency, rather than completion of classes
through eight semesters, imply grave consequences for the
character of American higher education. Although each model
deals with these issues, no one of them has found 71-h possible
to move entirely beyond the institution." 10.

-

As one reviews the structure of teacher education in the
n is amazed by the inventiveness and proliferation of programs
and institutions involved in teacher education.

USA,
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TABLE 6
*b,

INSTITUTIONS.NVOLVED IN TEACHER EDUCATION,IN THE USA

'

1. State Department of Education
2., Higher Education Institutions

a. state colleges
- liberal arts
- teacher education
b. state universities
c. private colleges
- liberal arts
teacher education
d. private universities
e. teachers colleges
3. Associations,
4. Alternative Agencies
street aeademies
b. COP/Teachers Corps
c.. alternative and community schools
d. teacher centers.
e. R & D centers in. teaching
f. association conferences/workshops
5. The Federal Government
.

a. ESEA I
b. ESEA III, NDEA, EPDA
c. Head Start and Follow .Through

An academic catalog has been variously deScribed as an
effective vehicle for obfuscation, bad history and good public
relations. It does describe the basic skeletal structure of the
programs of a higher education institution from the academician point
of view.,Such a representationof teacher education in the USA and
.Canada deMonstrates the dominance of courses as the organizing
patterns of the curriculum, the basic dependence on a few curriculum
patterns, the use of different, degrees (B. ED., B.A., B.S.) to
credential what are basically the same Drogramsof studies, and the
isolation of the preparation of ,teacherS from the schools they would
serve in. One would wonder what, those who invented the normal schools
of the programs and
as professional training grounds would think
few
who believe they would
institutions they originated. There are a
(COP)
or
Teacher
Corps type program
find Career Opportunity Program
more acceptable to their tradition.
o

III. FORMAL RELATIONS BETWEEN UNIVERSITY AND 'NON - UNIVERSITY
rITSTYTUTTOITS

The universities in North America have grown along with
the society they serve. As p result, legal, financial and administraat least
tive linkages with other.idstitutions'have Varied throughout
point
of
view,
most
higher
education
the last 100 years. From a legal
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institutions are chartered or approved by a legal state body. Some',
particularly the original institutions, such as Yale and Harvard,
have individual charters passed by the state legislature as part of
the state constitution. Others such as the institutions developed as
a result of the Morrill Act are created as a result of a state law..
Other institutions developed through the efforts of religious groups
who sought to charter the new institutions based on ties to Western
European institutions or as non - profit educational corporations in
the respective states or provinces. Offering a degree program to
prepare teachers are the following institutions independently
developed and with independent controlling boards:
1.
former normal schools now at least authorized as state
Colleges, e.g. Mankato State College;
2.
former normal schools now established as private colleges
of education, e.g. Bank Street College of Education (N.Y),
National College of Education (Evanston, Illinois);
3.
former state agriculture or land grant colleges now state
universities;
4.

state universities, some of which were also land grant
colleges;

5.

private denominational normal schools and Private denominational liberal arts colleges;
private dAnomina.tional universities;
private universities.

6.
7.

It is only in the last' ten years - with very few exceptions
that a state coordinating or supervising body has been created to
oversee all of higher education and in many states this supervision
is advisory only for private institutions. Even ,the state supported
institutions in many states are supervised by multiple boards. For
example, Connecticut has the following
1.
a Commission of Higher Education
budget review for state institutions
- new program approval
all institutions
2.
Board of Trustees .'or the State University
3.
Board of Trustees f.r. the State Colleges
4.

Board of/Trustees for the Community Colleges

Independent of any of the above are the Board of Trustees of each
private institution. The State Board of Education serves also as the,
Board of Trustees for the Vocational and Technical Colleges of the
State. Legal responsibility for institution program is thus quite
diffuse. In contrast, in Canada the Provincial Ministry of Education
supervises all of education including all private' or parochial
institutions. The following charts, in Table 7, ,trace some of the
legal, programmatic, and financial structurep in the USA.
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TABLE 7
TYPES OF FORMAL RELATIONS
Type A
..ESEA

formula" grants

Federal

Voc. Ed

Funds".

State legislature
.budget approved
funds authorized
----).1State Board)

Grants based (A)
on competition

1

1

.

Community
College
Board

Private
Institu
tion
Boards

!Stale

'State Univ.
Board

Board

Voc. Tech.
Board

Elem. & Sec.
Board

1

,

Education

of
Education.

Teacher
Education
Pro ram

Teacher
Education
Pro ram

of

of

Education

'Teacher
Certification

Department

Department

College

I

Teacher
Education
Program

Certification

.

I1111111

1

..,.

i WI ill-Recommendation

approved program

I

certification recommendation

Type B

udget

formula grants
ESEA
Voc. Ed.

'Federal
Funds

STATE

Higher
Education

1

training
grants
based

I

1

proposed

(RFGENTS)

Elem. &
Secondary

1

I.

Other

\ funds

(A)

advisory

State
Legislature

authorized

on

,

private
institutions

competition
[

EPDA
Handicapped
NSF
NHF
CP8E'

BOARD

State
Government

1

I

state
supported
institutions

-r

ification
jcert)certification

program approval
recommendation
I
1

1--

4

1-1

I

Ii- i/f

for certification -

all, institutions eli ihle and receive funds directly
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TABLE 7.

Type C
funds

/
I

funds

Legislature

/ 111111

authorization 11,1

State
Government

State Board

budget
approval)

approval
Voc
Tech

Teacher
Certification
1

Elem Sec
Boards

CommisSion. f^r

Higher Educationi4

Advisory
consultative
4_

Community
College
Boards

Department
of

Education

Teacher
Education
Program

grants

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

I

R.

!Private
Institutions

L,. formula

1

-1

ESEA
Voc Ed

Federal
Funds

grants based
on competition

College!
(College

Board

Department
of

Education

Teacher
Education
Program

State
University
Board

College
of

Education

Teacher
Education
Program

(A)

Legally then, a higher education institution is responsible to a
Board of Trustees. Any further legal relation is the result of a negotiated
arrangement usually for more access to dollars, more independence of program
or-more facilities.
In case of the State Colleges, a significant legal shift occurred
when they moved from teachers college status to state college status. Legal
authority for their supervision moved from the State Board of Education
to an independent Board of Trustees for each institution. This was seen
as public acknowledgement and recognition of the regional service function
t)f each of these institutions. It also made public the extensive state
financial commitment to higher education. In Canada, this legal exchange
usually takes the form of a contract between the Ministry of Education and
the Higher Education institution clearly spelling out what considerations
( facilities, personnel and budgets)are being turned over to the higher
education institution. In the USA, the exchange occurred by creation of a
new legal agency to receive the facilities and funds already available and
to a aegal recipient of the ongoing allocation from the legislature.

1) 5

4
1 5 5/

ro

Today in the USA the following°bodies usually have the
ollovin,; responsibilities:
A. Board of Higher Education
- comprehensive planning
,40
general program approval
- resource development and allocation
- standards
B. Board of Trustees of an Indtitution
budget approval
- program approval
- facilities approval
C. State Board, of Education.(ElemeAtary and Secondary)
certification of teachers
1. podrdinatingCouncil on Teacher Education
- develops regulations
-- develops procedures
2. Joint Teacher Education Committee
-

tape a

develop coordinated programs to meet needs
allocate resources
- develop standards
type b
- negotiate certification requirements
- develop standards for university training
type c

--approve candidates for certification
approve prncrrems

3. Advisorz_kard on State Certification
- advise and recommend certification standards and
procedures
- serve as appeals and review Board
Most of these boards are broadly representative of the
constituencies interested in education. Some political influences by
organizations as well as the party in power are evidenced in
appointment. The number of persons on the Board (12 15) typically
diffuses this effect. Additionally, without the power of the purse,
most of these bodies depend on persuasion and prestige for effect.
One can trace the formal, legal relations from a normal
or by some
school created by the state department of education
preparing
teachers.
As the instiprivate group - for the purpose of
no-17
orange
until
it
beearue
a stte
tution grew, its legal status did
institution
grew
in
size
and
program
college. Even if the private
to the level of college, its legal relations or structure did not
change. Given the broad language for higher education institution
approval in most states, even the state colleges would not be
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required to change status.
It is only due'to some interest on the
part of the faculq and administration of these institutions to
become independent/ of the state board of education and to publicly
viewed as equivalent
education institutions thatthe than
was made.
ik

TABLE 8

TYPES OF TRANSITION FROM NORMAL SCHOOL
TO PRESENT ACADEMIC STUDIES
Original State
1. Normal School
2 years

Intermediate State
Normal School
3 years

2. Normal School
2 years or
2 yr. and 3 yr.

Teachers College
3 yr. and 4 yr.
State College

3

Normal School

Teachers College (as in 2
College of Ed. at Univ.
3 yr. and 4 yr. programs

Normal School

College of Ed. at Univ.
4 yr. program

Teachers College
3 yr. and 4 yr. program
State College
4 yr. and liberal arts
State College
4 yr. and Masters

State at Present
Type I
College/University
Type II
College/University
Dept. of Education
Type III
College/University
Dept. of Ed.
School of Ed.
Type IV
College University
Dept. of Zd.
School of Ed.

State University
with College of Ed.
School of Ed.
5.. State Colleges
4 yr. Elem.
specialist

State Univer\sity

4 yr. Elem. and Sec.
some Masters

k As

College and
University
4 yr. Elem.
Masters
Specialist
Doctorate

Type V
full academic
program

a result of abundant abuses the Education Commission of Stater
in the USA has proposed model legislation for each state to
establish clear aontrol for postsecondary education.
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Teacher education institutions did nut see their program as
legally controlled by the state department of education. They were
very careful to maintain the distinction between degree granting
and credentialling. Degree granting was the province of the institution as soon as it was recognized as a higher education institution.*
In fact, each institution decides what degrees to grant for what
worlc. The credentialling was acknowledged as the province of the ste,;,
C.epartment through the laws and regulatiOns for teachers and
educational personnel. This the state departments still hold today
r,s a legal ight,even in those cases where the institution acts for
the state department in issuing the first professional certificate'.
In addition to accreditation of the institution of higher
education and the legal charter granting authority in each state,
the higher education institution with a teacher education program
has a legal relation to the state department of education with regard
"oo its teacher education program. While there is some debate racing
Jhether the approval of the higher education institution is for the
/hole 4-year sequence or for the professional education sequence only,
aost states have developed working arrangements with the higher
education institutions in the state whereby the state department
approves the teacher education program of an institution and the
nigher education institution takes responsibility for recommending
successful graduates of this program for certd.5LatiOn. In practice
in many instances, the certificate is issued alqlhe higher education.
institution for the state department; this quasi legal arrangement
assures even greater controL of certification by the state supported
-her education institution much to the consternation of private,
arochial and experimental colleges. In some cases, then, the majorit,
)f teacher certification in a state is handled by an oh-campus
'representative" of the state department of education. While the legal
luthority remains with the state, this higher education institution
las practical programmatic control of the application of the state
lepartment regulations to individual cases and the appropriateness
.f proposed changes in the regulations. The legal distinction is
facilitated by administrative arrangeTdent. This also seems to be the
-.see in some of the provinces of Canada.

In the USA most institutions are acknowledged as degree granting
i%
if they have a charter and produce graduates. Reputable institutions
Lis° seek approval from the appropriate regional accrediting agency
t this is totally voluntary. These accrediting agencies approves
3oth secondary and higher education institutions. This procedure is
)ear review based on an extensive report of philosop)ay, program staff,
facilities made by the institution itself. It may be noteworthy that
deny respectable institutions, e.g. Harvard,have rarely sought
accreditation. Most state supported institutions have sought this
route to respectability and their interest may well be the support
this approach gives to public acceptance of an institution's quality.
In Canada, and developing in very few states, theac6,reditinL
and approval function belongs to and is exercIed by the provincial
ministry. Most USA states who still bother to try to approve and
accredit higher education'institutions at all treat the whole matter
with kid gloves.
Accreditation is also used for cross state acceptance of
graduates and by the federal government as eligibility requirement
grants. The approved institution list grows more by history than
ay review, though.
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In some states, the state dL;1:artments are beginning to
question this type'of administrative arrangement as they foresee
the evolution of formerly predominant teacher education institutions
wher'e such an arrangement was appropriate it seems to multi-purpose, multi-constituenCy institutions - where the new
forces at work in academia would tend to at least confuse the issue.
Some vehicles developed to address'this issue are Coordinating or
Advisory Councils on Teacher Education. These bodies bring together
}nigher education, public schools, teachers, and the community to
recommend teacher certification policy, law and regulations.

Thus the higher education institutions formal tie is
weakened. In the state of Washington and Vermont many such councils
are being created for, etropolitan or county areas. Throe consortia,
as they are called, are seen as bodies that design an appropriate
training sequence and training prograt for a defined school
population which is then approved by the state. Such an effort
radically changes the formal relations of higher education institutions to the state departMent by requiring the building of a new
group - the consortia which would have the formal relation - not
simply the higher education institution,
Financial relations between the higher education institutio
and the state have followed the legal changes. At this time no
legislature in the USA allocates teacher education funds as a discret
pool of dollars to be allocated to programs in higher education
institutions or elsewhere. The teacher education allocation is a
part of the regular allocation to the institutions. Thus teacher
edu illW n programs are in the position of having to battle the
bud
"iqar within the higher education institution. As the institution becomes more multi purpose, the lower the chance of significant
allocation. In fact, in many institutions, teacher education direct
allocation has been kept deliberately lower with the expectation of
high student enrollment fees. Funds for development or improvement
haVe been seen as coming from federal sources primarily - National
Defense Education Act (NDEA), the Education Profession Development
Act (EPDA) and the National Science Foundation (NSF). In Canada it
seems that the absorption of teacher education programs into the
higher education institutions will create a situation similar to
that in the USA where such funds will not be traceable, not directly
.:ontrollable as they are when normal school's exist. This is true even
when the College of Education is an independent budget item. Program
budgeting efforts could provide a method for identifying these
resources more clearly. There is not enough practice as yet to
detcrmine this; in fact no state was able to provide even an estimate
of state and federal funds allocatedyfor teacher education pre-servie
as in-service.
.

L4

Formal relations with the state are legal, financial and
administrative. The state department relations are mostly administrative. Within the higher education institution, the relations
between teacher education programs are rather confused
primarily,
the confusions stem from the fact that the four-year sequence require
working arrangements with many other sections of the university. Sue;
arrangements are not traceable in present budget procedures. The
'administrative structures of joint committees or university wide
committees is tacit recognition of this. Yet even this arrangement
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is confused by whatever arrangements are developed with the state
department of education for program approval for certification pur2oses. The conflict is lessened in states or provinces where the
total responsibility for education resides in one body at the state
(Rhode Island, New York) or at the province level ( Quebec).
Institutiofis of higher education have formal relations one
with the other and with other agencies involved in teacher education.
Many institutions of higher education belong to the AMerican
'association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) which facilitat.:
the dissemination of new practices and coordinates national projects
such as the ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education and the Journal
of Teacher Education. Also many institutions seek NCATE accreditation.
,TEMITion, some regional groups or agencies have developed with
interests in teacher education. The New England Program in Teacher
so are the Western InterEducation (NEPTE) is one example of this
(WICHE),
the Texas Teacher Center,
3tate Compact in Higher Education
Staff
Development Council.
_Ind the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan

Each of these originated from outside the higher education
institutions by governmental bodies or local school agencies
attempting to develop a mechanism for attracting the attention of
higher educ'ation institutions to regional or local staff development
problems. Higher education institutionshave used in these arrangements
as mechanisms for developing cooperative programs using resources
across institutions and across state lines. Other examples provide
administrative arrangements for facilitating student exchange for
courses as, well as for special training site assignment. Antioch
all
college ( Yellow Springs, Ohio) is presently operating almost
if its teacher education program through a series of sites spread
throughout the country where legal and financial arrangements were
negotiated with local and state education officials. These consortia
have the advantage of providing vehicles for on-site preparation ofof
-v:achers and on-site program development. They are other examples
the state department initiated efforts of Washington, Florida, Texas
and Vermont.
,nonThe New England Program in Teacher Education (NEPTE) is
by
the
federal
government
and the
profit educational agency developed
states in New England to improve education as an economic asset through
better teacher education.
The Western Interstate Compact.for Higher Education (WICHE)
to
as a chartered agency legally constituted by the Yar West states
develop cooperative programs of student exchange and program exchange.
Some program effort has been undertaken in cooperative training for
the human services professions.
The Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Staff Development Council
(M31)C) is a voluntary arrancemenof higher education institutions
schools for
programs in education and the District of Columbia public
coordinated staff development for all the D.C. personnel. There are
analogous groups throughout the USA.
The Texas Teacher Center is a voluntary partnership of the
instiTexas State Department of Education, selected higher education
of
Houston,
selected
collet
-es
tutions, particularly the University
public school sites, and the American Association for Colleges of
teacher Education (AACTE). Again, other examples of such voluntary
arrangements, particularly to test a given concept here Performance
Bed Teacher Education) exists elsewhere in the USA.
*
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Higher education relations to teacher centers developed by
local groups and relations with local school districts or personnel
are basically dependent on the motivation of individual faculty
members. Even in those inseances where many years' experience exist
between a public school system or an individual school anda higher
education agen y, few permanent, legal arrangements exist. The
evidence of t s study is that higher education institutions are
reluctant partn rs in cooperative' arrangements with schools. Higher
education insti utions predominantly read their mission as broader
and different t an those of the other institutions particularly
schools which ar to be used as training sites. Their mission is the
education of the students for larger societal.roles-and the transmittal of knowledge. This mission makes it difficult for many to see
the need for coop rative arrangements with the lower schools whose
purpose is seen a literary andlpreparation for higher schooling
or with the state whose purpose is seen as legal sanctioning.
The enco ragement of federal dollars through such vehicles
Career Opportuniti es Program (COP) or Teacher Corps have yet to
demonstrate an eff ect on modifying the traditional, formal, legal
and financial arra cements within the higher education institution
-Ind with its tradi ional partner for teacher education,the state
opartment of educ tion.

a

As teache associations grow in independence and responsiveness to their constituency, they demand changes in teachereducation. A major campaign in the State of Maine has barely budged the
higher education i stitution or its program. The only effective
formal relations hOve been teacher association. status on the
admissions committees to degree programs and on state wide commission
Study commissions at the state or federal level do not create formal
relations. Those have only come from deliberate legal or fiscal
action. The competency-based effort has an impact on the formal
relations only if massive on-going commitment of funds is gained
from the state legislature or the federal government. With the demise
of significant federal _funds for teacher education, one can expect
the present formal relations to continue except in those few states
where .special allocations for teacher education are provided for by
the legislature. Florida is the only such state to date and those
funds are clearly for in-service education, not pre-service where
the basic formal relations have been ostablished and continue.

.

In summary, formal relations between higher education institutions and other institutions involved in teacher education are
A few legal arrangements have been mandated tied to changes
in certification procedures. A few voluntary administrative arrange.aents on regional, state or local issues such as information exchange
student exchange, cooperative programs, are developing mostly
energized by federal funds. Most arrangements with local districts
are carefully worked out arrangements for the use of a school as
training site and have limited time- clauses. The basic, secure
,un(ling of teacher education comes Crew the state legislaturec,and
student tuition. The fiscal relations with others are therefore seen
'ss temporary. These permanent fiscal relations require internal
aegotiations in the higher education,institution, each 'college or
iepartment using its academic status and constituency to assure its
allocation. Few states in the USA have systems of control and allocation which seem to exist in some provinces of Canada where the
ministry can and does determine institutional allocation for teacher
education within a total educational bvdget. The board structure for
each institution or groups of ins;
tons in the USA makes such
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IV. ISOLATION OF TEACHER EDUdATIGj AND TRAINING
Simply put, in both the USA and Canada, very few
cases were found of actual programs in operation where teachers
were trained in programs or at training sites with persons
preparing for other professions. There is a developing
rhetoric and call for coordination between teacher education,
nursing education, social work education or any other human
service profession. The actual practice reported demonstrates
a long history of isolation. In some instances, kindergarten
--or other early childhood teachers have been prepared in the
home economics or psychology department. These programs are
described as (and those observed are) also isolated programs;
they are deliberabAy and by regulation isolated from other
re,u1c.r, oleientary or early childhood teacher preparation prograws in the college or university).
As mentioned earlier, there is evidence of a close
working relation in Canada between hospital programs for young
The
children and parents and the early childhood programs.
affected
by
regular elementary school program does not seem
preparing
this effort, though. The only areas where persons
for the teaching profession join the rest of the student
population is during the first two years at the university
during what is called the general education portion of the
bachelors degree. In many instances formal admission to the
teacher education program comes only after these first two
years. After admission to the teacher education program, few
contacts outside this pro2;raki t:re approved,
encouraged or authorized. There is abundant evidence that this
isolation extends to content courses for students preparing to be
They are required to take a course in a content
teachers.
area offered in the department of education rather than in
the content department of the-institution. For example
Elementary Curricultm - Mathematicstrather
requiring Ed. 201:
than a course in Math 201: Mathematics - Elementary Concepts.
The exciting experiment with the 'Piaster of Arts in
Teaching (hAT),degree concept attempted to budge this content
knowledge isolation by,building programs jointly sponsored by
the content department and the teacher education department.
There- is much evidence that this noble experiment has ended as
most major status institutions promoting this idea have closed
Among these are
or radically restricted their MAT programs.
Harvard, Yale, Wesleyan (Conn.), and Oberlin (Ohio).
In April 1973, a major university (Vermont) did
Education
approve a major reorganization creating a College of variety
of
mission
of
preparing
a
a,.la Human Resources with the
The
learning specialists for the helping professions.
helping professions identified are
.

:

-6----New-L,pe_ialist programs suff(.r from this isolation.
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"Some of the key helping professions identified are

:

-- Education for the elderly
-- Leisure time education
Rphabilitation teaching
-- Alternative schools
-- Drug education,
-- Environmental education
-- Adolescent community centers
- - Human potential centers
-- Day care and primary,-Jschool centers
- - Teaching in industry

-- Family education
11

... The task is to convert the preibent faculty to
learning specialists whose skills, knowledge, attitudes and
experience will enable them to prepare students in a variety of
human service areas.

... The planning, development, and delivery of a
variety of human services require common competencies. The
competencies represented by this program will be treated as a
bank of options which can be delivered through a variety of
facilitators
courses, seminar, modules, independent study,
laboratory practicums, internship, etc.
:

The following is a summary o the,general competencies
and knowledge areas that will be repr sented by this program
:

COMPETENCIES
Counselling

KNO LEDGE AREAS
Theories .of individual and group
change
Organizational theory,
Theories. of individual and group
counselling
General systems theory
Political processes

Planning
Administration
Systems Analysis
Organizational Analysis
Educational program
Development
Community development
Communications
Group dynamics

Advocacy
Conoulting
Coordination
Policy analysis
Dissemination skills
Research
Evaluation
Individual appraisal

Futuristics
Organizational development
Theoriee'Of learning and human
development
Personality develo ent and
mental health
Analysis of social systems:
Schools
Colleges
Government agencies
Hospitals
Families
Communities
Correctional facilities
Mental health agencies
Other social service agerem.0
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Ultimately, the broader classification suggested
by the new program will afford graduating students additional
professional career options in schools, colleges, governmental
and social agencies, hospitals,.correctional facl.lities and
other social service organizations and agencies.
It is clear from this document that much work remains')
at this Institution to develop a functioning program which
integrates and bridges professional preparation, faculty and
It may be that, while the university program
training sites.
suffers from the present academic structures, developing
arrangements with practice sites in hospitals, prisOns, social
agencies is the major step in reducing the isolation. Thus,
practice would be learned and applied in many professional environments while the academic integration of theory will await
the breaking down of academic departments. The fascinating fact
is that there is extensive borrowing across the professions from
theoretical and research discoveries, e.g. Piaget, Skinner,
Friere, etc. Each profession chooses to present these men and
their ideas or their discoveries only from what can be assumed
to be their unique perbpective. One is amazed to find on the
same campus ev home economics department, a psychology department,
an elementary education program, and a special education
program, all sponsoring, developing and staffing a nursery
school to demonstrate and train teachers. These clearly
affiliated academicians choose isolation rather than collaboration. It seems that our search for academic freedom,which we
consider'so vital, doe's infringe on the rights of students to
examine all the available truth.
-

It may be thought that the teacher and lawyer oversupply will encourage colleges to take seriously the federal
suggestion
One suggested professional program for the
managers of human services would consist of a
mixture of courses in social sciences (e.g.
economics, sociology, psychology and anthropology),
integrated with fieldwork, and practicums in settings
Starting with
where social services are dispensed.
would
include
fieldthe sophomore year, the program
students
would
be
work. In succeeding years, the
the
schools,
rotated among a number of institutions
where they could participate in highly structured
coaching programs; the home, where demonstration
programs of cognitive child development and good
nutritional patterns would be given in situl recreation and adult training centers, health centers, and
well-baby clinics. In the later phases, -Wge students
should not act as observers, but be employed as
demonstrators; The fieldwork would become
increasingly demanding as students become thoroughly
immersed in the diagnosis of an .area's social
They should not only administer tests
liathology.
assert also in
and discuss the re6ults, but should
:

:
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'in what is commonly known as "casework", following
up the progress of a group or a family. Concurrently with the fieldwork, the program of social studies
should be continued, with ttle students going from
the general introductory courses'to more specialized
courses. These, courses would fit in very well with
the advocated broader, non-professionalized.bachelor's degree program. While the-attraction and the
use of the program will probably be limited to a
small segment of students, not exceeding 10 percent
of the total enrollment in-undergraduate programs,
such a program might wel;,be a worthwhile undertaking for universities. i
-

V. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN RELATIONS BETWEEN UNIVERSITY AND
NOV IV fdll. TY
ON'
One of the major recent developments in relations
between university and non-university institutions is the
public acknowledgement by the federal and some state
governments that one of their major goals.ii,institutional
changes and that they select strategies. that "address the entire
teacher education system by concentrating on selected points of
influence.13 By investing its discretionary funds in activities such as the Teacher Corps, the Career Opportunities
Program (COP), the Training of Trainers'of Teachers program
(TTT), and emerging efforts in Performance Based Teacher.
Education (PBTE), the federal government has opened the door
to nevi direct influences on teacher education by.the community
and the public schools. Developments in ,the USA are best
,described as changes in perspective which allocate'power and
control for teacher education to new localities, the schools.
Along 'the way many state departments ,of edlkation have definitely re- asserted their authority and control. This new
perspective-has caused much strain in the formal relations. Yet
many.have been,restructured as a result of the pressure.

In Canada? most of the developments have focused on
the amalgamation of institutions which has brought the normal
school-programs into the mainstream of higher educatioh.
This
has been accomplished mostly by legal means described in
contracts. The programmatic change in teacher education has for
the most part been minimal. As one dean put it, "We now repqrt
to a different boss, but most of us do and teach the same things
we always have".
The basic programmatic ctinge.in both countries is
the clear attention to community. Vs involvement is
demonstrated in boards and groups (often as.equal partners)
who decide about what teaching will occur in schoolspas well as
an increase in the number of,courses about the community and
involving commupity activity for the learner.
The evident
power of the carrot of federal discretionary dollars here has
not been lost, though the amount of change in permanent
institutional program is still quite limited. The rather
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painful history of the New SchOol at the University of 'North.
Dakota is an example. Fol. three years-now acommunity lased.
program for preparing teachers in th, schools of _forth'
Dakota has been an exciting-venture for all involved. Today
the New School impetus- j.s being slowly deadened.by the..amalgamation of the 'School of Education and the New School., As
the Community involved program moves on.campusj the-academic '
structure slowly. wears down much of the ,exciting ,give and 'take
that takes place in the field. In the community where persons
have learned to-teach and -0 take on responsibility for their
professional roles;14 alternative schools have sprung up with
built-in teacher development activities.. They ,do not resemble
the academic courses and, programs.- Understanding and acceptance
e slow.
.

'

Many of ,these changes have reteilied .sanction and

approval from other higher education institutions (6-.g:
Antioch or U. Mass. - Amherst). Antioch now-operates an
extensive program" of situ-basea tuach4r-traininc
throughout .the Unit,d States. U. Mass. - Amherst has creatively
solved welding the traditional and, the emerging trends by,
inventing "Simultaneous Alternative Teacher PreparatiOn
(a)-a Teacher
Programs"15. The vehicule is wite simple
Preparation Program. Council teaks ,policy and obtains resources
for teacher education for the School of Ei1ucation;(4) the
65 supervisory assistantshipsl'salariesf
Council has a budget
15 teaching assistantships, salaries and-travel monies.' This
Council approves programs by faculty or graduate students of
the School. At present, 14 ptogramshave been'authorized ranging frot secondary social studies for suburban schools
to Off-Campus Teacher Education in creative alternative and
experimental schools throughout the worl'- an effort to
"deprovincialize" prospective teachers 90% of whom come from
The fourteen programs-have' multiple forms of
Massachusetts.
arrangements with the schools which serve as training sites.
And in a few cases the publio,chool personnel and community,
persons determine and provide the majority of the training. Yet
the program stall exists as an exception so approved by the
State Commissioner of Education for certification purposes,
isolated ty the general education and other univerSity programs
Those relations have not yet
outside the School of Education.
The
community
and
the
schools
are still held at
changed.
distanco and are not privy to the academic deliberations of the
institutions.
.

:

,

:

-

Earlier in the paper there is a quo-l-o,callin6 for the

redemocratization of higher education. Until the formal
university committees for teacher preparation and the other
university wide Committee on Teacher Education have school and
community representatives voting as equal members, the schools
and community will not believe that things have changed. The
New School structure has such a voting system,ancl Dean
ierone has said that this issue of voting rights is the key
ssue upon which the preseht amalgamation will succeed or fail.
Arranging a legal or administrative mechanism among peers is
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significantly, di;ferent from sharing accrued power with
significant and involved persons and institutions who educate
teachers and utilize the teachers prepared-for their-schools
and children.

Other strategies and values are involved in the
Performance Based Teacher Education effort. The models were
developed primarily in traditional academic institutions and
are being carried into the schools and communities by state
departmentof education personnel. This effort has led to the
development of many quasi-legal consortia called variously
Staff Development Cooperativest.Teacher Centers or Education
elusive of
Renewal Sites. 'In each instance a body,
all the.affected constituencies,is drawn ogether to design a
program for the training and re-trainin of staff. The basic
entry point then is certification of to phers through a
clearly defined evaluation system agre d to b,y some or all of
the following
:

Teachers
Parents
College Teacher Education Department
Public School Administrators
Students
Citizens
Community
-State Department of Education
Teachers Association
Adginistrator Association
School Board's Association

The simple choice to get-this group together is .a
new development. How and on what basis decisions are made and
implemented is a challenging question, as is what,if any,"
change in the on-going teacher education program pre- or inservice-will occur.

Most states who have created these new structures for
involvement have suggested the development of criteria for
evaluation of teacher performance as the vehicule for determining'certification. While how much mandate by the state is
involved varies, it is clear that a collaborated approach,
to detertining the appropriate competencies requires a new
hools,
relation between the higher ecucation institutions, the
the. community and the other education institutions as we l as
a new relation between higher education institutions and the
State Department of Education.

sr.

States such as Oregon, New York, Vermont wad,
Washington have written general process guidelines
for consortia to follow in terms of program
Typically, they concentrate"on roles
devaluation.
and responsibilities of the groups in the consortia.
These states have very general consortium
guidelines and place the primary responsibility for
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evaluation of competencies on the Institution of Higher
Education, for example, Florida, ask the higher education
institution to identify the procedures by which their set
Control is with the
of competencies are to be measured.
college with directiqn established by the state.15

TABLE 9

DEGREE OF STATE CONTROL OVER CERTIFICATION

Estimated.Cprve

0

Information
on CBTE
given to
any who
request.

College devel6ped, approved program
State now
Consortia required, but
adds
no set competencies or
generic
evaluation criteria -teacher
operational guidelines
competenfor consortia increase
cies and
as one moves from
5-60.
.

other
evaluative
criteria.
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100

95

75

60

40

5.

approach.
State sets
all competencies
and evaluative guide
lines but,
evaluation

done by
institution.

State now
establishes
all evaluative cri-'
and

actually
evaluates
candidates.
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On the other hand this is a new way to report and no
longer does the institution of higher education determine
program, evaluation, and recommendations. Florida State
Department of Education statements about the major differences
in old and new certification are an interesting articulation
of t 's differ9nce.
TABLE 10
MAJOR D

FERENCES BETWEEN PROPOSED STANDARDS VII AND VIII
AND PRESENT STANDARDS VII AND VIII
(Florida State Department of Education)

Present Standards

Proposed Stnndards

Completion of courses and/or
ex.minations to-establish credit

'

Program schematic is given in
terms of minimum semester hours'
credit required
General reucation is

totalwithnostateiiientilbout
Related Studies to support
teacher preparation.

Competencies may be proved in
courses or in other ways
through regularly established
institutional policy.
Program schematic is given
',in terms of percents of
total degree program
General Education is
approximately 2.942Eatat
of to
degree with an
addition of Related Studies
approximately 10 percent of
total.

Professional Education totals
18 semester hours, including
six semester hours of Student
Teaching.

Student Teaching emphasize,,
but limited to six semestdr
hours.

Professional Education totals
a
roximately 10 sercent of
tota
ie d N.eriences,
IliqiUding Student Teaching,
totals approximately. l5
percent of the total.
Greater emphasis on field
experiences, including
Student Teaching, which
totals approximately 15
total.
221.SelYLS1---..b1Ie.
.

Single teaching field is
nimumof 24 semester hours; broa

A single teaching field is

field j.:-; 48 semester hours

total and broad field is
35 percent

minimum.

'Eighteen of the 48 semester
hours required for a composite
field must be advanced.

16

2,2212241=f1L18 LX&SODI91

One half of work in single
teaching field must be
advanced (junior or senior
level).
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This move to the public arena has also created some new
strains in old relations. State legislatures have begun to
probe deeply into the effect of changes in teacher certification and teacher education programs. Some of the reports from
these legislative bodies (on which higher education institutions are represented) make interesting reading. For example
:

The problems most
Obstacles to innovation.
commonly-cited in program improvement were, not
surprisingly, staff time and money. Where more
detailed responses were given, a number of factors
were revealed. These included the natural resistance of some individuals to change, the fact that
many public school personnel who are expected to
participate in student training have not themselves
been trained in the newer skills, the absence of a
well-defined management system and funding pattern
for4the implementation of the 1971 guidelines for
teacher certification, and the need for greater
assurance that. the competency-based approach is
more ffective gan the traditional "Courses and
Credi s"

fl

Univ rsities are also finding their relations with
teachers ch ging. The transition of the National Education
41
Association to an active teacher-professional organization
education in a defensive
higher
(or union) has placed
posture.
To longer can the higher education institution
assume ac eptance of its ideas about pre- oz in -- service educatio
The local and state education associations are taking clear
positions about what will be taught and what the teachers want
as training as an integral part of salary ne3ociation. Many of
teachers unions are publishing studies of their membership
which indicates significant dissatisfaction with the college
training received.

TABLE 11
REPORT OF SURVEY OF TEACHER6. IN THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND
My pre-serviCe training hab sufficiently prepared me for
the kind of teaching I would like to do.
28
9
11
42
10
'No Opinion Disagree ar.ongly
Strongly Agree
A-ree

No, responding to this-item
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6,774. 17
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The development of such information about teacher,
community, and school attitude and perception of training need
is becoming an integral part of needs assessment activities.
Programs will need to respond more realistically to such
information as it becomes more scientifically accurate.
Opinion, relief, and tradition will not suffice in the face
of pressure organized as statistically representative information by interest groups about the quality of teacher education
programs.
New non-traditional training developed in alternative institutions has also sought to justify itself in
this fashion.
Objective test results developed with the
help of the psychology department of higher education institutionsto measure the effect of encounter group training by a
free standing teacher development center in providing more
open" teachers.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS:
Data collected for the first year of the study
were subjected to analysis of variance and
subsequent t-tests.
In addition, means of
differences (FIRO-B* minus FIRO-F for each
individual) were computed for the FIRO-B and
FIRO-F data as a method of comparison of wantedexpressed and behavior-feeling factorb.
The three interpersdnal needs' measured by the
FIRO instruments (in terms of affection, control,
and inclusion) are defined be ow
:

1. Affection - "The interpersonal need for
affection is defined behaviorally as the need to
establish and maintain a satisfactory relation with
others with respect to love and4affection. Affection always refers to a two-person (dyadic).
relation ... At the feeling level the need for
affection is defined as the need to establish and
maintain a feeling of mutual affection with others.
This feeling includes (a) being able to love other
people to a satisfactory degree and (TO, having
others love the self to a satisfactory degree ...
The need for affection, defined at the level of
the -self-concept, is the need to feel that the
self is lovable."**

Tirrirg7Fgde name for a test of Interpersonal Behavior
developed by William Shultz and reported in 222Ltlemersonal
FIRO: A Three DimensionalTheary21InteEptersonal

Underworld.

TA7701777PalOIITOTMITOYETiTTElence and Behavior Books,
1-9-6577-15. 20

**Ibid.,

p. 20.
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2. Control - "The interpersonal need for control
is defined behaviorally as the need to establish
and maintain a satisfactory relation with people
With regard
with respect to control and power
to feelings, the need for control is defined as
the need to establish and maintain a feeling of
mutual respect for the competence and responsibleness of others ... The need for control,
defined at the level of perceiving the self, is the
need to feel that one is a competent, responsible
person."*

3. Inclusion - The interpersonal need for inclusion
is defined behaviorally as the need to establish
and maintain a satisfactory relation with-people
with respect to interaction and association ...
On the level of feelings the need for inclusion
is defined as the need to establish and maintain a
feeling of mutual interest with other people ...
With regard to self-concept, the need for
inclusion is the need to feel that the self is

significant and worthwhile.*
Araphic presentation of data and an analysis of
44esults of statistical computations follow in
categor.cA_ order
:

4.
*

**

William C. Schutz, The Interpersonal Underworld., opjcit., pp.18-2{
Ibid., p. 18.
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Opinionaire

On the Opinionaire one found a significant
difference when one considered the combination of
types of encounter group and campuses tested. On the
Colby campus the spaced group, received the highest
negative scores, these being significantly higher
than the control group. The massed group failed to
reach a significant difference when compared to
either the spaced or control groups at Colby. At
Farmington there were no statistical differences
between the three types of encounter groups. 18
The joint publication of this research demonstrates a new
relation. Other examples of school and community based initiatives
in teacher education are found throughout the U.S. Some other institutions-who have forged new arrangements with higher education
institutions for research and development in training are the
Federation of Community Schools (Boston, Mass.) with Harvard
University - Training of Trainers ta,f Teachers (TTT) program; the
Mass. Experimental School with the U. Mass. - Boston; Institute
for Learning and Teaching, and the Nueva Country Day School
(Hillsboro, Calif.) with Stanford University:
Recent developments' have emphasized a reconnection with
schools, the community, the classroom teacher. The renew p1 of
teacher education in the USA has been definitely tied tethe
rebuilding"of the local and state constituency. Higher education
institutions traditionally independent of this political activity
and tied to the constituency of students and the development of
knowledge have found it difficult to respond to these new tendencies
even with massive federal dollars supporting the community. Whether
higher education institutions will be effected still depends on
who will receive the tenured full professorship appointments in
the next five years. If the persons involved in the recent
developments in teacher education out in the community and schools
are chosen, teacher education in the USA will signifidantly shift
in higher education institutions; if not, teacher education in
higher education institutions may well become more and more precious
and smaller and smaller in number. These full professors will
block or encourage the present evolution to joint and shared
authority and responsibility for teacher education. Enough relations
now exist. The question is will the legal route overcome the change
of perspective(Memocratization")route.
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VI. THE CHANGING PATTERN OF TEACHER EDUCATION

This section attempts todraw together the influences and
patterns emerging in the USA and, Canada as, a result of extensive activity and inveatment in education reform with its concomitant effect
on teacher.edilcation. Yet, one observer of the scene has pointed out:

... After 1957 came the curriculum reformers intent
on seizing the initiative from the "educationists";
along with them came newly hatched educational
technologists, convinced they.held the magic key.
Most recently, as Broudy sees it, there has been
the New Establishment
a number .of philanthropic
foundations (Carnegie, Kettering, Ford), the U.S.
Office of Education, the education industries, the
teacher organizations, a variety of enterprises "that
generated enormous power and prestige-and dollar
rewards also for scores of men -- the men who
constituted the New Establishment in education during
the sixties and extending into the seventies ...
After the years of exposing, grant-giving,
innovating, and reorganizing, the schools are still
considered failures in many places. Teachersiare
saying "met culpa" daily; the increasingly confused
.controverpy goes on and on ....Focal in this world
is teacher education, which has not yet provided a
"layer of professional competence" for the school
system.19
:

Still the "foundations" approach to professional
training is the dominant theory leading to the state of affairs
that created the major concern in the early sixties about
teacher education in the USA. The movement back across the
trench of professional education and liberal arts represented
by the Mar.;,ter of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.) program developed
at Harvard and elsewhere has not-re-connected teacher education
to the philosophical and intellectual resources implied in this
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approach.

Somewhat as a result, but more probably tied to the
pent up frustrations of racism and urban decay, the community
and then the classrooms asserted and demanded moreelevant
quality education for the community, often through violent
confrontation far from the ivory towers. The demand did not
come from persons grounded in an academic trgdition. Few were
about who could translate the pressures and demands into the
academic traditions'. As a result the practice of teaching in
classrooms changed while the academic program for preparation
Whon the
of teachers wan maintainod in spl(=ndid isolation.
student teacher came out to the schools for six weeks of
toadTIT_i prao.tic3, what they found first in' the cities, and
lately more and more in the other schools in the USA and Catada,
were teachin; practices
that no one had described, explained_
or nredicted.

A great many American institutions now preparing
teachers represent, by virtue of their unique Vradition,
one or another of the earlier states of the art of
preparing teachers; for instance, the emphasis upon
pedagogy in training for the 'elementary school and upon,
the disciplines in training for the secondary school has
become something approaching a constant tradition in
many schools. Many schools represent, in various parts
of their program, a-series of ossifications of older
strata. What the whole task of preparing teachers means
i
the entire social and institutional setting in which
t *e preparation of.teachers takes place, has not
seriously been addressed either by the American Higher
Education or by the schools until recently. Such
projects as the National TTT Project and Tri-University
Project do make an effort to examine the schooling of
teachers in the broad context of its social and institutional setting.
The pressures for such an .examination are now coming
primarily from America's schools and its alienated
communities, as it endeavors to deal with poverty, injustice, and the failure of the'educational system' to
allow men to develop their full sense of power to act
within the system. The primary responsibilities for
developing programs to answer the needs of America's
alienated groups has failed, for .petter or for worse, to
the local public school systems under Title I of the
ESEA*. Title I and its evaluations have given the
schools an opportunity to see how crucial is the total
classroom situation or school situation created by
teachers or teams of teachers, aides, and so forth;
to look in .ways never. considered before at the quality
of teaching which goes on in circumstances where teaching
is difficult, and to see how egregiously teaching in
Now we are seeing
these schools has sometimes failed.
Vie development of fairly extensive training programs for
'

r; ;I;,'. - 7211,J Fiementar7 and Secondary Edunation Act passed by
Conr,r,

(Federal Level)' in 1963,
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elementary teachers under Title I. These training
programs have until recently been almost.entir4x
divorced from institutions of Higher Education. u
Due to federal intervention with agencies such as
the Job Corps, the Peace Corps, the. Teacher Corps & Headstart,
a bridge to practice was accomplished.. What remained to
develop was a bridge to the theoreticians and academicians.
But having gained the power to have persons in power cometo
them ? the community, and more precisely the schoollwere not
willing to allow another retreat by teacher educatiqn into
academia. Field-based training became a non-negotiable demand
for those who sought to link to the money and the revolution
which had occurred in American education. When this community
related student revolt hit the campuses, many became too busy
protf%eting their programs to find time to link to the community
and the school. Those few who did found themselves rapidly
moving towards (a) the minoritystudent-body position, (b5
high, demand for the equivalents of on-the-job or life experience to college credit,(c) lack of senior faculty able to
communicate and accept these changes,(d) lack of finds for
scholarship,(e) lack of programs and certification categories
for actual roles in practice.* Thus, in the USA the traditional
conflict-between the practitioner add the academician was
Increased. The information available from Canada indicates
that this particular problem was handled through legislative
processes rather than social and academic upheavel. The
bilingual school bills seem to iiave served to focus and more
carefully define the issue there than in the USA. While
conflict existed and continues, the radical- change of'schools
, did not occur outside
the profession and its normal limits.
There is evidence also that teacher education is also isolated
and irrelevant in many cases in Canada, but the intense sociopolitical pressures on the schools have not had the dominant
effect on education professional training there as in the USA.
This change in teacher education is best exemplified
by the rapid increase of free or alternative schools. developing
in the USA, ** and of the numerous alternatives one must create
to be responsive to all practitioners even in the schools. And
as these alternative schools have doveloped they have found a
needto seek state approval for their programs., At this point
certification of teachers becomes an issue.
One event which it is difficult to document but
which was observed is the origin of the Performance Based
Teacher Education movement. This effort,which State Departments
have -:.now accepted and are using for certification

and evaluation control purposes, grew from a significantly
different set of concerns.
Some persons observed the social
In fact, both the teacher specialist and teacher aid roles
were in place before certification or degree programs were
authorized.
** From a minimal amount in 1970 to a projected 2,500 in 1973.
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upheaval and its resultant shift of power to community and
schools as anti-intellectual, others, saw the need to contain
the diffuse energetic changes in practice developing through
the school reftirm rovement in such a way as to assure
to
dissemination and insta]lation, some so,41:ht a vehi
osely
attract more resources for education. From this
related group With conflicting values germin,:-.Led an idea
-- developing model (researchable) elementary teacher education programs which would make it possible to de [.op a largescale systematic scientific body of knowledge abodt teaching
and the Practice of teaching. This often informal and
certainly intuitive activity led to the development of the
ten model Teacher Ethication Programs founded by the United
States Office of Education (USOF) division of research and
Out of this effort grew a significant list of
development.
performances or competencies. At the same time,field projects
in places and in institutions near many of the researchers,
were developing lists of performance objectives for teachers.
Syracuse and the Syracuse Model are a good example, as a
result thb documents formed an enormous encyclopedia of
performknce of this informal interchange. And,as at most other
points in human history when man saw all the pieces in one
place,he invented a mechanism for understanding and control.
Such is one explanation of the present Performance Based
Teacher Education movement. This mechanism has the following
'characteristics
:

,

(a) A group representing multiple constituency determines
competencies (was this a result of the community
control efforts ?)
(b) A comprehensive system (was this the result of
building a coherent theory ?)
(c) A listing of performances on which one would be
(was this the effort to assure academically
.evaluated.
respectable controls ?)
(d) A modular approach to presenting training (was this
a mechanism invented to tie the movement of existing
higher education arrangements ?)

An any event massive federal dollars for an overall systematic
approach were delivered. And more and more :;tate (epartments
joined the club, ao well as the American Association for
Certification and accreditation
Colleges of Teacher Education.
were thus tied in. Now as teacher education programs and
institutions stand on the brink of accepting a major refocus
One wonders if State
-- the federal funds are disappearing.
enough
to
continue to support
funds will be available quickly
the movement. At least. fifteen state departments of
Education have certainly made heavy policy and planning
investment ,in this direction by establishing development
consdrtia.
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Y et parallel trends ate moving teacher education
at higher education institutions in other directions., Affective education, Community Development, Interdilplinary
i
Teaching and Learning Teams, Humanistic Educati n, Futuristics
are ideas and trends that are visible on many campuses .22:Each
assumes a different perspective on the future "of education and
teacher education--; each represents different formal relations
with institutions Outside the higher education institutions.
How they will affect patterns of tea04er education is unclear.
Most, are very tied to the de:velopment\of life styles in the
culture, most are seeking ways to include new persons and places
as resources for the preparation of. teachers. They do
evidence though-that as always in higher education institutions
someone.. is trying to reach beyond the conventional wisdom of
the'present, to retain roots in the past, or to find another
acceptable way to describe whatone has always been doing.
Reforming education has reached teacher education and that
itself' is a significant change, in'the pattern of teacher
education.
ft

Te?

The two basic approaches people take .to teacher
oducatfon reform continue to be:
//
those who start fl,goth what a teacher does to his or
her. children or 644.learner;
-

those who start from some conception of what a
good teacher does.

Both approaches now dee,eachother and have begun a dialogue.
It may be that teacher education has finally reached a point
where the clash of its two culture's will result in a new
culture. T6day the pattern oftteacher education emphasizes.:
Technical competenc
Critical competency
Community building
Constituency control or at least involvement
.Continuous evaluation
Inter institution collaboration
Continqous refigrm of structure, curriculum and
faculty.
-

4.

The change of teacher educatiO .in the USA is in
-

-

:

where it is done (more in schbole, And

ommunities);
ikkow'it is Ofte (more exposure and invo vement in

the practice of teaching
,who controls it (not only more et kvte,dep rtment of
education control but also more teacher a ociation,
local schOol,'parent and community control and
,

4

how-it is evaluated.(more scientific
docuMentation and evaluation).
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The change in Canada seems to be along similarlinesithough
the change in who controls it does-not seem to be as radical
a shift to the community or schools. Then the closer relation
between the legislative body and the ministry may well make the
programs in edUcation more quickly responsive than does the
complex American. system.

Yet all of the changing patterns may well be most
. significantly affected by the present underutilization of
available teachers.
... The' supply of persons who traditionally seek jobs
in teaching is likely to exceed the demand by --.a

million in the first five years of the 1970's.:.
Much of-it is due to projecting past patterns of
These patterns were established during
employmen,t.
a period of brisk demand for teachers during the
1950's and 1960's ... Teaching was convenient interim
As
occupation between the B.A. and the "Fire
teaching jobs become scarce, the decision to embark
On another career will have to be focd earlier in
life; Teaching positions as port-of-entry jobs will-.
be harder to obtain and, consequently, many may decide
In all probabinot to be certificated as teachers.
lity teaching will become a more linear and more
iianage to get a
consistent career for those w.
This
change
in
the
ca.raater
of teaching
position.
those
who hire and
careers' will pose new challenges to
train teachers - challenges which will be intensified
by the need to provide enough teachers to meet
projected enrollment increases in the late 1980's. In
this respect, the "surplus" of teachers offers the
opportimity for school systems to be more selective
d more demanding in the
in- their recruitment
preparation required.

The issue of further enriching the education programs
of the society by increasing the number of teachers and
decreasing student/teacher ratios nay -not he addressed in the
USA as long as financial allocation remains a controlling
On the other hand, Quebec has implemented a 'program
fad-tor.
approach that ties re-structuring and.financing. Moving
teacher preparation programs formerIjnormal schobls into
established and well financed higher education institutions
carries with it careful allocation of funds to stated program
objectives related to needs identified in the' actual educational
Ideas for altelbativ patterns in. teacher education and
system.
The oyL3tem for
in. the form of institutir)ns abound in the USA.
'financial
and training
and ::,11ocatin3 reriourcen
is' much
and
conmunities
personnel for tho good of children
more pc3cible In Canada.
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0

As the institution of higher eduQation opens its
doors and develops closer legal anministratAre and financial
relations with the state departmedt of education, the community and the schools, the training programs will gain in
intensity, involvement, and responsiveness. As more and
different persons are bontinually involved, the amount of
communication will'increase. The institution, then,_will nee'
to develop simple direct mechanisms for communication to the
right target while not increasing the bureaucratization
through the addition of other formal channels. The university
will report and communicate more with the-community and the
schools through documents other than research publications or
books. One would expect television, radio and newspaper
`coverage to increase and with that the pressure for an immediate
ana early solution to what is basically a cultural evolution.
If the communication arrangements include as many
of the bodies affected as possible, some of the'strain between
ekxpectations and resuls can be allocated for solution to the
responsible body. An advantage of having the community there
is that rather quickly the community becomes aware of the fact
that part of the solution to the problem is through legislative or political action. The academicians have not traditionally wanted to battle in that arena in the USA and Canada,
even when their analytical abilities make them aware that
political action is where part of the solution is found. Those
ongoing new arrangements are characterized'by the university
waiting for the community to undertake political action even
in the face of the risk that political action might be directed
towards the university and most likely towards the person or
group who is trying to open the doors. By being more visible,
this perso la
institution is more vulnerable to attack and
most often s not supported by his academic colleagues who do
nokunderst d, are not interested or fear. Involvement is
the major mode of learning in this new arrangement.

(1

.

CONSEQUENCES OF CLOSER RELATIONS BETWEEN UNIVERSITY

Those involved as well as those not involved forget
that each is now educating the other as the change occurs. As
a result, personal and institutional distanc.e develops even
when both hare the same values and beliefs.
One could describe
this as a group of sailboats setting off across a bay in a fog
and naturally moving somewhat apart. As each moves across the
bay, visibility is limited to a few feet'around the boat. As a
few of the boats drift close together, they share in each
other's visibility but then drift apart again. Closer relations
increase the amount of joint visibility for a time, but as each
agency or individual dov what they must do, they drift apart
again. At that point, they do not know how'close or how
far they are apart and when they rediscover each
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other, who is going in the appropriate dire tion. While it is
safer to wait for sunlight before leaving, the children of the
schools and their parents have already set out across the bay
and many expect the academicians to be with them and at
least to record where all have been.
Legally, closer relations require the changing of
The higher education
customs and the rewriting of laws.
institution has the responsibility to describe where the new
movements of culture have taken us so that laws can be
adjusted to assist these new developments. Writing this new
description of reality requires taking on a new perspective
characterized by participation,,intensity, community and
sharing of power. It also requires the development of new
modes of examining reality which are less essentialist and more
existentialist. Discrepancy evaluation is just such an academic
format that is developing-, Malcolm 1,rovus at the University of
Virginia, Charlottesville,has begun to articulate a methodology
for describing a reality which changes its description of goals
and objectives as well as process as it moves through time.
Many of us find such relativity hard to accept, but it may well
represent the reality of teaching and teacher education more
accurately than a description or listing a riori of the ideal
teacher or even of what a teacher does. Our aws then would be
written to allow for many alternative types and modes of
teaching and more careful participation in decision-making by
all parties involve in education. No longer would the society
allocate with compl to faith the business of teacher education
to the university.

Increasing the number of agencies involved by law
carries with it a social responsibility assumed to be federal
in the USA and seen as provincial in Canada; that is the
responsibility to provide adequate and sufficient funding
to provide for the education of teachers. The university
bound model was cost efficient. It did produce teachers rather
cheaply. Increased involvement of the institution and the
trainees in the community and the schools cost more simply
because it takes more time and travel. It also cost more
because present higher education arrangements carry some over
burden cost (e.g., tenured faculty selpcted for the previous
goals who cannot or will not move to more involvement).
Financing the activity requires. recognizing also that with the
sharing of power comes sharing authority over tho allocation and
distribution of funds. The school, community. and state do in
many instances share with the university the budget making and
This is a new behavior for
authorizing expenditure functions.
The evidence is, though, in at least five states
all to learn.
in the USA, that teachdr education funds will soon be allocated
as a pool to be administered under law by the consortia created
by law. If state funding of education in the USA becomes a
reality, such a move will force and establish as standard
practice the patterns developed now through Teacher Corps or
COP type federal initiatives. There is clearly a movement in
the Canadian direction of provincial authority and control over
education.
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Administre'.ively, the closer relations increase the
amount of communication and discussion. Tlie; also increa2,:i,the
pressure on the university to share policy setting authority
program structure, curricula content, and also admission,
recruitment and placement. Who comes to the hither e ucation
institution becomes a shared decision. As a result, o
,cannot
apply purportedly objective academic standards only
:

The creation of consortia increases the need for
clear, direct-communication in forms other tan academic
publication. It increases the amount of time needed for clarifying expectations.
This decreases either.leisure time,thinking
time, research time or teaching time. 4ademid life styles thus
change as do academic prOcedures. The aeademic senate or faculty
meeting does not lon3 remaina strictly, faculty domain as students,
community, school personnel join'as equal partners in the debate,
deliberation and vote.
Financial arrangements change. The state department
of education gains more control as the legal channel for funds.
Academic budgets are restructured from line item allocations
for individual professors to program budgets where a professor
has money as long as he is part of an approved program. The
university no longer can borrow from the teacher education
department to support the philosophy department without the
agreement of the other partners.' And thus the closer relations
draw the liberal arts into the arena 4If for na other reason
than-the need'for funds, one finds faculty members from English
and History talking and cooperating with teacher education
faculty.
It may be that in the capiaioaistic USA, significant
relations among the parties to teachYrs'educatiOn can only be
drawn together by financial pressure. many of us believed, and
still do, that academic and professional motives were sufficient
and appropriate. There is evidence that financial motivation
can be a more persuasive argument.

Teacher education sits in the crack between academia
and society.
The present movement to closer relations between
higher education institutions and non-university institutions

has been centered around bettr teachers who could educate the
community's children in new ways. Supported by federal dollars
in the USA this eneraw has pushed into the deepest reaches of
the higher education institutions, the schools, the community
and the state departments of education. A similar move to more
systematic planning and coordinatiOn of education activities
in Canada has led also to the deep reforms.' What remains is
the challenge to direct this energy to the support of a
qualitative difference in the society rather than
quantitative
expansion of opportuialty with a qualit tive improve ent only
for one or another elite.

a
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VIII.

CONCLUi..iION

The university remains the rudder of our culture.
Jhile.reaching out to more students and to more responsive
and curricula, it must be careful of the possibility
programs
of its capture by one or another of the other forces and of its
obligation to record, analyze and structure man's experience
with reality and to transmit all of this. Teacher education
is in fact the business of all the university. It just happens
that the teachers and trainers active in society do not all
work at a place called the university. They ere all nonetheless
They are
the University as it addresses and affects Society.
also recording, analyzing, structuring and transmitting.
they depend on others more proficient than they to record
analyze and structure, they are the major transmittors. While
the university needs to help them become excellent transmittors,
it cannot neglect helping them with the other three. One wonders
---mtret-fie movement to closer relations is not a polite request
by alienated members of the university that doors be kept open.
While there are signs that.teache s'associations
will assert their right and responsibility to control, determine,
and improve teacher preparation, no teacher association originated and controlled oro3rams have appeared. Lost of the association energy seems to be limited to protecting teacher rights
and privileges in negotiation with the existing training institutions. Teachers associations'fiht to gain the "high ground"
and political compromise has taken the form of a joint commis:A(5n,
membership on key committees, not in developing rights and
responsibility for the development, control or improvement of
the stan, dard program for the education of teachers.
All the while, the state and provincial governments
have begun rightful efforts to control the escalating cost of
hergers of institutions, elimination of weak proeducation.
have
grams, efforts which require fo-titude and some risk
In
the
USA
these
hard
decibeen undertaken throughout Canada.
sions have been and are still being put off in state after
The fact remains that an estimated 35,() of existing
state.
student bodies and faculties in higher education institutions
are, in some form, committed to teacher education. That represents a very significant dollar investment in any state or
province. It also iS estimated that at least 3091, of the jobs
In most states are education related (in the ILA at least
lb billion dollars in ,?ublic school_ teachers' salaries alone).
44144

Education represents a significant economic buildinc
block in both nations. Jor the most part it is unchallenged
because of the long tradition of addemic freedom and the role
of general and higher education in creating a liberated and
educated populace. If the energetic efforts' of the Province
of t4uebec and of the State of Florida predict the futurel-some
governmental forces are aware of the crucial nature of the,
variable and intend to direct this rosourco for economy
and social gains.
.

,
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This study suggests quite strongly that the who of
,teacher education is what needs careful examination. The structures (laws, programs, budgets) inveRted to help these persons
come into contact, one with the other are important and have
been extensively developed and imitated. Yet the most important
event .for` teacher,education and for the university is access to
and involvement in all the practice of teaching as it occurs in
society. All that practice does not occur at-the university or
'th young children. For example, the neglected 11-18 year old
per on and his teachers are a crucial group to haVo access to and be
invo ed with. The neglected non-university attending adults are a
crucial group to have access to fond be involved with.- For teaching
is occurring out there and it is influencing the future of our
society and culture. Teacher preparation has slowly become
reconnected with these oersons. The academic structures, though
have not responded significantly to the alternative programs
the.school and society reality requires.
A new effort for institutional reform which originates more closely with the schools and the parents has also
begun to assert independence as a force in educational reform.
For the most part, alternative arid' free schools or programs have
been structured independently (and deliberately so) from either
the establishedhigher education forces or Government forces.
Particularly in the USA, there are some public manifestations
of the "people power" movement. As such they seek not to dominate and control the establishment, but rather to develop a
complete ,independent,alternative route. These differ from
early, private or parochial education systems in that they are
very often community or locality identified rather than intellectual movement or religious persuasion identified. The
effect at present is not significant in accomplishing the redirection of dollars but this movement has in fact accounted
for the expansion, increased flexibility? and differentiation
Of certification L.nd credentialling requirements.. The "institut
familiale" status in (uebec and the early childhood program or
special education program status elesewhere is an analogous
the system with a
trend where something has grown up aside
complete and effective teacher ee cation program and which has
been granted, often without maj.4 political turmoil, equivalent
status to the traditional credentialling.by higher education
institutions as appropriate education or training.

Ve

The governments of Canada or the USA do not have the
opportunity to re-do their past nor to re-do their idstitutions.
Their options are constrained by who they have within the institutions - the present and existing institutions doing teacher
education, existing laws, reGulations and procedures, Present
fihancial commitments, present:facilities, present-palitical
trends. They also have an enormous (some would say an inordinate) literature, and research effort continually proposing
ctthms
some refinement of laws, re 'w :
se: 1 91 9 - 9 PI
t
liost of what is proposed'are
1:5rograms, methods and practices.
significant improvements on the status quo, but only on the
status quo. Very few efforts'attempt to recast the established
higher education institutions'program.
1 8

r
ti
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The clinical pr fessorship where a person'lived in
the - school and at the uni ersity was one such attempt. Present
taut examples rif this role exist,
evidence is that very few
and 'no institution has yet uilt a program predominantly
staffed in this manner. As laboratory schools at training
colleges have been closed'or moved out into general education,
most faculty have opted the higher education staff
position. One wonders why this real Life effort at
between pracan arrangement-between the schools and academia,
clinical
professorships
tice and theory has not mutated into
is
or even differentiated staffing arrangements. The fact
programmatic.
institutional
not
-that the solution has been again
Programmatic adaptation has just begun to appear in
a few institutions. One of these is the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. Here an attemp to find a working
arrangement for 30 diffuse faculty'members led to the development of a structure of alternative programs for teacher
education. This approach assumed that one couldn't change
most of the 30 and'that the 30 wouldn't be going away very
The result was a mutation where many alternatives are
soon.
open to all candidates where clear kinds of teaching jobs are
identified as the result of each of the training programs. This
is an example of a change in arrangements within an institution,
it does not change any of the programs nor the relations
between higher education and other institutions. This is still
a higher education originated program. Yet it is .a step in
the creation of a profession responsive program.
The relations between universities and other institutions involved in the education and training'of teachers are
directly influenced by
one's view of the role and function of
1.
institutions, particularly higher education
institutions;
one's view of the profession of teaching and
2.
its role in determining its destiny;
one's experience with the practice of
:3.
educating others.
one's view of learning by others;
4.
one's tolerance for ambiguity of humane and
5.
societal goals as wall as technological goals;
one's view of the place and function of an
6.
elementary, secondary or other classroom
_

:

teacher.
Few institutions have articulated answers, programs,
or structures which are real answers to these questions.
Determining public policy and governmental structuPOs to-implement public policy in, teacher education may
require the willingness to demand from the higher education-institutions more direct follow-up and involvement in the
schools where the graduates work. The value of ,a true higher
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education program for preparation continues to be documented
even in programs"where experience, on- the -job training, and
field practice are dominant. There is a needfor reflective
analysis.
It is clear, though, that as improirement of practice is an ongoing effort, so is the improvement bf reflective analysis and the con-comitaLt
clarification of values.
Bluntly put, teacher education does not depend as
much on the institutional structure nor the proposed program
as it does on the 'quality of practice a teacher itt3 exposed to
and the quality of learning he or she is challenged to reach
out to. As any nation has moved to educating the populace
beyond literacy, it has faced the challenge of attracting to
and supporting in classroom teaching those who can enhance the
qualty of tie life of learning without limiting the effort
to some elite.
Few nations .or states have
attained this
level for any sustained period of time. The evidence of this
study is'that the USA certainly has few present examples and
that -Canada has some unexplored opportunities.
This is a
difficult standard for measuring higher education and the
relations of.higher education to other institutions, yet it
is the essential standard.

.
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